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VSSI CP Commands
This section describes the VSSI CP commands common to all VSSI products. The format, use, and the normal
responses of each command are explained. Error responses are not listed here. You can find explanations of error
messages in the "Messages" section of this manual, or by using the CMS Help facility.

VSQUERY
The VSQuery command displays various parameters common to all VSSI products.
VSQuery

DAteformat
VSIDisk
VSLevel

VSQUERY DATEFORMAT
Use the VSQuery DAteformat to display the current format used by VSSI online code.
VSQuery

DAteformat

Usage Notes
This command does not accept any parameter.
Since the delimiter is independently modifiable, it is shown as a question mark (?) in the examples below. Only
the 'named' date formats imply a fixed delimiter. (ie:FULLDate, ISODate or SHORTDate)
Response
VSSI DATEFORMAT =

FULLDATE
MM?DD?CCYY
DD?MM?CCYY
CCYY?MM?DD
ISODATE
CCYY?DD?MM
SHORTDATE
MM?DD?YY
DD?MM?YY
YY?MM?DD
YY?DD?MM

(Format is MM/DD/CCYY)

(Format is CCYY-MM-DD)
(Format is MM/DD/YY)

VSQUERY VSIDISK
Use the VSQuery VSIDisk command to display the current Userid/Minidisk definition for the VSSI parameter
disk and whether it is accessed.
VSQuery

VSIDisk

Usage Notes
This command does not accept any parameter.

VSSI CP Commands
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Response
VSSI Disk at address vdev, owned by userid is not currently accessed.
VSSI Disk at address vdev, is owned by userid and accessed as c
There was no definition for the VSSI parm disk in the configuration file
used at IPL.

VSQUERY VSLEVEL
Use the VSQuery VSLevel command to display the current VSSI code level, the highest VSSI PTF applied, and
the running system z/VM level.
VSQuery

VSLevel

Usage Notes
This command does not accept any other parameters.
Response (example below based on z/VM 6.3 and VSSI Build 5500)
VSSI Level 5500 Build 5522 PTF 550254 on 15 Mar 2015 for z/VM 6.3.0

VSSET
The VSSet command sets various parameters common to all VSSI products.

VSSet

options
MM/DD/CCYY
DD/MM/CCYY
CCYY/MM/DD
CCYY/DD/MM
MM/DD/YY
DD/MM/YY
YY/MM/DD
YY/DD/MM

FULLDate
ISODate
SHORTDate
SYSDate
DAteformat < options >
DELIMiter
< c >
VSIDisk
userid vdev <Select A >
c
Select A
Any
REPlace
char.
FOrce

VSSET DATEFORMAT
Use the VSSet DAteformat to set the date format used by VSSI online code.

VSSet

DATEFormat

VSQUERY VSIDISK

{MM/DD/CCYY}
{DD/MM/CCYY}
{CCYY/MM/DD}
{CCYY/DD/MM}
{MM/DD/YY }
{DD/MM/YY }
{YY/MM/DD }

< DElimiter c >
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{YY/DD/MM

}

Usage Notes
The DATEFormat command does not change the delimiter. The delimiter is changed by using:
• the DElimiter command on the same VSSet as the DATEformat
• the DElimiter command on its own VSSet
• a 'named' format. (ie: VSSet ISODATE implies the delimiter -)
Responses
VSSI DATEFORMAT = {format specified on the command}

VSSET FULLDATE
Use the VSSet FULLDate command to change the date format to MM/DD/CCYY
VSSet

FULLDate

Responses
VSSI DATEFORMAT = FULLDATE

VSSET SHORTDATE
Use the VSSet SHORTDate command to change the date format to MM/DD/YY
VSSet

SHORTDate

Responses
VSSI DATEFORMAT = SHORTDATE

VSSET ISODATE
Use the VSSet ISODate command to change the date format to CCYY-MM-DD
VSSet

ISODate

Responses
VSSI DATEFORMAT = ISODATE

VSSET SYSDATE
Use the VSSet SYSDate command to change the VSSI date format to the IBM date format currently active
VSSet

SYSDate

VSSET DATEFORMAT
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Responses
VSSI DATEFORMAT = {FULLDATE or SHORTDATE or ISODATE)

VSSET DELIMITER
Use the VSSet DElimiter command to change the date delimiter.
VSSet

DElimiter

{ c }

The following delimiter characters are supported:
Char

Name

/

forward slash

-

dash

_

underscore

|

vertical bar

:

colon

Responses
VSSI DATEFORMAT = {current date format with new delimiter}

VSSET VSIDISK
Use the VSSet VSIDisk command to change the definition (owner and virtual address) of the VSSI parm disk.
This information is usually set at IPL time, by specifying it on the VSI_Disk initialization parameter.
VSSet

FOrce

VSIDisk userid vdev < FOrce | REPlace >

Allows the definition to be re-established after having been , somehow, reset to Hex 0's. This is an
error condition. The options should be used only under VSSI direction.

REPlace Must be used to replace an existing definition.
Responses
VSSI parm disk set to vdev owned by userid userid
Specify REPlace to overwrite existing definition.
VSSI parm disk was vdev owned by userid userid
VSSI parm disk set to vdev owned by userid

VSSET SYSDATE
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VSSI CMS Commands
This section describes the VSSI CMS commands common to all VSSI products. The format, use, and the normal
responses of each command are explained. Error responses are not listed here. You can find explanations of error
messages in the "Messages" section of this manual, or by using the CMS Help facility.

VSDCHK
The VSDCHK command displays the device characteristics of the indicated virtual device. It is used mainly to
provide DIAG x'210' support for various VSSI utilities.
VSDCHK
Parameter
vdev

vdev
Usage
Indicates the virtual device address of the device to be reported on.

VSDLBL
The VSDLBL command displays or modifies MDISK volume serials. If the target VDEV is linked R/W, the
volume serial is modified directly. If the VDEV is linked R/O and is part of the BASE configuration of an open
VDISK or VPARS database, all volume serial I/O is written to the VDISK or VPARS database; the underlying
BASE disk volume serial is not modified.
VSDLBL
Parameter
vdev
newvol

oldvol

options

vdev newvol oldvol ( options
Usage
Indicates the virtual device address of the MDISK to be processed.This
parameter is required.
Specifies the new volume serial mask (1-6 characters). If this parameter is
a prefix (i.e., less than 6 characters), the corresponding characters in
the current volume serial are overlaid with the prefix. If the LIST option
is specified, this parameter is ignored.
Specifies the current volume serial (1-6 characters) used to verify the
MDISK. If specified, this parameter must match the corresponding characters
in the current volume serial; if verification fails, the volume serial is
not modified. If omitted, no verification takes place. If the LIST option
is specified, this parameter is ignored.
Specifies one or more processing options, as follows:
Option
LIST
TRace

VSSI CMS Commands

Usage
List the current volume serial; don't modify.
Verbose execution.
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Introduction
Virtual TAPE (VTAPE) is a software enhancement to VM. It allows you to define and use virtual tape drives as if
they were real tape drives. CP commands are used to mount virtual tapes on virtual tape drives. Data written to
virtual tapes is stored in virtual tape libraries on disk. These libraries can be shared by different VM systems.
Like real tapes, virtual tapes can be mounted, written, rewound, read, and unloaded. TAPE DUMP and other CMS
commands that use real tapes can use virtual tapes as well. Read and/or write passwords can be assigned to virtual
tapes. When a virtual tape is no longer required, it can be scratched. Expired tapes are scratched and library
reports are created by library maintenance CMS programs.
A query command is provided to show information about:
• tapes in any open library.
• the status of the libraries.
• the status of currently mounted tapes.
• statistics on tape mounts and usage.
A virtual tape can be mounted for input by several users at the same time. A tape volume that is mounted for
output by one user can be mounted by other users for input.

Using Virtual Tapes
Any system (CMS, DOS, MVS, TPF, VM) that is operating as a VM guest system can use virtual tapes.
Any CMS command, program, or exec that uses tape can use virtual tapes as well as real tapes. A virtual tape
drive must be defined to your virtual machine. The drive can be defined using the CP Define command, or in your
CP directory entry. You can then mount a scratch, dummy, or existing virtual tape on your drive with the
VTMOUNT command, and use the tape. All I/O operations respond as if you were using a real tape. To find out
if a virtual tape is "moving", both the CP Query and the VTQUERY Active commands display the current record
position of a virtual tape.
Tape drives can be defined as virtual 3420s, 3480s, 3490s and 3590s. Virtual tape drives can be created with the
CP DEFINE command. They can also be defined in the USER directory using the COMMAND(CMD) statement
with the DEFINE command in z/VM 5.3 and above. In earlier z/VM releases you can use SPECIAL statements in
the user directory to provide virtual tape drives at logon. The VTAPE code in the DIRECTXA command, that
supports SPECIAL statements for defining virtual tape drives, will be withdrawn when all z/VM releases
supported by IBM support issuing commands in the user directory.
A tape created on a virtual 3420 can be read on a virtual 3480, 3490 or 3590 and vice versa. Tape positioning
commands (forward and back space file, rewind, locate block, etc.) are immediate direct access commands on
virtual tapes.

Tape Descriptions
To help you keep track of what is on your virtual tapes, you can assign descriptions to them with the VTMOUNT
or VTSET commands. You can list these descriptions and search for tapes that match descriptions or parts of
descriptions with the VTQUERY command.

Introduction
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Virtual Autoloaders
All virtual tape drives have autoloaders. The VTLOADER command provides the ability to:
• add tapes to a loader
• remove tapes from a loader
• set the loader to automatic, manual, or system mode
• query the loader status

Auto Library Mode
The VTSET AUTOLIB command will place a tape drive into an automatic-library mode. In this mode, LOAD
DISPLAY CCWs that are written to the display of a 3480, 3490 or 3590 tape drive by an MVS system are used to
control the mounting of tapes. VTAPE scans the message written to the display. If the message starts with
Mnnnnn, then the requested tape is mounted on the drive. If the message ends with an 'S' then a standard label
tape is mounted, if not an unlabeled tape is mounted. See the VTSET and VTLOADER commands for more
information.

Dummy Tapes
Dummy tapes allow you to test functions that require tapes when the data written to the tape does not have to be
saved. The data written to a dummy tape is discarded, except for the standard label. The standard label on a
labeled dummy tape is kept as long as the tape is mounted, and can be read for verification and rewritten. You can
think of dummy tapes as being in a dummy tape library that is always open.

Multiple Libraries
Up to 24 libraries can be defined to a system. All of these libraries can be opened for input or output by each VM
system using Virtual TAPE. However, the same library can not be open for output by two different VM systems
at the same time. A library that is open for output by one VM system can be opened for input by several other VM
systems. The VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS command will display the defined libraries, the libraries that are
open for input or output, and the system default library.

Default Output Library
Since you can have more than one output library, many commands (such as VTMOUNT 181 SCRATCH) need to
know which library the scratch tape should come from. So that you don't have to specify the library on every
command, there is a "default" output library. The default output library for a specific tape drive is determined in
the following order:
1. the default for the tape drive, if one is set.
2. the default for the user, if the userid is in the default list.
3. the default for the user's class, if set.
4. the system default, if one is set.
A tape drive default can be set using the VTSET DEFAULTLIB vdev option. The user and class default lists are
defined in the VTAPE system definition file (VTSYSTEM). The system default can be set in several ways as
follows:
Virtual Autoloaders
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1. the DEFAULTLIB option on the VTOPEN command.
2. the first output library opened if DEFAULTLIB is not specified.
3. the DEFAULTLIB SYStem option of the VTSET command
The DEFAULTLIB option of the VTQUERY command can be used to query the default for a drive, a user, or the
system.
Throughout the VTAPE documentation, the term "output library" refers to any open output library.
The term "default library" refers to the default library for a drive, a user, a user class, or the system. When you
refer to a tape in a default library, you can omit the library prefix. If library A is the default library, tape A00025
can be entered as 25 in any command. However, because the drive, user, class, and system defaults can all be
different, you must be sure which default library will be used when you enter a command. You can always
include the library prefix if you wish.

Default Output Library
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Enhanced IBM CP Commands
This chapter describes the IBM CP commands that have been enhanced for Virtual TAPE. Only the VTAPE
enhancements to these commands are described in this section.

Command and Response Descriptions
The command syntax diagram conventions are as follows:
• The uppercase portion of a keyword denotes the minimum abbreviation. For example, a keyword shown
as TApes can be entered as TA, TAP, TAPE, or TAPES. Upper and lower case is not significant when
you enter a command from your terminal.
• Words shown in italic are variable keywords, and you should replace them with any desired value.
• Certain variable keywords are used repeatedly, such as vdev and pnnnnn. vdev refers to a virtual device
number in z/VM architecture.
• pnnnnn refers to the tape volume number, or volume serial number of a virtual tape. p is the virtual tape
library prefix, and nnnnn is the tape volume number. Leading zeros in a virtual tape number can be
omitted in all commands. For example, tape A00025 can be entered as A25 in any command.
• When a list of choices is enclosed by square brackets, you may select one or more of the choices or omit
the field. If there is a large number of choices, they may be listed vertically.
• When a list of choices is enclosed by curly braces, you must select one or more of the choices when you
enter the command.
If you want to define a virtual 3480 tape drive at device number 181, the syntax diagram shows:
DEFine

devicetype

< AS >

vdev

You could enter:
def v3480 181

and you would have a virtual 3480 tape drive at 181.
Words shown in italic are also used in command response descriptions to designate variable information such as a
virtual device number or a tape volume number.

DEFINE
Use the DEFINE command to define a virtual tape drive.
DEFine devicetype < AS > vdev

< SHare { options } >

DEFine VTAPE < AS > vdev1 userid vdev2

(shared devs only)

Options:
MAXshr n
USerid userid

Enhanced IBM CP Commands
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devicetype

The type of virtual tape drive you want to define. Valid device types are:
V3420
V3480
V3480-B11
V3490
V3490-B04
V3490-B40
V3590

AS
vdev
SHare

Is optional, and is ignored.
The desired virtual tape drive number (i.e., device address).
Sets the drive defined as as a primary shared drive, capable of being shared

MAXshr n

by secondary users. (see Shared Device Usage Notes below)
Specifies the maximum number of additional drives that are allowed to
share this drive (2-16). The default is 8.

USerid userid

(see Shared Device Usage Notes below)
Specifies a single user that is allowed to share the drive.

vdev1 userid vdev2

(see Shared Device Usage Notes below)
Connects the defined device (vdev1) as a secondary shared drive to the primary
sharing device belonging to user (userid) at device address (vdev2).
(see Shared Device Usage Notes below)

Usage Notes
1. For normal CMS use, such as TAPE DUMP or TAPE LOAD, there is no difference between virtual 3420
and virtual 3480 or 3490 tape drives. Note that virtual tapes created on one type of drive can be read on
any other type of drive.
2. For CP diagnose x'210', the information returned in the RDEVMDL field of the Virtual/Real Device
Characteristics Block (VRDCBLOK) shows the model number of the device you have defined. The
device characteristics information starting in fullword 4 shows the characteristics and features for the type
and model defined.
3. The appropriate sense, sense ID, and device characteristics information is given, depending on the device
type and model of the virtual tape drive.
4. If you define a V3490 without specifying a model number, it will default to a model B04. If you define a
V3480 without specifying a model number, it will default to a model B22. The model for V3420 is 8.
5. A V3490-B04 is usually defined to operating systems with a device type of 3480. A V3490-B40
simulates a 36-track drive that uses 3490 compression. A V3480 (B22 by default) is an IDRC-capable
drive. A V3480-B11 is not IDRC-capable. See the appropriate tape hardware reference manuals for
details on the differences in the drive types.
Shared Device Usage Notes
DEFINE
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1. SHare is a special feature added to allow multiple Operating Systems to logically share a Virtual tape
drive using Assign and Unassign. Unless you are testing Assign/Unassign code you should not use this
option.
2. The SHare option allows the user to define a primary shared device. Other users can then define
secondary shared devices which are logically linked to the primary device, as the following example
illustrates:
USER1: define v3490 185 share
USER2: define vtape 181 user1 185
USER3: define vtape 181 user1 185
USER4: define vtape 181 user1 185
In the above scenario, the defined virtual tape drives of USER2-4 are logically linked to the primary tape
drive defined by USER1. All I/O activity (mounts, reads, writes, positioning, etc) done by any user on
their drive is reflected on all drives in the sharing group. Queries to the device (via Query Virtual vdev) or
volume (via VTQuery ACTive) will display the same mount status, record position, etc.
3. Any DETach commands (or user LOGOFF|FORCE) issued against a secondary shared drive will leave
the primary and any other shared secondary drives untouched. If the detached drive previously issued a
VTMount command for a virtual volume, volume ownership is reassigned to the primary shared drive.
4. The primary shared drive should not be detached until all secondary drives have been detached. Failure to
heed this may render the secondary drives unusable. In this situation, the secondary users should
LOGOFF and re-LOGON in order to reuse the shared device addresses.
Responses
TAPE vdev DEFINED

QUERY
The IBM CP QUERY command will display your real and virtual tape drives. For virtual tapes, the display will
list the tape drive address, the tape volume number (if a tape is mounted), and the record position of the tape.
vdev
Query

< Virtual >

vdev-vdev
TApes

Virtual

Optional for G class users. Class A and B users must use "Query Virtual vdev"; otherwise, CP will
return a response for the real device at address vdev.

vdev

The device number (address) of a virtual tape drive.

vdev-vdev A range of device numbers.
TApes
Displays all your (real and virtual) tape drives.
Responses
TAPE vdev ON TAPE rdev

(This is an attached real tape drive.)

TAPE vdev V3420 NOTRDY R/W DEFLIB p

QUERY
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TAPE vdev V3480 pnnnnn R/W AT REC nnn
TAPE vdev V3490 pnnnnn R/W Snnnn AT REC nnn message1 message2
TAPE vdev V349E pnnnnn R/W AT LOAD POINT NOTRDY LEAVE

These are sample responses, and show all possible fields (but not all possible combinations). A drive that shows
'ON TAPE' is a real tape drive attached to you. A drive that shows Vnnnn is a virtual tape drive. A virtual drive
with a tape mounted will show either AT REC nnn or AT LOAD POINT. Snnnn is the virtual subchannel
number.
The fields in the responses are:
vdev

The virtual device number (address) of the tape drive.

ON TAPE rdev

A real tape drive. Real device rdev is attached to your userid as virtual device number
vdev. The rest of the information below pertains to virtual tape drives.

{ V3420 | V3480 |
V3490 | V349E |
V3590 }

The type of tape drive: a virtual 3420, 3480, 3490 B04, 3490 B40 or 3590).

NOTRDY

The tape is not ready. If NOTRDY appears in the tape volume number position (the fourth
word), it means there is no tape on the drive. If there is a tape on the drive, but the drive is
not ready, NOTRDY appears after the tape record position.

DEFLIB p

The default library for a mount request. If a library prefix is not entered on the VTMount
command, the default library prefix can come from several sources.
• The tape drive, if a library prefix was set for the drive using VTSET.
• The default library user or class list in the VTSYSTEM definition file.
• The default library for the system.

AT LOAD POINT The tape is at load point (rewound).
AT REC nnn

The tape is positioned at tape record nnn.

Snnnn

The device subchannel number.

LEAVE

The tape is in LEAVE status, specified with VTSET or VTMOUNT. In this special mode,
rewind/unload CCWs from Start I/O or Start Subchannel (including Diagnose I/O such as
issued by TAPE RUN) will rewind the tape but not unload it. In this mode, you must use
VTRUN vdev to unload the tape.

message1
message2

The messages that have been written to the display with the Load Display CCW for a
virtual 3480 3490 or 3590. One or two messages will be displayed.

QUERY
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Command Summary
The VTAPE CP commands are:
VTLOADER:
• Add tapes to an autoloader.
• Mount tapes from an autoloader.
• Query the autoloader.
• Remove tapes from an autoloader.
• Set the autoloader mode.
• Set the autoloader size.
VTMOUNT:
• Mount dummy, scratch, or existing tapes on a virtual tape drive.
VTQUERY:
• Display information about tapes in a library.
• Display information about active (mounted) tapes.
• Query the status of defined and open libraries.
• Display the space used and available in output libraries.
• Display statistics about tape drive and tape utilization.
VTREW:
• Rewind a virtual tape volume. The CP REWIND command, the CMS TAPE REW command, and any
other program that sends a rewind CCW to a tape drive will also rewind the tape.
VTRUN:
• Rewind and unload a tape from a virtual tape drive. The CMS TAPE RUN command and any other
program that sends a rewind and unload CCW to a tape drive will also unload the tape.
VTSCRTCH:
• Remove a tape from a virtual tape library.
VTSET:
• Change the characteristics of a virtual tape volume.
• Set a tape drive in "auto-library" mode.
• Set the number of buffers to be used for I/O to a tape.
• Set a drive or the system default library prefix.
• Set the leave status of a tape drive.
• Set a library or library minidisk restricted.

VTAPE CP Commands
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Command and Response Descriptions
The command syntax diagram conventions are as follows:
• The uppercase portion of a keyword denotes the minimum abbreviation. For example, a keyword shown
as TApes can be entered as TA, TAP, TAPE, or TAPES. Upper and lower case is not significant when
you enter a command from your terminal.
• Words shown in italic are variable keywords, and you should replace them with any desired value.
Certain variable keywords are used repeatedly, such as vdev and pnnnnn. vdev refers to a virtual device
number in z/VM architecture.
• pnnnnn refers to the tape volume number, or volume serial number of a virtual tape. p is the virtual tape
library prefix, and nnnnn is the tape number. Leading zeros in a virtual tape volume number can be
omitted in all commands. For example, tape A00025 can be entered as A25 in any command.
• When a list of choices is enclosed by square brackets, you may select one or more of the choices or omit
the field. If there is a large number of choices, they may be listed vertically.
• When a list of choices is enclosed by curly braces, you must select one or more of the choices when you
enter the command.
Words shown in italic are also used in command response descriptions to designate variable information such as a
virtual device number or a tape volume number.

VTLOADER
Use the VTLOADER command to add or remove virtual tape or dummy volumes for the autoloader on a virtual
tape drive.

VTLoader

< < USERid > userid >

vdev

optionsA:
optionsB:
p
nn
nnnnn ...
ALL
pnnnnn ...
LAST nn
nnnnn-nnnnn ...
SLOT nn
pnnnnn-pnnnnn ...
SLOT nn ALL
DUMMY < COunt n >
SLOT nn FOR mm
PRefix p
SCRatch < COunt n >
mount-options

USERid
userid

ADD
Mount or MNT
Query
REMove
SET MOde
SET SLots nn
optionsC:
AUTOmatic
MANual
SYStem

{ optionsA }

{ optionsB }
{ optionsC }

Allows you to perform autoloader commands on another user's tape drive, if you are authorized. If
the target userid is less than 5 bytes in length and is a valid hex number, the USERID keyword is
required.

vdev
The device number of the virtual tape drive for which you are issuing autoloader commands.
Loader options, usage notes and examples are described on the following pages.

Command and Response Descriptions
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VTLOADER Add
ADD tapelist
mount-options

Adds one or more tapes to the autoloader, starting with the first empty slot. Tapes in the
autoloader are mounted on the drive in various ways, depending on the autoloader mode. See
the usage notes for more information.
p

Requests that a scratch tape be mounted from a specific output
library. p is invalid for dummy or existing tape requests.
If the library prefix is numeric, the PRefix option must be used. (See
Section "Numeric Library Prefixes." for additional information)

nnnnn
nnnnn-nnnnn

Requests that a specific volume or range of volumes be added to a
loader, to be mounted from a default library. Up to ten volumes or
ranges can be specified. The default library can be a drive, user,
class or system default. nnnnn is the volume number, and leading
zeros can be omitted. nnnnn with the OUTPUT option can be used
to mount existing or scratch tapes.

pnnnnn
pnnnnn-pnnnnn
pnnnnn-nnnnn
nnnnn-pnnnnn

Requests that a specific volume or range of volumes be added to a
loader, to be mounted from a specific library. Up to ten volumes or
ranges can be specified. p is the prefix for the requested library, and
nnnnn is the requested volume number. Leading zeros in the volume
number can be omitted; volume A00025 can be specified as A25. If
the library prefix is specified more than once, the same prefix must
be specified for all volumes. If p is the dummy library prefix,
dummy tapes will be added to the loader.

DUmmy < COunt
nn >

Adds one or more dummy tapes to a loader. The COUNT parameter
can be used to add multiple dummy tape to the loader. If the count
value exceeds the capacity of the loader, the add will stop when the
loader is full.

PRefix p

Specifies the prefix for numeric libraries. (See Section "Numeric
Library Prefixes." for additional information)

SCratch < COunt
nn >

Adds one or more scratch tapes to a loader. The COUNT parameter
can be used to add multiple scratch tape to the loader. If the count
value exceeds the capacity of the loader, the add will stop when the
loader is full.

mount-options

Any mount option that is valid for the type of tape being mounted
can be specified on an autoloader ADD request. The options must
follow the tape type or volume request. The COUNT option for
dummy and scratch tapes can be mixed with the mount options.

VTLOADER Remove

VTLOADER Add
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REMove
options

Removes one or more tapes from the autoloader. Remove has several different forms, but only
one remove operation can be requested at a time.
nn

Removes the first nn tapes from the autoloader.

ALL

Removes all tapes from the autoloader.

LAST nn

Removes the last nn tapes from the autoloader.

SLOT nn

Removes the tape from slot nn and moves the following tapes up to fill the
slot.

SLOT nn ALL Removes all tapes starting with slot nn.
SLOT nn FOR Removes tapes starting with slot nn for mm slots and moves the following
mm
tapes up to fill the empty slots.
VTLOADER Mount, Query, and Set
Mount or MNT

Causes the next tape in the autoloader to be mounted on the drive, if
there is not a tape currently mounted.

Query

Shows the tapes in the autoloader.

SET MODE { AUTOmatic |
MANual | SYStem }

Sets the operating mode of the autoloader.

SET SLOTS nn

Sets the number of slots in the autoloader, or the number of tapes the
autoloader can hold.

Usage Notes
1. You can define and use autoloaders for all virtual tape drives. However, SYSTEM mode is not useful for
autoloaders on virtual 3420s, since the Load Display CCW command to load the next tape is only valid
for 3480s 3490s and 3590s.
2. When a tape is mounted from the autoloader, the tape in slot 1 is always selected. The remaining tapes are
moved up to fill the gap; the tape that was in slot 2 is moved to slot 1, and so forth.
3. When you add scratch tapes to the autoloader, volume numbers are not normally assigned until the tape is
actually mounted (unless you use SCRATCH option with VOL). Also, you can place any volume in the
loader, but when the time comes to mount the tape, the mount may fail for various reasons: you do not
own the tape, the tape is mounted on another user's drive, the library has been closed, etc. These
conditions are checked at mount time.
4. When you add tapes to an autoloader in automatic mode, or set the mode of an autoloader to automatic,
the first tape from the loader will be mounted if the drive does not already have a tape mounted.
Responses
nn tapes have been added to autoloader for vdev
nn tapes have been removed from autoloader for vdev
Autoloader for vdev has been set to automatic operation
Autoloader for vdev has been set to manual operation
Autoloader for vdev has been set to system operation

VTLOADER Remove
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VTLOADER examples
For these examples the A and B libraries are open for output, the C library is open for input and the Z library is
the dummy library. The loader is in automatic mount mode.
ADD example:
vtloader 181 add scratch size 5 keep 3 count 2
2 tapes have been added to autoloader for 181
vtloader 181 add scratch b limit 20 keep 3
1 tape has been added to autoloader for 181
vtloader 181 add dummy limit 20 vol 1300 count 2
2 tapes have been added to autoloader for 181
vtloader 181 add a1 15 22 35-36
5 tapes have been added to autoloader for 181
vtloader 181 add b760 822 out
2 tapes have been added to autoloader for 181
vtloader 181 query
Slot Type
Volume
1 Scratch
2 Scratch
3 Scratch
B
4 Dummy
01300
5 Dummy
01301
6 Input
A00001
7 Input
A00015
8 Input
A00022
9 Input
A00035
10 Input
A00036
11 Output
B00760
12 Output
B00822
12 tapes in loader, 8 slots available for 0181 in automatic mode

Notes:
1. Any request that does not include a library prefix will be mounted from a default library. The default
library could be the default for the drive, for the user, for the user's class, or the system default library.
2. Any request for a specific library will fail at mount time if the requested library is not open.
3. Any request for an output or scratch tape will fail at mount time if the requested library is not open for
output or if the requested tape is already mounted for output on another drive.
4. The tapes in slots 4 and 5 will be mounted as dummy tapes with volume serial numbers of p01300 and
p01301 where p is the dummy tape library prefix.
REMOVE example:
vtloader 181 query
Slot Type
Volume
1 Input
00097
2 Input
A00189
3 Input
B00324
4 Output
00027
5 Output
A00040
6 Output
B00099
7 Scratch
8 Scratch
9 Scratch
B

VTLOADER examples
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10 Scratch
B
11 Scratch
A02800
12 Dummy
13 Dummy
14 Dummy
00030
15 Dummy
00024
16 Input
C00021
16 tapes in loader, 4 slots available for 0181 in automatic mode
vtloader 181 remove last 5
5 tapes have been removed from autoloader for 181
vtloader 181 query
Slot Type
Volume
1 Input
00097
2 Input
A00189
3 Input
B00324
4 Output
00027
5 Output
A00040
6 Output
B00099
7 Scratch
8 Scratch
9 Scratch
B
10 Scratch
B
11 Scratch
A02800
11 tapes in loader, 9 slots available for 0181 in automatic mode
vtloader 181 remove slot 3 for 6
6 tapes have been removed from autoloader for 181
vtloader 181 query
Slot Type
Volume
1 Input
00097
2 Input
A00189
3 Scratch
B
4 Scratch
B
5 Scratch
A02800
5 tapes in loader, 15 slots available for 0181 in automatic mode

VTMOUNT
Use the VTMOUNT (or VTMNT) command to mount a virtual tape volume on a virtual tape drive.
VTMount
VTMnt

vdev

nnnnn < optionA optionB >
pnnnnn
< optionA optionB >
DUmmy
< optionD >
SCratch < optionB optionC optionD >
Users who are authorized to mount tapes for
other users can use this form:
< < USERid > userid > vdev type: options:
optionA:
optionB:
INput
BLOCK
MOdify
BUffers nn
NOAssign
DEscription
NORing
LEave
OUtput
LIMit nn
PAssword password
SIze nn
RIngin
optionC:
optionD:

REMOVE example:
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AFFinity vdev
LEave
ASsign userid
LIMit nn
KEep nn
NL
p
NOLable
REadpw password
VOLume nnnnn
SEParate vdev1 vdev2
VOlume nnnnn
VOlume pnnnnn
WRitepw password

Three different groups of tapes are recognized for the VTMOUNT command: Scratch tapes, existing tapes, and
dummy tapes. Existing tapes can be mounted for input or output. Scratch and dummy tapes are always output
tapes. Scratch tapes can be mounted from any library that is open for output.
Specifying the Drive and Type of Tape:
vdev

The device number (address) of the virtual tape drive on which to mount the tape.

nnnnn

Requests that a specific volume be mounted from a default library. The default library can be a
drive, user, class or system default. nnnnn is the volume number, and leading zeros can be omitted.
nnnnn with the OUTPUT option can be used to mount existing or scratch tapes.

pnnnnn

Requests that a volume be mounted from a specific library. p is the prefix for the requested library,
and nnnnn is the requested volume number. Leading zeros in the volume number can be omitted;
volume A00025 can be specified as A25. pnnnnn with the OUTPUT option can be used to mount
existing or scratch tapes. If p is the dummy library prefix, a dummy tape will be mounted. Dummy
tapes are always mounted for output.

DUmmy

Requests that a dummy tape be mounted. A dummy tape is a tape that can be written to normally,
but VTAPE does not preserve the data. Standard labels are preserved and can be written to and read
from on a dummy tape. Dummy tapes can be used in any situation where a tape must be present,
such as a logging or intermediate backup tape during testing, if you will not need to read the data
after it is written.
If a dummy tape is mounted, the following mount options are ignored:
. LIMit
. SIZe
Additionally, dummy tape I/O will not return EOV status to the application.

SCratch

Requests that a scratch tape be mounted. To mount a scratch tape from an output library other than
the default library, specify the library prefix as an option.

Allows authorized users to mount a tape on another user's virtual tape drive. If the userid is less than
5 bytes in length and could be interpreted as a hexadecimal number, the USERID keyword is
required. When you specify this option, it must be the first option after the VTMOUNT command.
Options for Mounting Tapes:
USERid
userid

AFFinity vdev

Assigns the scratch tape to the same library disk as the tape mounted on vdev If no tape is
mounted on vdev then the AFFinity request is ignored.

ASsign userid

Assigns ownership of a scratch tape to the specified userid when the tape is mounted.

VTMOUNT
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BLOCK

Provides the ability to process virtual tapes by library block. This option is normally used only
by the VTREST (VTAPE Restore) command.

BUFfers nn

Selects the number of buffers to be assigned to this tape. Buffers are 4096-byte blocks of
pageable virtual storage used to perform I/O to the virtual tape library.

DEscription

Assigns a description to a scratch or existing tape mounted for output. The description can be
up to 64 characters long and can include blanks and other special characters. If a description
includes blanks, it must be entered as a character string enclosed in single quotes. See usage
note 1 for more information.

KEep nn

Specifies the number of days this tape should be retained in the library.

INput

Requests that the tape be mounted for input. This is the default for existing tapes. Input is not
allowed for scratch or dummy tapes.

LEave

Places the virtual tape in LEAVE status. When a tape is in LEAVE status, rewind/unload
CCWs (including the TAPE RUN and VMFPLC2 RUN commands) will cause the tape to be
rewound but not unloaded. The VTRUN CP command will unload a virtual tape regardless of
the LEAVE status. When the tape is unloaded, the tape drive will not remain in LEAVE
status.

LIMit nn

Limits the number of records that will be written to a tape before a unit exception(EOT) is
presented to a guest. The limit value when set for a vdev applies to any output tape mounted
on the drive. Limit is provide to test end of volume routines with short tapes. If you are testing
with standard label tape, you should specify a value of at least four to write one data record to
the tape.
This parameter is ignored for dummy volumes.

MOdify

Allows an existing tape to be mounted for output without updating the tape's creation date.
Normally, the creation date is updated when a tape is mounted for output. MODIFY is not
allowed for dummy or scratch tapes.

NL

Specifies that a scratch or dummy tape should not be initialized with a standard label.

NOAssign

Prevents ownership of an existing tape being mounted for output from being reassigned to the
user mounting the tape. Normally, a user mounting a tape for output becomes its owner.

NOLabel

A synonym for NL.

NORing

A synonym for INPUT.

OUtput

Allows an existing tape to be mounted for output. The creation date will be updated to the
current date, and the user mounting the tape will become its owner. Output is ignored for
dummy and scratch tapes, since they are always output tapes.

p

A library prefix alone is used to mount a scratch tape from a specific output library.

PAssword
password

Specifies the password for a protected tape. For an output tape, the specified password is
compared to the WRITE password if the tape has one, or to the READ password if the tape
has a READ but not a WRITE password.
For an input tape, the specified password is compared to the READ password.

REadpw
password

Assigns a READ password to a scratch tape when it is mounted. If a read password is set, it
must be entered for all subsequent mounts of the tape for input or output. A read password can

Options for Mounting Tapes:
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be from 1 to 4 characters in length.
RIngin

A synonym for OUTPUT.

SIze nn

Allows the size to be set for a scratch or existing tape being mounted for output. The size nn is
specified in megabytes, from 1 to the maximum size tape that you are allowed to create.
This parameter is ignored for dummy volumes.

SEParate vdev1 Assigns the scratch tape to a different library disk then the tapes mounted on vdev1 and vdev2.
vdev2
If no tape is mounted on a specified VDEV then the SERarate request is ignored for the drive.
VOlume nnnnn Requests a specific dummy or scratch tape be mounted. nnnnn requests a specific dummy tape
or VOlume
or a specific scratch tape from a default output library be mounted. The default library can be
pnnnnn
the drive, user, class or system default. pnnnnn requests that a specific scratch tape be
mounted from a specific library. pnnnnn cannot be used with a dummy tape requests. (You
can use DUMMY VOL nnnnn, but not DUMMY VOL pnnnnn.) If the request is for a scratch
tape, nnnnn must be a scratch volume. Leading zeros may be omitted in the volume number.
WRitepw
password

Assigns a WRITE password to a scratch tape when it is mounted. If a write password is set, it
must be entered for all subsequent mounts of the tape for output. A write password can be
from 1 to 4 characters in length.

Usage Notes
1. You can set and query a tape's description to help identify its contents. A tape description can be from 1
to 64 characters long, and can contain blanks and other special characters. Since the description may
contain blanks, you must enclose the description in a pair of single quotes when you set it. The enclosing
quotes do not become part of the description. To include a quote character in the description itself, use
two successive quotes as shown in the first example below. If the description consists of a single word,
the quotes are not required.
If this command is entered from the keyboard, the CMS and CP command processors will translate the
entered description to uppercase before passing it to the VTMOUNT command. In the examples below,
the description will be saved in uppercase. If you want to assign a mixed-case description to a tape, use
the VTMOUNT command from an EXEC2 or Rexx exec using EXECIO CP or Diag 8. If this is done, the
Virtual Tape subsystem will preserve the mixed-case description.
Also see the DESCRIPTION option of the VTSET command.
Examples:
vtmnt 181 scratch desc 'tape dump of maint''s a-disk'

This mounts a scratch tape from the default library and gives it a description.
vtmnt 181 scratch b keep 90 desc 'vm put 9104' size 10

This mounts a scratch tape from library B, which must be an output library.
vtmnt 181 a25 buf 50

This mounts volume A00025 from library A as an input tape, and specifies 50 buffers to use when reading the
tape.
Examples:
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vtmnt 181 dum

This mounts a dummy tape on drive 181.
Responses
pnnnnn mounted on vdev
pnnnnn mounted on vdev for userid
HCPVT4A007I pnnnnn mounted on vdev by userid

The second message confirms a mount on another user's drive. The third message (an asynchronous informational
message) is given to the target userid.
Other messages, such as Size set to nn, will confirm options used with VTMOUNT.

VTQUERY
Use VTQUERY to display information about virtual tape libraries or volumes. VTQUERY can be interrupted
with the PA1 key. The VTQUERY command has several forms. Examples are given after the command syntax.
ACtive
< selectA displayA >
DEFaults
< options >
LIbrary
< selectL displayL >
LIbrary STatus < MDisk >
VTQuery
REstricted
< ALL | LIb p >
SCratchset
< p >
SPace
< MDisk >
STatistics
< RESET >
STats
< RESET >
selectA: selectL: displayL:
p
p
COunt
nnnnn ...
nnnnn ...
DAte
pnnnnn ...
pnnnnn ...
DEScription
nnnnn-nnnnn ... nnnnn-nnnnn ...
DETail
pnnnnn-pnnnnn ...
pnnnnn-pnnnnn ...
FUll
ALL
ALL
HDR1
DUmmy
DSname dsname
HDR2
INput
FInd 'xxx'
HEx
LDisk nnn
LDisk nnn
LAbel
MDisk vdev
MDisk vdev
PAssword
NODummy
NL
SHort
OUtput
NOLabel
VOl1
Prefix p
OWner userid
USerid userid
PAssword
PRefix p
SCRatch
SL
displayA: options:
COunt
SYstem
USer < userid >
< VDev > vdev < OPTions >

The VTQUERY command has six major forms, which will:

VTQUERY
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• Display active (mounted) tape information
• Display System, User or device defaults
• Display information for tapes in a library
• Display the open/closed status of the libraries
• Display any restrictions that have been set on libraries or disks
• Display space information and percent full of an output library
• Display statistics on tape drive usage and tape mounts
VTQUERY ACTIVE
VTQUERY ACTIVE checks all currently mounted tapes, selects one or more tapes based on the options you
specify, and displays information about them.
ACtive

Requests information about virtual tapes that are currently active (mounted) in
the system on which the command is issued. One or more of the selection
options listed under option A can be given. Mounted tapes that match all of the
selection criteria will be displayed. If no other options are requested, VTQUERY
ACTIVE will show your active tapes. Although VTQUERY ACTIVE will show
active tapes from all open libraries, it will only show tapes that are active on the
processor you are on.

p

A single letter will be interpreted as a library prefix letter. Tapes mounted from
the specified library will be selected.
If the library prefix is numeric, the PRefix option must be used. (See Section
"Numeric Library Prefixes." for additional information)

nnnnn pnnnnn
nnnnn-nnnnn
pnnnnn-pnnnnn

Up to ten volumes or volume ranges can be entered to select tapes for display. If
library prefixes are specified they must all be the same. You can also specify
pnnnnn-nnnnn or nnnnn-pnnnnn. Leading zeros in the tape number may be
omitted.

ALL

Selects tapes mounted by all users. The default is to select tapes that you have
mounted, unless you enter specific tape volume numbers.

COunt

Suppresses the display of selected tapes and gives a count of tapes that meet the
selection criteria.

DUmmy

Selects mounted dummy tapes.

INput

Selects tapes mounted for input.

LDisk nnn

Selects active tapes for the requested library disk. nnn is the relative number of
the library disk from 0 to 255.

MDisk vdev

Selects active tapes for the requested library minidisk. vdev is the hexadecimal
device number of the library minidisk as defined in the CP user directory.

NODummy

Selects mounted non-dummy tapes.

OUtput

Selects tapes mounted for output.

PRefix p

Specifies the prefix for numeric libraries. (See Section "Numeric Library
Prefixes." for additional information)

USerid userid

Selects tapes mounted by the specified user. The wild character '*' can be used to
select multiple userids having the same root. (ex: US TPF1*)

VTQUERY ACTIVE
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VTQUERY DEFAULTS
Use VTQUERY DEFAULTS to display the defaults for the System, a user or a tape drive. If system, user or a
vdev are not entered, the default is user. You can also use CP's "Query Virtual TAPE" or "Query Virtual vdev"
command to display the default library prefix for a tape drive.
SYstem

Shows the defaults for the system.

USer < userid >

Shows the defaults for a user.

< VDev > vdev <
Shows the defaults for your tape drive at address vdev. When OPTions is requested,
OPTions >
options setable by VTSET are displayed.
VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS
Use VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS to find out which libraries are available.
LIbrary STatus

Shows the status (open, closed, or output) of each defined library.

LIbrary STatus
Shows the status (open, closed, or output) of each defined library, followed by the
MDisk
starting minidisk and the number of active minidisks in each library.
VTQUERY LIBRARY
VTQUERY LIBRARY displays information about tapes in a virtual tape library. Although there are a lot of
options, most of them are used infrequently.
The options are grouped into two types, selection options and display options. The selection options select tapes.
The display options control what information is shown for the tapes that are selected. The options are described in
detail on the following pages. The selection options are:
• p (tapes in library p)
• nnnnn (tape nnnnn from the selected library)
• nnnnn-nnnnn (a range of tapes from the selected library)
• pnnnnn (tape nnnnn from library p)
• pnnnnn-pnnnnn (a range of tapes from library p)
• ALL (tapes owned by all users)
• DSNAME (standard labeled tapes with a given dataset name)
• FIND (tapes with a given word or phrase in the description)
• LDISK (tapes stored on a specific library disk)
• MDISK (tapes stored on a specific library minidisk)
• NL (tapes without an IBM standard label)
• NOLABEL (tapes without an IBM standard label)
• OWNER (tapes owned by a given user)
• PASSWORD (tapes with a read and/or write password)
• PREFIX (Prefix for numeric libraries)
• SCRATCH (selects tapes even if they are scratch tapes)
• SL (tapes with an IBM standard label)

The display options are:

VTQUERY DEFAULTS
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• COUNT (shows only the number of tapes that were selected)
• DATE (shows date instead of userid on description displays)
• DETAIL (shows library information for each selected tape)
• DESCRIPTION (shows the description for each selected tape)
• FULL (shows detail, descriptions, and minidisk information)
• HDR1 (shows the header 1 record for standard label tapes)
• HDR2 (shows the header 2 record for standard label tapes)
• HEX (shows labels in hex with HDR1, HDR2, or VOL1)
• LABEL (shows label information: RECFM, LRECL, etc.)
• PASSWORD (shows the passwords for each selected tape)
• SHORT (shows the owners and volume numbers only)
• VOL1 (shows the volume record for standard label tapes)
VTQUERY LIBRARY Selection Options
If no selection options are given, VTQUERY LIBRARY will show library information about all of your virtual
tapes. The default display option is "detail", except for selection options FIND and PASSWORD. The default
display option for FIND is "description". The default display option for PASSWORD is "password". You can use
the following additional options to select different tapes:
p

Selects virtual tapes in a specific library. p is the prefix letter of the desired
library. If you do not specify a library, by itself or with a volume number, tapes
will be selected from your default library.
If the library prefix is numeric, the PRefix option must be used. (See Section
"Numeric Library Prefixes." for additional information)

nnnnn pnnnnn
nnnnn-nnnnn
pnnnnn-pnnnnn

Up to ten volumes or volume ranges can be entered to select tapes for display. If
library prefixes are specified, they must all be the same. You can also specify
pnnnnn-nnnnn or nnnnn-pnnnnn. Leading zeros in the tape number may be
omitted.

ALL

Selects tapes owned by all users. The default is to process only tapes that you
own. (The OWNER option will select tapes owned by a particular user.) ALL
and OWNER are conflicting options.

DSname dsname

Selects IBM standard labeled tapes with a specific data set name. DSname
dsname* will select standard labeled tapes with a dataset name that begins with
the character string specified. DSname *dsname will select standard labeled
tapes with a dataset name that contains the specified character string anywhere
within it.

FInd 'xxx'

selects tapes whose description contains the given character string (a word, a
phrase, etc.) anywhere within it. The character string may contain blanks or other
special characters, and must be enclosed in quotes. If it consists of only one
word, the quotes are optional. Upper and lower case are ignored for the
comparison. Leading and trailing asterisks are not required or supported as
wildcard characters, although the special form FIND '*' or FIND * will select all
tapes that have descriptions. The default display option for find is "description".

LAbeled

Selects tapes that have an IBM standard label.

LDisk nnn

Selects tapes assigned to the specified library disk. nnn is the relative number of
the library disk from 0 to 255. If you are doing a query to see which tapes are on

VTQUERY LIBRARY
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a library disk that is having errors, you should use the SHORT display option.
The SHORT display option only processes directory information; it does not
attempt to read tape data from the library disk.
MDisk vdev

Selects tapes assigned to the specified library minidisk. vdev is the hexadecimal
device number of the library minidisk as defined in the CP user directory. If you
are doing a query to see which tapes are on a library minidisk that is having
errors, you should use the SHORT display option. The SHORT display option
only processes directory information; it does not attempt to read tape data from
the library disk.

NL

Selects tapes that do not have an IBM standard label.

NOLabel

Selects tapes that do not have an IBM standard label.

OWner userid

Selects tapes owned by the given user. (The ALL option selects tapes owned by
all users.) OWNER and ALL are conflicting options. The wild character '*' can
be used to select multiple userids having the same root. (ex: OW TPF1*)

PAssword

Selects tapes which have a read and/or a write password. The default display
option for password is "password".

PRefix p

Specifies the prefix for numeric libraries. (See Section "Numeric Library
Prefixes." for additional information)

SCRatch

Selects all tapes in a range, even if the tape is a scratch tape. (This will result in a
message for each scratch tape, saying "pnnnnn is a scratch tape" for each one.)
Normally, only the "owned" tapes in a range are selected and displayed.

SL
Usage Notes

Selects tapes that have an IBM standard label.

1. You can only query tapes from a single library. If you enter the library prefix more than once on the
command, the same prefix must be entered each time.
VTQUERY LIBRARY Display Options
The display option controls how much information is given for the tapes selected by the selection options. When
you are querying a range of tapes, the scratch (un-owned) tapes in the range are not displayed unless you specify
SCRATCH.
The default display option depends on the selection options. For the PASSWORD selection option, the default
display option is "password". For FIND, the default display option is "description". For all other selection options,
the default display option is "detail". You can specify a display option to override the default.
COunt

Suppresses the display of selected tapes, and gives only a count of tapes that meet the selection
criteria.

DAte

Shows the tape's creation date, instead of the owner's userid, when descriptions are being
displayed.

DEScription Shows the description for each selected tape. This is the default if you use the FIND option to
search for a tape with a particular description. If descriptions are being shown, the owner's userid
is normally shown in the display. If you would like to see the creation date instead of the owner's
VTQUERY LIBRARY Selection Options
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userid, use the DATE option.
DETail

Shows the library information for each selected tape. This is the default dislay option, unless
DESCRIPTION, FIND, or PASSWORD were used as selection criteria.

FUll

Shows the library information shown by DETAIL, along with the library minidisk and the
description for the tape. The resulting display is 160 characters wide. FULL is primarily intended
to be used from an exec or CMS program, where the response is returned in a buffer and used by
the exec or program.

HDR1

Shows the header 1 label for a standard label tape. This option implies the SL selection option.

HDR2

Shows the header 2 label for a standard label tape. This option implies the SL selection option.

HEx

Shows standard labels in hex when used with the HDR1, HDR2 and VOL1 options.

LAbel

Shows format information for a standard label tape. Shows the volume serial, dataset name,
record format, logical record length, block size, density and recording format of the tape.

PAssword

Shows the passwords, if any, for each selected tape. PASSWORD is also a tape selection option.
If no other display option is given, and you specify PASSWORD, you will see the passwords for
the tape.

SHort

Shows only the volume number, owner, library minidisk, and the first block number for each
selected tape. The "first block" is the internal library pointer to the first block of the tape.

VOl1
Shows the volume label for a standard label tape. This option implies the SL selection option.
VTQUERY REstricted
VTQUERY REstricted displays any restrictions that have been set for a library or any library minidisks. See the
VTSET command for more information on library restrictions.
REstricted <
ALL >

Shows if any libraries and library disks are restricted for all open output libraries. ALL is the
default if LIbrary is not specified on the VTQUERY REstricted command.

REstricted
Shows whether the specified library is restricted, and if any of that library's minidisks are
LIbrary p
restricted.
VTQUERY SCRATCHSET
VTQUERY SCRATCHSET displays the allocation of scratch tapes, associated with CP classes and/or userids.
The display can be limited to 1 library by specifying the library prefix p
VTQUERY SPACE
VTQUERY SPACE shows space and percent full information for an output library. Space information is shown
in 4096-byte blocks.
SPace

Shows space information and the percent full of an output library.

SPace MDisk Shows space information and the percent full of each library minidisk in an output library.

VTQUERY LIBRARY Display Options
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VTQUERY STATISTICS
VTQUERY STATISTICS (or VTQUERY STATS) shows information about tape drive and tape usage.
STatistics or STats

Shows tape drive and tape usage information. The fields are described below.

STatistics RESET or
STats RESET

Shows tape drive and tape usage information and then resets the counters. The
"maximum" counters are reset to the "current" values. All other values are reset to zero.

VTQUERY examples
Sample responses for the most common VTQUERY commands are shown below.
VTQUERY DEFAULTS examples
VTQUERY DEFAULTS
E10OPER

Defaults

Libr
B

Size---Max
10
20

Keep---Max
3
90

Bufs---Max
20
50

Maxvols
500

Size---Max
10
20

Keep---Max
3
90

Bufs---Max
20
50

Maxvols
10

Size---Max
10
20

Keep---Max
3
90

Bufs---Max
20
50

Maxvols
500

VTQUERY DEFAULTS SYSTEM
SYSTEM

Defaults

Libr
B

VTQUERY DEFAULTS 181
0181

Defaults

Libr
B

VTQUERY DEFAULTS 181 OPTIONS
0181 Options

Libr Autolib Limit
None Input
0

Buffers Disposition
20 Unload

VTQUERY ACTIVE examples
VTQUERY ACTIVE
Volume User Vdev
B00001 FRED 0181
1 tape selected

Status
Input

At recd
15

Tot recs
1433

% Full
15

Size Buffers Keep
12M
40
90

Tot recs
1673
1433
1673

% Full
29
15
29

Size Buffers Keep
12M
40
90
12M
40
90
12M
40
90

VTQUERY ACTIVE USER MAINT
Volume
B00001
A00001
A00040
3 tapes

User Vdev
MAINT 0181
MAINT 0182
MAINT 0288
selected

Status
Output
Input
Output

VTQUERY STATISTICS

At recd
1673
745
1673
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VTQUERY ACTIVE 1
Volume
B00001
A00001
A00001
2 tapes

User Vdev
MAINT 0181
MAINT 0182
FRED 0181
selected

Status
Output
Input
Input

At recd
1673
745
15

Tot recs
1673
1433
1433

% Full
29
15
15

Size Buffers Keep
12M
40
90
12M
40
90
12M
40
90

At recd
1673
745
15
1673

Tot recs
1673
1433
1433
1673

% Full
29
15
15
29

Size Buffers Keep
12M
40
90
12M
40
90
12M
40
90
12M
40
90

VTQUERY ACTIVE 1 40
Volume
B00001
A00001
A00001
A00040
4 tapes

User Vdev
MAINT 0181
MAINT 0182
FRED 0181
MAINT 0288
selected

Status
Output
Input
Input
Output

VTQUERY LIBRARY examples
VTQUERY LIB A25
Volume Owner Created Keep
A00025 FRED
07/09/94 999
1 tape selected

Records
4897

% Full
29

Size
12

Data Set Name
NO LABEL TAPE

Records
4897
3220
305
2897
6595
113

% Full
22
28
15
35
40
9

Size
12
12
12
12
12
12

Data Set
NO LABEL
NO LABEL
NO LABEL
NO LABEL
NO LABEL
NO LABEL

VTQUERY LIB A 25 32 1-3 18
Volume
A00001
A00002
A00003
A00018
A00025
A00032
6 tapes

Owner Created Keep
FRED
04/25/93 120
BILL
06/25/92 600
FRED
03/18/93 120
JIM
01/12/93 120
FRED
07/09/94 999
GEORGE 04/18/93 120
selected

Name
TAPE
TAPE
TAPE
TAPE
TAPE
TAPE

VTQUERY LIB A 25 32 1-3 18 DESC DATE
Volume
A00001
A00002
A00003
A00018
A00025
A00032
6 tapes

Created
04/25/93
06/25/92
03/18/93
01/12/93
07/09/94
04/18/93
selected

Description
DESCRIPTION FOR TAPE 1
DESCRIPTION FOR TAPE 3
TAPE DUMP OF MY A-DISK ON JULY 9TH.
DESCRIPTION FOR TAPE 32

VTQUERY LIB A 25 32 1-3 18 DESC ALL
VTQUERY ACTIVE examples
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Volume
A00001
A00002
A00003
A00018
A00025
A00032
6 tapes

Owner
FRED
BILL
FRED
JIM
FRED
GEORGE
selected

Description
DESCRIPTION FOR TAPE 1
DESCRIPTION FOR TAPE 3
TAPE DUMP OF MY A-DISK ON JULY 9TH.
DESCRIPTION FOR TAPE 32

VTQUERY LIB A 25 32 1-3 18 FIND * ALL
Volume
A00001
A00003
A00025
A00032
4 tapes

Owner
FRED
FRED
FRED
GEORGE
selected

Description
DESCRIPTION FOR
DESCRIPTION FOR
TAPE DUMP OF MY
DESCRIPTION FOR

TAPE 1
TAPE 3
A-DISK ON JULY 9TH.
TAPE 32

VTQUERY LIB FIND 'JULY 9' DATE
Volume Created
A00025 07/09/94
1 tape selected

Description
TAPE DUMP OF MY A-DISK ON JULY 9TH.

VTQUERY LIB FIND 'JULY 9' ALL
Volume Owner
A00025 FRED
1 tape selected

Description
TAPE DUMP OF MY A-DISK ON JULY 9TH.

VTQUERY LIBRARY SHORT
Volume
A00001
A00003
A00025
3 tapes

Owner
Mdisk
FRED
F30
FRED
F31
FRED
F30
selected

1st blk
000021F3
0100013B
000040E0

VTQUERY LIB OWNER FRED
Volume
A00001
A00003
A00025
3 tapes

Owner Created Keep
FRED
04/25/93 120
FRED
03/18/93 120
FRED
07/09/94
45
selected

VTQUERY LIBRARY examples

Records
4897
305
4897

% Full
22
15
69

Size
12
12
12

Data Set
NO LABEL
NO LABEL
NO LABEL

Name
TAPE
TAPE
TAPE
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VTQUERY LIB OWNER FRED COUNT
3 tapes selected

VTQUERY LIBRARY A25 PASSWORD
Volume Owner Created Keep
A00025 FRED
07/09/94 125
1 tape selected

Rdpass
RRXP

Wrpass
WWZP

Size
12

Data Set Name
VIRTUAL.TAPE

VTQUERY LIBRARY A203 VOL1 HDR1 HDR2
Volume
A00203
A00203
A00203
1 tape

Label
VOL1A002030
HDR1RTB.TAPE BACKUP A0020300010001
HDR2U327600000040PARS
/RES
P
selected from library A

VTAPE VSSI
00 93060 930630000000BSS

VTQUERY LIBRARY A203 VOL1 HDR1 HEX
Volume Offset Hex data
A00203
00
E5D6D3F1C1F0F0F2F0F3F0404040404040404040
20
4040404040404040404040404040404040404040
40
40E5E3C1D7C540E5E2E2C9404040404040404040
60
4040404040404040404040404040404040404040
A00203
00
C8C4D9F1D9E3C24BE3C1D7C540C2C1C3D2E4D740
20
40C1F0F0F2F0F3F0F0F0F1F0F0F0F140404040F0
40
F040F9F3F0F6F040F9F3F0F6F3F0F0F0F0F0F0F0
60
C2E2E240C2E2E240C2FF01005430900000404040
1 tape selected from library A

Character data
*VOL1A002030
*
*
*
* VTAPE VSSI
*
*
*
*HDR1RTB.TAPE BACKUP *
* A0020300010001
0*
*0 93060 930630000000*
*BSS BSS B........
*

VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS examples
VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS
Libraries: Open=ABC, Output=A, Defined=ABCD

VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS MDISK
Libraries:
Library A,
Library B,
Library C,
Library D,

Input=C Output=AB Default=B Defined=ABCD
Basemd=0F00, Mdisks=4, Status=Output
Basemd=0F10, Mdisks=2, Status=Output
Basemd=0F20, Mdisks=2, Status=Input
Basemd=0F30, Mdisks=0, Status=Closed

VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS examples
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VTQUERY RESTRICTED examples
VTQUERY RESTRICTED
Library A use is restricted

VTQUERY RESTRICTED
Library A use is restricted
Library A disk 1 minidisk 0F01 use is restricted

VTQUERY RESTRICTED LIB A
Library A use is restricted
Library A disk 1 minidisk 0F01 use is restricted

VTQUERY RESTRICTED ALL
No restrictions were found for any library

VTQUERY SCRATCHSET example
VTQUERY SCRatchset
Scratch sets exception list for library A
Class list(s)
CLASS=ADE - TAPE=129 TO 144
CLASS=G,TAPE=1 to 7
USERID list(s)
USERID=MVS999 - TAPE=16 TO 47
Scratch sets exception list for library B
Class list(s)
CLASS=G - TAPE=1 TO 288
CLASS=G - TAPE=601 TO 616
There are no scratch sets USERID exception list.

VTQUERY SPACE examples
VTQUERY SPACE A
Library A, Basemd=0F00, Mdisks=4, blocks=100000, in use=25000, %full=25

VTQUERY SPACE
Library B, Basemd=0F10, Mdisks=2, blocks=50000, in use=25000, %full=50

VTQUERY RESTRICTED examples
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VTQUERY SPACE MDISK:
Library B, Basemd=0F10, Mdisks=2, blocks=50000, in use=25000, %full=50
Disk 0F10, Blocks=25000, in use=6237, % full=50, output tapes mounted=17
Disk 0F11, Blocks=25000, in use=6460, % full=52, output tapes mounted=29

VTQUERY STATISTICS example
Drives defined
Curr
Max
239
286

Vtapes mounted
Curr
Max
22
27

Mbytes of data
Read Written
229
983

Avg mount
duration
01:52:11

Dummy mounted
Curr
Max
162
194

3420s defnd
Curr
Max
94
118

--------Mount requests--------Total Input Output Scrtch Dummy
1302
143
40
285
834

3480s defnd
Curr
Max
141
168

3490s defnd
Curr
Max
4
8

3590s defnd
Curr
Max
0
0

Last reset: 03/04/93 at 12:00:15

Drives
defined

The current number of virtual tape drives defined systemwide, and the largest number that have
been concurrently defined since the counters were reset (or since the system was IPLed).

Vtapes
mounted

The current number of virtual tapes mounted on virtual drives, and the largest number that have
been concurrently mounted since the counters were reset (or since the system was IPLed). This
number does not include dummy tapes.

Dummy
mounted

The current number of dummy tapes mounted on virtual drives, and the largest number that
have been concurrently mounted since the counters were reset (or since the system was IPLed).

Mount
requests

The total number of times any user has used the VTMOUNT command to mount a tape. This is
broken down into mounts of existing input and output virtual tapes, virtual scratch tapes, and
dummy tapes.

Mbytes of
data

The total number of megabytes of data that have been read from and written to virtual tapes.
This number does not include data written to dummy tapes.

Avg mount
duration

The average length of time all tapes have been mounted, not including dummy tapes. This also
does not include tapes that are still mounted; the counters used to calculate the average duration
are updated whenever a tape is unloaded.

3420s defnd
etc.

The number of tape drives of each type that are currently defined, and the largest number that
have been defined since the counters were reset.

Last Reset:

The date and time the statistics counters were reset. This will be the time the VTAPE system
was initialized, or the VTQ STATS RESET command was issued.

VTREW
The VTREW command will rewind a virtual tape.
VTREW

vdev

VTQUERY SPACE examples
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vdev The device number (address) of the virtual tape drive to be rewound. This parameter does not default and
may not be omitted.
Usage Notes
1. The CP REWIND and CMS TAPE REW commands will also rewind a virtual tape.
Responses
pnnnnn rewound on vdev

VTRUN
The VTRUN command will rewind and unload a virtual tape volume.
VTRUN

vdev

vdev

< userid >

The device number (address) of the tape drive from which to unload the tape. VTRUN will unload a
tape regardless of the tape's LEAVE status. See the VTSET command for more information on LEAVE
status.

userid The userid of the user from which the tape should be unloaded. This parameter gives authorized users
the ability to unload a tape from another user's virtual tape drive.
Usage Notes
1. Rewind/unload CCWs (including those issued by TAPE RUN, or by an operating system such as MVS)
will normally unload a virtual tape. However, if the tape or the drive is in LEAVE status, rewind/unload
CCWs will cause the tape to be rewound but not unloaded. Using VTRUN is the only way to unload a
tape from a drive in LEAVE status.
Responses
pnnnnn unloaded from vdev
pnnnnn has been unloaded for userid
pnnnnn has been unloaded by userid

The last message is sent to a user whose tape has been unloaded by another user.

VTSCRTCH
Use the VTSCRTCH command to scratch virtual tapes from an output library. VTSCRTCH can be interrupted
with the PA1 key.
VTSCRtch

VTREW

{ p }
{ nnnnn ... }
{ pnnnnn ... }
{ nnnnn-nnnnn ... }
{ pnnnnn-pnnnnn ... }
options:
OWner < userid >
PAssword password

< options >
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PRefix
PURge

p

p

Specifies the prefix of the output library for this scratch request. If a prefix is entered
using the p option, one or more tape volume numbers or ranges must also be entered.
If the library prefix is numeric, the PRefix option must be used. (See Section
"Numeric Library Prefixes." for additional information)

nnnnn pnnnnn
nnnnn-nnnnn
pnnnnn-pnnnnn

Up to ten tape volumes or volume ranges can be entered to select tapes to scratch. If a
library prefix is specified, it must be the library prefix of an output library. You can
also specify pnnnnn-nnnnn or nnnnn-pnnnnn. A volume number range can specify a
maximum of ten volumes to be scratched. Leading zeros in the tape numbers may be
omitted.

< OWner > userid

Allows authorized users to scratch tapes owned by another user. The authorization is
defined in the VTAPE system configuration file. If the userid is one character in
length or could be identified as a tape volume number, the userid keyword must be
specified.

PAssword password

Supplies the password to scratch protected tapes.

PRefix p

Specifies the prefix for numeric libraries. If a prefix is entered using the PRefix p
option, one or more tape volume numbers or ranges must also be entered. (See
Section "Numeric Library Prefixes." for additional information)

PURge
Usage Notes

Allows tapes that have not expired to be scratched.

1. When scratching a range of tapes, the scratch can be interrupted with the Break key (usually PA1).
2. You can only scratch tapes from a single library. If you enter the library prefix more than once on the
command, the same prefix must be entered each time.
3. If you specify a password, PURGE, or a userid, it will apply to all of the tape volume numbers entered.
Responses
pnnnnn has been scratched

VTSET
Use the VTSET command to change tape volume information or to set defaults for a tape drive or the system. The
first section of the syntax diagram shows options for changing tape volume information. The second section
shows options for setting tape drive or system defaults and restricting the use of a library or library minidisk.

VTSET

VTSCRTCH

< p >
< nnnnn ... { options } >
< pnnnnn ... { options } >
< nnnnn-nnnnn ... { options } >
< pnnnnn-pnnnnn ... { options } >
options:
DEscription
PAssword password
KEep days
PRefix p
KEep +days
REadpw password
KEep -days
SIze nn
LIMit nn
VOlser volser
OWner userid
WRitepw password
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VTSET

< DEFaultlib SYstem p >
< RELeased { optionsA } >
< REStricted { optionsA } >
< VDev vdev { optionsB } >
optionsA:
optionsB:
optionsC:
LIbrary p
AFFinity vdev
INput
LDisk nnn
ASsign
OUTput
MDisk vdev
AUTolib { optionC }
MODify
BUffers nn
LEave
LImit nnn
MAXShr nnn
NOAutolib
NOShare
SEParate vdev1 vdev2
SEQnum nnn
SHAre
SHRUsr userid
UNASsign
UNload

VTSET Library options
REStricted

Restricts a library or library minidisk from use by general users. See the usage notes for
more information.

RELeased

Release a restricted library or library minidisk.

LIbrary p

Specifies the prefix of the library to be restricted or released.

LDisk nnn

Specifies the relative disk number of the library disk to be restricted or released for the
specified library. nnn is the relative number of the library disk from 0 to 255.

MDisk vdev

Specifies the vdev of the library minidisk to be restricted or released for the specified
library. vdev is the hexadecimal device number of the library minidisk as defined in the CP
user directory.
VTSET System options
Sets the default library prefix for the system to p. The requested library will be used when a
prefix is not specified on VTAPE commands. The system default prefix will be used if the
drive, user, and class default are not set for the user issuing the command.
VTSET Vdev options
DEFaultlib
SYstem p

AFFinity
vdev

Assigns scratch tapes mounted on the VDEV being set to the same library disk as a tape mounted
on the AFFinity VDEV. If no tape is mounted on AFFinity drive when a scratch tape is mounted
on the drive being set thee AFFinity is ignored.

ASsign

Assigns ownership of a shared virtual drive to the this user if no othed user already owns the
drive.

AUTolib <
optionC >

Places the virtual tape drive in auto-library mode for automatic mounts in response to "Mnnnnn"
or "MPRIVAT" messages written to the display on 3480, 3490 or 3590 drives.
optionC
INput causes automatically mounted tapes to be mounted for input only.

VTSET
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OUTput causes automatically mounted tapes to be mounted for output. It also changes the owner
and creation date of the tape to the current guest and current date to today's date.
MODify causes automatically mounted tapes to be mounted for output, but does not update the
owner or creation date of the tape. See the usage notes for more information on this option.
BUffers nn

Sets the number of buffers allocated when a virtual tape is mounted. Buffers are 4096-byte
blocks of pageable virtual storage used to perform I/O to the virtual tape library. The next tape
mounted on the drive will use the requested number of buffers.

DEFaultlib p Sets the default library prefix for tape drive to p. The specified library will be used for mounts on
the drive, unless a library prefix is entered on the mount command.
LEave

Places the virtual tape drive in LEAVE mode. When a tape drive is in LEAVE mode,
rewind/unload CCWs (including the TAPE RUN and VMFPLC2 RUN commands) will cause
the tape to be rewound but not unloaded. The VTRUN CP command will unload a virtual tape
regardless of the LEAVE status.

LIMit nn

Limits the number of records that will be written to a tape before a unit exception(EOT) is
presented to a guest. When set for a mounted tape volume, the limit value is for the current tape
only. Limit is provided to test end of volume routines with short tapes. If you are testing with
standard label tape, you should specify a value of at least four to write one data record to the
tape. When specified for a tape, the tape must be mounted for output for the limit to take effect.

MAXshr
nnn

Sets the maximun numbers of virtual drives that are allowed to share a shared drive.

NOautolib

Removes the virtual tape drive from auto-library mode so automatic mounts no longer take
place.

NOShare

Sets a shared drive to non-shared mode.

SEParate
vdev1 vdev2

Assigns scratch tapes mounted on the VDEV being set to a different library disk than tapes
mounted on the SEParate VDEVs. If no tapes are mounted on the SEParate VDEVs when a
scratch tape is mounted on the VDEV being set them SEParate is ignored. Up to 5 SEParate
VDEVs can be specified.

SEQnum
nnn

Assigns a specific manufacturer sequence number to a shared drive.

SHAre

Sets an unshared drive to shared mode.

SHRUsr
userid

Sets a specificd user as the only user that can share the drive.

UNASsign

Releases the assignment of a shared drive from the current user.

Removes LEAVE mode from a tape drive, and changes the drive back to the normal UNLOAD
mode. Rewind/unload CCWs will then be handled normally.
VTSET Volume options
UNload

p

VTSET Vdev options

Specifies the prefix of the output library for this set request. If a prefix is entered using
the p option, one or more tape volume numbers or ranges must also be entered.
If the library prefix is numeric, the PRefix option must be used. (See Section "Numeric
Library Prefixes." for additional information)
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nnnnn pnnnnn
nnnnn-nnnnn
pnnnnn-pnnnnn

Up to ten tape volumes or volume ranges can be entered to select tapes for set. If a
library prefix is specified, it must be the library prefix of an output library. You can
also specify pnnnnn-nnnnn or nnnnn-pnnnnn. A volume number range can specify a
maximum of ten volumes to be set. Leading zeros in the tape numbers may be omitted.

DEscription

Sets or changes a virtual tape's description. The description can be up to 64 characters
long, and can contain blanks and other special characters. Since the description may
contain blanks, it must be enclosed in single quotes for the VTSET command. See
usage note 5 for more information.

KEep days

Sets a new retention period. The number of days specified can increase, reduce, or set
a new value for the retention period. days is a plus, minus, or absolute number of days
used to set or adjust the retention period.

OWner userid

Assigns ownership of a virtual tape to a different userid.

PAssword password

Specifies the current password. This is required in order to make any changes to a
password-protected virtual tape. If the tape has a WRITE password, it must be
specified. If the tape only has a READ password, it must be specified.

PRefix p

Specifies the prefix for numeric libraries. If a prefix is entered using the PRefix p
option, one or more tape volume numbers or ranges must also be entered. (See Section
"Numeric Library Prefixes." for additional information)

REadpw password

Sets a read password for a tape. The read password can be from 1 to 4 characters long.

SIze nn

Changes the size of a tape. nn is the requested volume size in megabytes.

VOlser volser

Changes the internal volume serial of a standard-labeled tape. volser is the new
volume serial for the tape. The volser in the standard label will be updated, but the
library volume number (pnnnnn) will not be changed. If fewer than six characters are
entered, they will be right justified, padded with leading zeros, and the library prefix
letter will be used for the first character.

WRitepw password

Sets a write password for a tape. The write password can be from 1 to 4 characters.

VDev vdev
Usage Notes

Selects a tape drive for drive set options.

1. More than one option can be specified on a single request, for the options that apply to a tape volume.
2. You can only set values for tapes from a single library. If you enter the library prefix more than once on
the command, the same prefix must be entered each time.
3. If you are setting tape values, the values entered will apply to all of the tape volume numbers entered.
4. If you have the specified tape mounted for output, the values will be set. If another user has the tape
mounted for output, the values will not be set.
5. You can set and query a tape's description to help you identify its contents. A tape description can be
from 1 to 64 characters long, and can contain blanks and other special characters. Since the description
may contain blanks, you must enclose the description in single quotes when you set it. The quotes do not
become part of the description. (To include a quote character, use two successive quotes as shown in the
first example below.) If the description consists of a single word, the quotes are not required.
If this command is entered from the keyboard, the CMS and CP command processors will translate the
entered description to uppercase before passing it to the VTSET command processor. In the examples
below, the description will be saved in uppercase. To assign a mixed-case description to a tape, you must
issue the VTSET command from an EXEC2 or Rexx exec using EXECIO CP or Diag 8. If this is done,
VTSET Volume options
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the Virtual Tape subsystem will preserve the mixed-case description.
6. AUTOLIB is intended for MVS or other systems that write mount messages to the display of 3480, 3490
or 3590 tape drives with the LOAD DISPLAY CCW. Tape management system or any application that
writes to the display can also use the AUTOLIB feature. When a tape drive is in AUTOLIB mode, the
LOAD DISPLAY CCWs cause VTAPE to automatically mount the requested tape on the drive. This
feature acts like a tape library robot that reads the tape drive display and retrieves and mounts the tapes.
The INPUT/OUTPUT/MODIFY options control how existing tapes are mounted, as described above.
If an existing tape is requested to be mounted and there are tapes in the drives autoloader, the tapes in the
autoloader are ignored.
If a scratch is requested and the first tape in the autoloader is a scratch, the scratch from the autoloader
will be mounted. This allows mount options to be specified for the scratch tapes that are mounted.
Dummy tapes can be requested through the autolib facility by using the dummy library prefix on the
mount request ie:(MZ01123S) JCL(VOL=SER=Z01123). Where Z is the dummy prefix If If a dummy
tape is requested and the first tape in the autoloader is a dummy tape, the dummy tape from the autoloader
will be mounted. This allows mount options to be specified for the dummy tapes that are mounted.
Dummy tapes are requested
7. When a library is restricted, the library and all its minidisks are marked as restricted. The VTOPEN
command can also open a library restricted. If you release the restriction on one or more minidisks,
maintenance users can mount or use tapes from the non-restricted minidisks. This is generally used with
VTREST to rebuild a damaged VTAPE library minidisk. See the VTREST command for more
information. General users will not be able to use a library until the library restriction is released.
Restricting a library or minidisk can also be used to quiesce a library that is to be closed, or to stop the
allocation of virtual tapes to a disk that is getting I/O errors.
8. The use of the restricted, released and defaultlib system options of VTSET are controlled by CP
command privilege class.

VTSET examples
vtset vdev 181 buffers 15 default d leave
Buffers for 0181 have been set to 15
Default library prefix for 0181 has been set to D
0181 has been set to leave mode
vtset vdev 181 default z autolib output limit 100
Default library prefix for 0181 has been set to Z
0181 has been set to autolib mode
Limit for 0181 has been set to 100
vtset 1 keep 10 size 15 description 'this is tape 1'
Keep for D1 set to 10 days
Size for D1 has been set to 15 megabytes
Description for D1 set to THIS IS TAPE 1
vtset b 1-3 5 owner vssivp1
HCPVY3A017E B1 is a scratch volume
Owner for volume B2 has been changed from E10OPER to VSSIVP1
Owner for volume B3 has been changed from E10OPER to VSSIVP1
Owner for volume B5 has been changed from E10OPER to VSSIVP1

VTSET examples
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VTTEST
Use the VTTest command to verify the syntax of a VTSYSTEM file.
VTTest

fname

fname The name of the file to check.
The file being tested will go through syntax checking, but it will not be put online even if the test is successful.

VTTEST
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COPYTAPE
Use the COPYTAPE command to copy a real or virtual tape to another real or virtual tape.
COPYTAPE
< invdev < outvdev > >
options:
BLKsize &bsize. REW
3490B
DEN density
RUN
3490C
EOT
SLTape
3590B
FILes nnn
SLUpdate
3590C
MODe xx

( options
XF
18TRACK

invdev

The virtual device number (address) of the input tape drive. Use a valid CMS tape address
(180-187, 288-28F, or TAP0-TAPF) only. The default is 181.

outvdev

The virtual device number (address) of the output tape drive. Use a valid CMS tape address
(180-187, 288-28F, or TAP0-TAPF) only. The default is 182.

BLKsize
&bsize.

Specifies the maximum input tape block size in K bytes (&bsize. X 1024) The default is 64. The
maximum size is restricted only by your memory size.

DEN
density

Specifies the output tape density. The default is the highest density supported by the output tape
device.

EOT

Requests a copy to the end of the input tape (two tape marks).

FILes nn

Requests that a specific number of tape files be copied. If the SLTAPE or SLUPDATE option is
also specified, 3 physical files will be copied for each file requested, to copy the HDR1 label, the
data file, and the EOF1 label.

MODe xx

Specifies an output modeset byte. The default is D3. MODE and DEN are mutually exclusive.

REW

Requests that both tapes be rewound when the copy is completed.

RUN

Requests that both tapes be unloaded when the copy is completed.

SLTape

Indicates that an IBM standard labeled tape is being copied. The input and output tapes are
rewound at the start of the copy.

SLUpdate

Requests that the VOL1 and HDR1 labels that are written on the output tape should be updated
with the volume serial of the tape. If you are copying a standard labeled tape and do not use this
option, the volume serial number in the VOL1 and HDR1 label on the output tape will not match
the volume serial number of the tape when the copy is completed. If the output tape is not a
standard labeled tape, you will be prompted for an output serial number. SLUPDATE implies
SLTAPE.

XF

Requests 3480 compaction format.

18TRACK

Requests 3480 basic recording format.

3490B

Requests basic 3490 recording format.

3490C

Requests 3490 compaction format.

3590B

Requests basic 3590 recording format.

VTAPE CMS Commands
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3590C
Requests 3590 compaction format.
Usage Notes
1. COPYTAPE will copy a single tape. The data on the input tape must fit on the output tape.
2. If two tape marks in a row are read from the input tape on a multifile copy, a message will be issued that
an empty file was copied.
3. If the SLTAPE or SLUPDATE option is specified, the input and output tapes are rewound before the
copy starts. If neither of these options is requested, the tapes are not repositioned when the copy starts.
Responses
Internal volser volser on vdev, does not match VTAPE volser volser

The internal volume serial number (within the standard label) on a virtual output tape does not match the output
virtual tape volume number. This message is only issued with the SLUPDATE option, which asks that the
standard label that is being read from the input tape to be updated to match the volume number of the tape that the
standard label will be written to. The next two messages ask for a response.
Enter 'I' to use the internal volser or 'V' to use the VTAPE volser
Enter 'U' to unload the tape and exit

A response of I will leave the standard label on the output tape as is. The volume serial in the standard label will
not match the volume serial of the output tape. A response of V will write the volume serial of the output tape into
the standard label. A response of U will unload the tape and exit the program.
Tape on vdev is not a standard label tape

The first record on the output tape is not an IBM standard VOL1 label. If you enter a volume serial number, the
copy will continue. If you enter UNLOAD, the output tape will be unloaded and the copy will terminate.
Enter 6 character volume serial or 'UNLOAD' for tape on vdev

Enter a volume serial to use for the output tape, or UNLOAD to unload the tape.
Volume serial entered volser.
Enter Y for Yes or N for No.

Correct?

This is a verification message. If the volser displayed is correct, enter Y; otherwise, enter N
Input tape on vdev is sl volume volser

This message is issued when a VOL1 label is read, if the SLUPDATE option was requested.
Output tape on vdev is sl volume volser

This message is issued when a VOL1 label is updated, if the SLUPDATE option was requested.
New internal volser for tape on vdev is volser

This message is issued when a VOL1 label is copied from an input tape to an output tape, when the SLTAPE
option is requested without SLUPDATE. Note that in this case, the tape volume number and the volser in the
standard label will not match after the copy.
COPYTAPE
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VTAPE number for tape on vdev is pnnnnn

This message is issued when a VOL1 label is copied with the SLTAPE option, if the output tape is a virtual tape.
End of output tape on vdev.

An end of tape indication was returned to the WRTAPE macro for the output tape. The input tape will not fit on
the output tape.
End of job nnn tape marks processed

This message displays the actual number of tape marks read. If the EOT option was requested, the number is one
more than the number of files processed (to count the double tape mark). If the SLTAPE or SLUPDATE option
was requested, the number displayed is three times the number of files requested (since the HDR1, the file, and
the EOF1 were copied for each file requested).
Invalid tape device identification vdev

The device address supplied for the input or output tape is invalid for CMS, or there is not a tape drive at that
address. CMS only supports tape addresses 180-18F, 280-28F, and TAP0-TAPF.

HELP
Use the CMS HELP command to display the VTAPE help menu and information about the format and use of the
VTAPE commands. Help can also be used to review the explanation and action for any VTAPE CP or CMS
message.

Help

DMSnnnnx
RVTnnnx
VTAPE < MENU >
VTAPe any_vtape_command

DMSnnnnx

Displays the explanation and action for the specified VTAPE CMS message. nnnn is
the CMS message number and x is the message severity letter ( I information, E error,
W warning, etc. ). VTAPE CMS messages are in the message number range of 2000
to 2499.

RVTnnnx

Displays the explanation and action for the specified VTAPE CP message. nnn is the
CP message number and x is the message severity letter ( I information, E error, W
warning, etc. ). VTAPE CP messages are in the message number range of 000 to 399.

VTAPE < MENU >

Displays a menu of all VTAPE commands. The help for any specific command can be
selected from the menu.

VTAPe
any_vtape_command

Displays the syntax and options for the specified VTAPE command.

TAPSENSE
TAPSENSE is a VM tool written by Henry Nussbacher at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rechovot, Israel.
TAPSENSE is public domain software.

HELP
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TAPSENSE will display the sense information for a virtual or real tape drive.
TAPSENSE

vdev

vdev The virtual address of a real or virtual tape drive. If your virtual machine is an XA-mode machine, this
can be any device address. 370-mode virtual machines must use a device address from 0 to 1FFF.
Responses
All sense bytes are inspected and their meanings displayed; the most common responses are listed below.
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I
DMSTAP100I

Density at 6250.
Tape Unit Model is 3420-8.
Intervention required/not ready.
Tape unit selected is NOT READY.
Tape unit selected is READY and not busy.
File protect/no ring present.
Tape positioned at load point.
Dual density drive.
3420 not set to 1600 BPI.
6250 BPI R/W capability.

TBROWSE
TBROWSE is a VM tool written by Yossie Silverman at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rechovot, Israel.
TBROWSE is public domain software.
TBROWSE is used to scan tapes in a full-screen BROWSE-like environment.
TBROWSE

< maxblock < vdev > >

maxblock The largest block this program should encounter in the current file. Upper limit is virtual storage size
(up to 16m).
vdev
The virtual address of the tape to be browsed (180-187 or 280-287).
Subcommands:

QUIT

Use the QUIT subcommand to exit immediately from TBROWSE leaving the tape positioned
following the last block viewed. The QUIT subcommand closes any printer spool file opened
by the PRINT subcommand.

CP or CMS

Use the CP or CMS subcommand to enter into CP READ (return with 'B') or CMS SUBSET
(return with 'RETURN').

PRINT

Use the PRINT subcommand to print the current screen of data on the virtual printer (00E).
'*** END OF BLOCK ***' is printed highlighted as on screen. Note that the printer spool file
is only closed when the QUIT subcommand is executed.

DISK < n <
fname < ftype
< fmode > > >
>

Use the DISK subcommand to copy n blocks, starting with the one currently displayed, to the
CMS file fname ftype fmode. If not specified, the default fileid is "TBROWSE CMSUT1 A1".
Files are copied using the current mode and ASCII translation settings. If the mode becomes
invalid or an error is encountered, the DISK function will terminate and TBROWSE will

TAPSENSE
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display the block that couldn't be written.
SAVE <
fname < ftype
< fmode > > >

The SAVE subcommand behaves like the DISK command except that all blocks are copied
from the one currently displayed until the end-of-file.

V<n>

Use the V subcommand to set the first column displayed. The setting applies to the block
currently displayed and all following blocks. The L and R subcommands give similar
capability. n is the starting column. The default is one.

MODE < F < Use the MODE subcommand to set the formatting mode of the blocks read starting with the
nn > | V | VB | one currently displayed.
U>
F will set fixed (blocked) mode.
nn is the LRECL to be used in F mode. The default is 80.
V will set variable mode. The length of each block will be taken from information in
the record.
VB will set variable blocked mode. The logical record length and the block length will
be taken from information in the record.
U will set undefined block mode. The physical block will be treated as a single record.
This mode is chosen whenever another mode does not apply.
Modes U and V display the current record such that it wraps around from line to line. Modes F
and VB display one logical record per line with truncation occurring if the record plus the
display column is greater than the console line width.
FSR < n >

Use the FSR subcommand to advance the tape one or more blocks. If end of file is sensed, the
last block of the file is displayed. n specifies how many blocks to skip. The default is one.

BSR < n >

Use the BSR subcommand to move the tape back one or more blocks. If end of file is sensed,
the first block of the file is displayed. n specifies how many blocks to backspace. The default is
one.

FSF < n >

Use the FSF subcommand to advance the tape to the next file and display the first block of that
file. If end of tape is sensed, the last file on the tape is displayed. n specifies how many files to
skip. The default is one.

BSF < n >

Use the BSF subcommand to move the tape to the previous file and display the first block of
that file. If start of tape is sensed, the first file on the tape is displayed. n specifies how many
files to move. The default is one.

REW

Use the REW subcommand to rewind the tape and display the first block of the first file.

TOP

Use the TOP subcommand to move the tape to the first block in the current file.

BOT

Use the BOT subcommand to move the tape to the last block in the current file.

F or FH

Use the F subcommand to advance within a block to the next screen full of records. If less than
a screen of records remains in the block, the message '*** END OF BLOCK ***' is displayed
following the last record. Use FH to skip half a screen of records.

B or BH

Use the B subcommand to move within a block to the previous screen of records. If less than a
screen of records remains, the message '*** START OF BLOCK ***' is displayed following
the first record. Use BH to skip half a screen of records.

RESET
Subcommands:
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Use the RESET subcommand to reset the display start column and the top of screen record
number to 1.
L<n>

Use the L subcommand to move the display column to the left. n is the number of columns to
move. The default is the screen width.

R<n>

Use the R subcommand to move the display column to the right. n is the number of columns to
move. The default is the screen width.

HEX < ON or
OFF >

Use the HEX subcommand to set hexadecimal display mode. "ON" will cause records and
blocks to be displayed in hexadecimal format. "OFF" will cause records and blocks to be
displayed in character format. HEX with no parm will toggle the option.

ASCII < ON
or OFF >

Use the ASCII subcommand to alter the ASCII translation on input setting. "ON" will set the
ASCII translate on input mode so all records and blocks displayed will be translated from
ASCII to EBCDIC. This option should be used for ASCII input tapes. "OFF" will reset the
ASCII translate on input mode so that records and blocks displayed will not be translated from
ASCII to EBCDIC. ASCII with no parm will toggle the option.

n

Type a number as a subcommand to place that record at the top of the screen.

=

The = subcommand repeats the last command. The last command entered will be executed
again.

?

The ? subcommand redisplays the last command entered in the input area. The command will
be executed only if the user presses the ENTER key.

1

The & character can be used as a prefix for TBROWSE subcommands to leave the
subcommand in the display area after execution, similar to the & command in Xedit. This
allows a command to be executed each time the Enter key is pressed.

PF Keys:

Most of the subcommands are accessible by PA/PF keys as follows:
PA1 CP PA2 CMS

1

BSR 2

FSR 3

QUIT

4

L

5

R

6

RESET

7

F

8

B

9

DISK

10 BSF 11 FSF 12 PRINT

PF13 through PF24 perform the same commands as PF1 through PF12.
[Top of Page |Next Page |Previous Page ]

PF Keys:
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System Overview
Description
Virtual TAPE is a software enhancement to VM that allows users to define virtual tape drives and mount virtual
tapes on those drives with CP commands. Data written to virtual tapes is maintained in a Virtual TAPE library.
Virtual tapes appear identical to real tapes to the virtual machine. TAPE DUMP and other CMS commands that
use real tapes can use virtual tapes as well.
Virtual tape drives can be created with the CP DEFINE devicetype vdev command from the command line or
using the COMMAND(CMD) statement in the CP directory for z/VM 5.3.0 and above. You can use a SPECIAL
vdev devicetype statement in the user directory for z/VM releases that don't support the COMMAND(CMD)
statement in the directory. The CP REDEFINE command will change the virtual address of a virtual tape drive,
and CP DETACH will detach the drive. Supported device types are:
V3420
V3480
V3480-B11
V3480-B22
V3490
V3490-B04
V3490-B40
V3590
V3590-B11

As shipped by VSSI:
. V3480 is equivalent to V3480-B22;
. V3490 is equivalent to V3490-B04;
. V3590 is equivalent to V3590-B11
(later 3590 models not supported due to IBM licensing restrictions)
The default model numbers for V3480 and V3490 devices can be changed by the installation at product build time
(see Item 13, Post-Installation Customization below).

Virtual TAPE Libraries
A virtual tape library is a database of up to 256 minidisks that have been formatted for use by VTAPE. Each
library disk can be up to a full volume in size. Library disks can be on ECKD or FBA devices or a mixture of
both. A virtual tape volume directory is maintained on the first and second disk of each library. The volume
directory on the second disk is a mirror image of the primary directory, and is maintained for recovery if there is a
hardware failure on the first disk.

System Overview
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Each library can contain up to 32,640 virtual tape volumes. The size of each volume can range from 1 megabyte
to a user limit specified in the VTAPE configuration file.
The amount of disk space required for a VTAPE library depends on the number and size of the virtual tape
volumes that are written to the library, and how long they are retained.
When a user mounts a scratch tape, it is assigned to the library minidisk with the most available space. At least
two minidisks should be assigned to each library so that a duplicate copy of the directory can be maintained on
the second disk for recovery. For best performance, two library minidisks should not be defined on the same real
disk.

Guest Operating Systems Support
Operating systems (such as MVS, VSE and TPF) running under VM can use virtual tapes. Several MVS programs
and facilities have been written by VSSI to automate virtual tape use in an MVS environment.
1. An AUTOLIB mount feature automatically mounts tapes from VTAPE libraries using the information
loaded into the display of 3480, 3490 and 3590 tape drives.
2. MVS UIMs (Unit Information modules) are provided for both MVSCP (MVS Configuration Program)
and the MVS/ESA HCD (Hardware Configuration Definition) feature. These UIMs provide unique
esoteric device names for virtual tape drives to eliminate catalog and allocation conflicts between virtual
and real tape drives and volumes. The following esoteric device names are provided:
♦ 342V - Virtual 3420 model 8 dual density.
♦ 348V _ Virtual 3480 non IDRC
♦ 348X _ Virtual 3480 with IDRC
♦ 349V _ Virtual 3490-B40, 3490/E
3. An MVS program and CMS exec are provided to uncatalog virtual tapes when they are scratched, during
library maintenance, because they have reached their expiration date.
The following requirements will allow you to define and use virtual tape drives in your MVS system without
affecting real tape use:
The MVSCP and/or MVS/HCP UIMs must be assembled and link edited into the appropriate MVS system
library. You must do an MVS I/O generation or use the HCD panals to define the type of Virtual tape drives to be
used. These UIM programs add new esoteric device names of 3420V, 3480V, 3480XV and 3490V to MVS. The
UIM file for MVSCP is CBPUC005 ASSEMBLE and the UIM file for HCD is CBDUC005 ASSEMBLE. The
assemble and linkedit JCL for the UIMs have the same file names as the assemble files and file types of ASMJCL
and LINKJCL.
The VTAPE UIMs set the high order bit in the UCBTYP option byte of the MVS UCBs (Unit Control Blocks) to
make virtual tape drives catalog and allocation unique. You must use MVSCP or HCD to define virtual tape
drives, because there is no way to identify a drive as being virtual in the device characteristics for HCD dynamic
configuration.
To define the virtual tape drives that will be used by a guest operating system, you can:
1. Add COMMAND(CMD) DEFINE devicetype vdev statements to the user directory to cause virtual tape
drives to be defined during logon. (z/VM 5.3.0 and above)

Virtual TAPE Libraries
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2. Add SPECIAL vdev devicetype statements to the user directory to cause virtual tape drives to be defined
during logon. (Pre z/VM 5.3.0)
3. Use a CMS exec or CP commands to define the drives after the virtual machine is logged on.

Multiple VM System Support
VTAPE can support up to 24 libraries per VM system. A library is designated by a single letter, or a single digit
(See section "Numeric Library Prefixes." for additional information), known as the library prefix. Each VM
system can open multiple input and output libraries. Libraries can be shared, but the same library can not be open
for output on two different systems at the same time. If system 1 opens libraries A and B for output and libraries
C and D for input, then system 2 can open libraries C and D for output and libraries A and B for input. Each
system can read tapes from all four libraries, but can only write tapes to their output libraries.
Sharing is controlled by the library definition file (in VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS), the CP directory entry that
defines the library minidisks, and the parameters specified on the VTOPEN command. All systems should
reference any particular library by the same library prefix.
When a library is opened for output, the CPUID of the processor doing the open is stored in the library. If the
system that opened the library fails or is shut down while the library is open, the "open for output" indication is
not reset. If an attempt is then made to open the library for output on a different processor, the VM operator is
notified and asked if the open should continue. This is an integrity feature. Operator verification allows for a
processor switch, when a VM system is moved to another processor and the output libraries were not closed when
the first system was shut down.
An option in the VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS configuration file can eliminate the operator verification prompt,
which can disrupt some PROP and VM OPERATOR-type systems. The library is opened for input instead of
output in this case. The FORCEOUT keyword of the VTOPEN command can also be used to open a library for
output if it was not closed when another processor was shut down.
It is recommended that you assign each VM system an output library prefix. If you have three VM systems and
library 'A' is the output library for system 1, the other systems should use library 'A' for input. VM system 2 could
use library 'B' for its output library, and system 3 could use library 'C' for its output library.
If each system is to have multiple output libraries, system 1 could have 'D' for a second output library, system 2
could have 'E', and system 3 could have 'F'. Any library can be opened for output by any system as long as the
library is not already open for output on another system.
If you use VTAPE for both a first and second level system and your second level guest is not assigned a different
CPUID, you must be careful not to open the same library for output on both levels. One way to protect your first
level library is to link your first level output library disks read-only to your second level guest.

CMS Help Files
CMS help files are provided for VTAPE CP and CMS commands and for VTAPE CP and CMS messages. A
VTAPE help menu is provided to select any VTAPE command help file. To display this menu, enter HELP
VTAPE MENU.

Guest Operating Systems Support
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Library Reports
You can run virtual TAPE reports for each library from any processor that has access to the library disks. Library
maintenance, such as the expired tape scratch procedure, must be run from the processor that has the library open
for output.
There are four report programs for normal library reporting (VTRPT1, VTRPT2, VTRPT3, and VTRPT6), and an
exec (VTRPTS) to run these four commands.
VTRPT1 produces CMS files from data extracted from the VTAPE library directory entries and the first data
block of each virtual tape.
VTRPT2 reads the CMS files created by VTRPT1 and prints a volume report and a scratch report, depending on
the options specified.
VTRPT3 command reads the standard label file created by VTRPT1 and prints a report containing information
about all tapes in the library that have a standard label.
VTRPT4 produces a report on volumes backed up by VTBKUP. See the VTBKUP and VTRPT4 command
descriptions for detailed information.
VTRPT5 produces a report on volumes restored by VTREST. See the VTREST and VTRPT5 command
descriptions for detailed information.
VTRPT6 reads the volume file created by VTRPT1 and prints a report containing all virtual tape volumes and
their descriptions.
As a convenience, the VTRPTS exec issues the VTRPT1, VTRPT2, VTRPT3, and VTRPT6 commands to create
the files for a library and print the standard reports. The reports can be produced for the default output library, or
any desired input library.

Library Maintenance
CMS commands are provided to scratch tapes that have expired, to back up and restore libraries, and to report on
volumes backed up or restored.
Expired tapes are scratched by running VTRPT1 followed by VTSCR1. These are CMS modules, and require
read links to the library minidisks. You should set up an automated procedure to run these two commands on a
regular basis, during periods of low tape activity.
VTSCR1 reads the scratch file created by VTRPT1 and verifies that each expired tape matches the information in
the library. This is a precaution in case the tape was manually scratched and reused between the time the scratch
file was created by VTRPT1 and the time the VTSCR1 command is run. If the information matches, the tape is
scratched. VTSCR1 can be run for any open output library.
VTBKUP performs full, incremental, and library disk backups. VTRPT5 produces reports on virtual tape volumes
that have been backed up to real tape.
VTREST provides for full library, library disk, cycle, and volume restores. Volumes are always restored to a
currently open output library. VTRPT4 produces reports on virtual volumes that have been restored from real
Library Reports
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tape.

Numeric Library Prefixes.
Virtual tape library prefixes can be alphabetic (a-z) or numeric (1-9). When using numeric prefixes, the following
rules should be understood:
• If a virtual tape volume serial is 6 characters in length, the first character (alphabetic or numeric
{excluding digit 0}) is considered to be the library prefix.
• If a virtual tape volume serial is less then 6 characters in length, then:
♦ If the first character is alphabetic, it is considered to be the library prefix.
♦ If the first character is numeric, the whole number is considered to be a virtual tape volume serial.
When using numeric library prefixes, if the virtual tape volume serial is all numeric and less than 6 characters in
length, the library prefix must be either:
• Defaulted
• Or specified via the use of the PRefix option available with most commands.
The following commands have been enhanced to support the numeric prefixes via the use of the PRefix option:
• VTLOADER
• VTQUERY
• VTSCRTCH
• VTSET

Library Maintenance
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VTADD
The VTADD command can be used to add library disks to and open VTAPE library. By default, this is a class B
command.
VTADD

{ LIBrary p }

LIBrary p The prefix of the open library to add disks to.
Usage Notes
1. The disk(s) to be added to a library must be defined in the VTAPELIB directory entry in the vdev address
range specified in VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS for that library. The disks must also be formatted with the
VTAPE CMS VTFMT command. See the usage notes of the VTFMT command for vdev addressing
considerations when formatting VTAPE library disks.
2. The maximum number of disks that can be added to an open VTAPE library is controled by the
maximum specified in VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS, for that library, when the library was opened. If you
add more disks to the VTAPELIB directory entry for a library than the maximum at open time, the disks
beyond the maximum will not be added by VTADD. However if you update the maximum in
VTSYSTEM defaults, the additional disks will be added the next time the library is closed and then
opened for output.
3. If you add disks to a 1 disk library, the Volume Directory will be copied to disk 2 when it is added, if disk
2 was formatted at address 0 or 1 without the NODir option
4. If you share the library with another system, the disks must be added to the output library first. This will
set the disk number and key of the library on the new library disks.
Responses
Library p has been opened

VTCLOSE
The VTCLOSE command will close virtual tape libraries. By default, this is a class B command.
VTCLOSE

{ LIBrary ppp... | ALL }

< FORCE >

ALL

Closes all libraries.

LIBrary
ppp...

A list of up to 24 prefixes of libraries to be closed.

FORCE

Causes all tapes mounted for the libraries being closed to be unloaded, and the libraries to be
closed immediately.

Usage Notes
1. If any tapes are mounted from a requested library, the library will not be closed unless you specify
FORCE. VTQUERY ACTIVE will show any tapes that are mounted from a library to be closed.

VTAPE CP System Commands
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Responses
Library p has been closed

VTINIT
Use the VTINIT command to reinitialize the VTAPE online system wide defaults, after modifying the
VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS file. By default, VTINIT is a class B command.
VTINIT

<fname>

Usage Notes:
• If VTAPE is already initialized, you must use VTINIT to cause VTAPE to reinitialize by reading the
system definition file. The system definition file's filename is determined as follow:
♦ It is the fname provided with the VTINIT command.
♦ It is the filename which was specified on the initialization keyword VTAPE_Config in the VSSI
CONFIG file.
♦ It is VTSYSTEM.
• VTINIT does not disrupt users currently using VTAPE.
• You don't need to use VTINIT each time you IPL your VM system. VTAPE initialization takes place
when the first VTAPE command or function is executed.
Note: The filetype of the system definition file is DEFAULTS, and cannot be changed.
Note: Although you can specify a filename on the VTINIT command, if VTAPE is initialized any other way (ie:
issuing a Vtape command, or defining a virtual tape) VTAPE will only search for either:
1. The file specified on the VTAPE_Config keyword
2. The file VTSYSTEM.

VTOPEN
Use the VTOPEN command to open virtual tape libraries for use. Up to 24 libraries can be opened. Any number
of these can be opened for input or output. If a library is specified in both the input and output list, it will be
opened for output By default, this is a class B command.
VTOPEN

ALL

<
<
<
<
<
<
<

ALL >
DEFaultlib p >
FORCEKEY >
FORCEOUT >
LIbrary ppp... >
OUTlib ppp... >
REStricted >

Opens all libraries defined in the system. If OUTlib is not also specified, an output library will
not be opened.

DEFaultlib p Specifies the prefix for the system default library on this processor. If you do not specify a
default, the first output library specified in the the OUTlib list will become the default. If no
VTCLOSE
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output library is opened, there will not be a system default.
FORCEKEY Forces a library open when its key or minidisk number is not correct. Each library has a unique
key and each minidisk in a library is numbered sequentially. If you attempt to open a library and
the key on all of active mindisks does not match or a minidisk number is not correct, the open
will fail. This condition should only occur if you have had to replace a defective disk drive, and
are about to restore all of the data for that minidisk.
FORCEOUT Forces a library open for output when it appears to be open for output on another processor. This
would occur if the other processor shut down without closing the output libraries. If you are sure
the library is not open on the other processor, you can force it open with the FORCEOUT
keyword.
LIbrary
ppp...

A list of up to 24 prefixes of libraries to be opened for input.

OUTlib ppp... A list of up to 24 prefixes of libraries to be opened for output.
REStricted

Restricts all libraries opened by this VTOPEN request from use by general users. Maintenance
users defined in the VTSYSTEM customization file can still use the libraries. See the usage
notes for more information.

Usage Notes
1. The VTOPEN command must be issued each time VM is IPLed to open the VTAPE libraries.
2. A link to each library disk will be done on the system userid. The output from the CP QUERY SYSTEM
rdev command will show a link by user SYSTEM for each library disk.
3. When a library is opened restricted, the library and all its minidisks are marked as restricted. If you
release the restriction on one or more minidisks, maintenance users will be able to perform library
restores to the non-restricted minidisks. General users will not be able to use a library until the library
restriction is released. Minidisk and library restrictions are set and released with the VTSET command.
4. If a library being opened for output was previously opened for output on another processor and was not
closed on that system, a message may be issued to verify the open request, asking for a YES or NO
response. This is done because VTAPE cannot tell if the library is still open for output on the other
processor, and if you open a library for output from two systems at the same time, you will destroy the
library.
This prompting is controlled by the OPEN_FOR_OUTPUT_ON_other_cpu option in the VTSYSTEM
DEFAULTS parameter file. If this option is set to PROMPT, then the user issuing the VTOPEN
command will be prompted to verify the open request. However, if the VTOPEN command was issued
from a disconnected virtual machine, VTAPE will not prompt the disconnected user. In this case, VTAPE
will check to see if the primary system operator is connected to a terminal, to be prompted for the YES or
NO response. If the operator is also disconnected, the OUTLIB library will be forced read/only.
If the OPEN_FOR_OUTPUT_ON_other_cpu option in the VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS parameter file is
set to NOPROMPT, and the library to be opened for output was previously opened for output on another
processor and was not closed on that system, it will be open for input instead of output on this system. No
prompt will be issued.
Some automated operator systems, such as VMOPERATOR, can run in a "service machine" that is
connected to a terminal. This service machine can be set up to issue commands on behalf of other users. If
you issue the VTOPEN command through such a system, so that the command is actually executed by a
service machine that is not disconnected, the service machine userid may be prompted to verify the open
VTOPEN
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request. This will place the service machine userid in CP READ, waiting for a response to message 044R.
If this happens, you must type the YES or NO answer from the service machine's terminal. Until the
response is supplied, the automated operator system will not be able to perform its normal functions. If
you are using VMOPERATOR, and the VMOPERATOR machine normally issues the VTOPEN
command, we recommend that you set the OPEN_FOR_OUTPUT_ON_other_cpu option to
NOPROMPT.

VTOPEN
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VTBKUP
Use the VTBKUP command to back up a VTAPE library to one or more real tapes. One or more virtual tape
volumes, or an entire library or library minidisk, can later be restored with the VTREST command.
VTBKUP
< p >
< vdev < altvdev > >
options:
ALtdir
MDisk vdev
APpend
MEssage
COmpact
MSg
DEn density
NOctl
DIffer
OPerator userid
FIle nnn
OWner userid
INcr
REtpd nnn
LDisk nnn
SCan
LEave
TApes n
LIst
VOlume nnnnn

( options

p

The prefix of the library to process. The default is the system default library. To use the system
default prefix and specify an output tape drive device number, use * for the library prefix.

vdev

The virtual device number of a real tape drive for the backup tapes. The default is 181. To use the
default primary device number and specify an alternate device number, use * for the primary
device number.

altvdev

The virtual device number of an alternate tape drive for the backup tapes.

ALtdir

Requests that the alternate volume directory be used for the backup.

APpend

Tell the backup program to add (append) the current backup to the tape. APpend is only valid for
an existing backup tape and cannot be specified with FIle.

COmpact

Requests that the backup be written with IDRC for a 3480 tape drive, or in Compaction mode for
a 3490 or 3590 tape drive. COMPACT and DEN are mutually exclusive.

DEn density Sets the tape density for the backup tape. The default is the highest density supported by the
drive. Valid densities are 800, 1600, 6250, and 38K. DEN and COMPACT are mutually
exclusive.
DIffer

Requests a differential backup. Only those tapes that have been created or modified since the last
FULL backup will be backed up.

FIle nnn

Requests that the tape be positioned to file nnn before the backup starts. The option cannot be
specified with APpend.

INcr

Requests an incremental backup. Only those tapes that have been created or modified since the
last backup run will be backed up.

LDisk nnn

Requests that only tapes on the requested library disk be backed up. nnn is the relative number of
the library disk from 0 to 255.

LEave

Requests that the tape drive not be unloaded after the backup is finished.

LIst

Requests a listing of the file stacked on a BACKUP tape. This option must be specified by itself.

VTAPE CMS System Commands
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MDisk vdev

Requests that only tapes on the requested library minidisk be backed up. vdev is the hexadecimal
device number of the library minidisk as defined in the CP user directory.

MEssage or
MSg

Requests that a message be issued for each tape backed up.

NOctl

Allows special backups to be taken, without updating the cycle and volume files for a library. It
also allows a backup to be done with a read only A disk.

OPerator
userid

specifies that you want a copy of tape-related messages to be sent to another userid, such as the
system operator or a tape operator.

OWner
userid

Requests a backup of tapes owned by the specified user only. The wild card character '*' can be
used to specified multiple userids having the same root. (ex: OWner TPFT*)

REtpd nnn

The number of days the backup tape should be retained. The retention default is 28 days.

SCan

Validate the data by simulating a backup without requiring a tape drive. Any error detected is
logged to a file VTpyyddd LGhhmmss A1.

TApes n

requests processing of a specific number of tapes with unspecified volume serial numbers and
dataset names. It is the users responsibility to mount the correct backup tapes in the correct order.
The INLIB option should be used to set the correct dataset name.

VOlume
nnnnn
Usage Notes

Requests a backup of one specific virtual tape volume.

1. When a backup is being run without the message option, the CP EXTERNAL command can be used with
a code of X'41' to cause a message to be issued when the current tape being backed up completes. (#CP
EXT 41)
2. VTBKUP calls an interface exec, VSSLTAPE, passing it all tape mount-related messages it issues. You
can customize this exec to interface to a tape management system.
3. VTBKUP requires read links to all of the disks that are in the library being backed up. The library disks
must be linked with the same addresses that are used to link the disks for online library use. You do not
have to close the library during the backup; however, any virtual tapes that are currently being written
may not be completely backed up.
4. A full backup copies the library blocks for all active volumes in the library to real tape volumes, and
creates a new base backup cycle. An incremental backup copies the library blocks for volumes that have
been added or updated since the last full or incremental backup to real tape volumes, and creates an
incremental backup cycle.
5. A library minidisk backup copies the library blocks for volumes that that have been added or updated on
that library disk since the last full or incremental backup to real tape volumes, and creates an incremental
backup cycle. This option allows you to back up the volumes that have not been backed up before, in case
a disk is having hardware I/O errors. In this case, you should also restrict the library minidisk so new
scratch tapes are not allocated to it.
6. When the first backup for a library is taken, VTBKUP creates two CMS files, 'VTBKUP NEWFILEp A'
and 'VTBKUP LIBpcccc A', where p is the library prefix and cccc is the current backup cycle number.
The VTBKUP NEWFILEp file contains a header record and a record for each virtual tape backed up.
7. The header record contains:
♦ A header ID of BH
♦ The current backup cycle number
♦ The last full backup cycle number (same as current for first backup)
VTBKUP
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♦ A creation time stamp
♦ A time stamp for the last full backup (same as current for first backup)
8. The volume records contain:
♦ The volume number
♦ The current owner's userid
♦ The creation time stamp for the volume
♦ The current backup cycle number
♦ The volume serial of the current real backup tape
♦ Up to 4 previous owner userids
♦ Up to 4 previous owner time stamps
♦ Up to 4 previous real backup tape volume serials
9. The VTBKUP LIBpcccc file contains one record for each 11 real tapes created by a backup.
Each cycle record contains:
♦ A creation time stamp
♦ The current cycle number
♦ The cycle tape retention period
♦ Up to 11 volume serials
10. After the first backup of a library has completed successfully, the 'VTBKUP NEWFILEp file is renamed
to 'VTBKUP VOLFILEp'.
For all subsequent backups of the library, the VTBKUP VOLFILEp is read and each record is written to a
VTBKUP NEWFILEp file. If a tape being backed up was previously backed up, the cycles in the volume
record are rotated and the new owner information is added to the record. If this is the first time a tape is
being backed up, a new record is inserted in the VTBKUP NEWFILEp file.
11. After the library backup has completed successfully,
♦ file 'VTBKUP OLDFILEp' is erased, if it exists
♦ the 'VTBKUP VOLFILEp' file is renamed to 'VTBKUP OLDFILEp'
♦ the 'VTBKUP NEWFILEp' is renamed to 'VTBKUP VOLFILEp'
12. All error and statistic messages issued during a backup are written to a CMS log file named VTpyyddd
LGhhmmss.
♦ p is the prefix for the library backed up
♦ yyddd is the Julian date
♦ hhmmss is the time that VTBKUP was started
13. VTRPT5 will process the VTBKUP VOLFILEp file to produce backup reports.
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VTDIRCPY
Use the VTDIRCPY command to copy a library volume directory from one library disk to another.
VTDIRCPY

vdev

vdev The output virtual device number (disk address) for the library minidisk that you are copying the directory
to. This device number must end in zero (0) or one (1), since the volume directory is maintained on the
first two minidisks of the library. If the device number is nnn0, the directory is copied from nnn1. If the
device number is nnn1, the directory is copied from nnn0.
Usage Notes
1. In a virtual tape library containing two or more minidisks, a duplicate copy of the library volume
directory is maintained on the second disk of the library. If the primary directory on the first disk of the
library becomes unusable, it can be recovered from the duplicate.
2. VTDIRCPY requires a read link to the source library minidisk and a write link to the target library
minidisk.

VTFMT
Use the VTFMT command to format disks for use as VTAPE library disks, or to rewrite the directories on a disk
previously formatted with VTFMT.
VTFMT vdev
( options
options:
COPYDIR
NODir
REFormat
REStart hexcyl

vdev

The virtual device number of the minidisk to be formatted.

COPYDIR

Copies the library volume directory to the minidisk, after formatting the disk. This option is valid
for disk addresses that end in zero or one only. This option is for recovering the volume directory
when a library minidisk has failed and is being recreated.

NODir

Specifies that even though the disk address ends in zero or one, a volume directory should not be
placed on this disk. You should use this option if you are formatting disks for a library that
contains more than 16 minidisks. In this case, when you format any disks other than the first two
in the library, and the disk address ends in zero or one, you should use this option.

REFormat

Writes directory records to a disk that has previously been formatted for VTAPE use. This option
can be used to reinitialize a library prior to a full library restore. This option should only be used
on a minidisk that has already been formatted with VTFMT, and has not been changed in size.
REFORMAT is faster than an initial format.

REStart
Restarts the format at the given hexadecimal cylinder number.
hexcyl
Usage Notes

VTDIRCPY
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1. Each minidisk that will be used as a part of a VTAPE library must be formatted with VTFMT. The
volume serial of the minidisk after formatting will be VTnnnn, where nnnn is the virtual device number
of the disk.
2. The device address used to format a minidisk for use by VTAPE must be the same as the address used to
assign the minidisk to a library. If you are formatting a disk with an address that ends in zero or one that
is not disk 1 or 2 of the library you should use the NODIR option.
3. If you are reformatting a library for a full restore, all minidisks in that library must be formatted. The free
space available on each library disk is maintained with cylinder bit maps on the disks. If these bit maps
are not rewritten, available space on the disks may be lost. You can use the reformat option to format the
disks.
4. A volume directory will be allocated on the minidisk if the device number ends in zero or one, unless you
specify NODIR.
5. Volume directories are maintained on the first two disks of each library. If you are formatting a disk to
replace a disk that has failed and was one of the first two library disks, you you can use the COPYDIR
option to restore the volume directory. If the device address of the disk you are formatting ends in zero,
the directory will be copied from the disk whose address ends in one (and vice versa).
6. If a permanent I/O error occurs during formatting, you can try the RESTART option to restart the format
at the cylinder that failed. Since the I/O error message gives the cylinder number in hexadecimal, the
RESTART option expects the restart cylinder number to be entered in hexadecimal.

VTREST
Use the VTREST command to restore a VTAPE library, a library mindisk, or individual virtual tapes from a real
tape backup.
VTREST
< p >
< vdev < altvdev > >
options:
BKtape volser MOde xx
CYcle nn
MSg
DEnsity density OPerator userid
FIle nnn
Owner userid
INlib p
REplace
LDisk nnn
SCan
LEave
TApes nn
MAxerror nn UPDsl
MDisk vdev
VOlume nnnnn
MEssage
VTdev vdev

( options

p

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library. To use the system
default prefix and specify an output tape drive device number, use an * for the library prefix.

vdev

The virtual device number of a tape drive that the backup tapes will be mounted on. The default is
181. To use the default primary device number and specify an alternate device number, use an *
for the primary device number.

altvdev

The virtual device number of an alternate tape drive for the backup tapes.

BKtape
volser

Requests that a specific backup tape be used for the restore. volser is the real tape volume serial. If
this option or the TAPES option is not given, the cycle files are used to find the real tape volume
serials. These cycle files were created on the A-disk when the VTAPE library backups were made.

CYcle nn

Specifies an optional backup cycle to be used for this restore. If a cycle is not specified, the latest
backup of each virtual tape will be restored. This option does not apply when either the TAPES or
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BKTAPE option is given.
DEnsity
density

Sets the tape density for the input backup tape. DEN defaults to the highest density supported by
the drive. Valid densities are 800, 1600, 6250, and 38K. The DEN and MODE options are
mutually exclusive.

FIle

Requests that the tape be positioned at file nnn before the restore operation begins. This option is
only valid if the TAPES or BKTAPE option is specified.

INlib p

Specifies the prefix of the library that the backup tape to be restored was created from. The INLIB
option must be given to restore virtual volumes to a library that has a different prefix from the
library that was backed up.

LDisk nnn

Requests that only tapes that were backed up from the requested library disk be restored. nnn is the
relative number of the library disk from 0 to 255.

LEave

Requests that the tape not be unloaded at the end of the restore.

MAxerror
nn

Specifies the number of tape volume restore errors that should be allowed before VTREST
terminates. Tape volume restore errors include I/O errors reading the tape, incorrect blocks read
from the tape, etc. The default is 10 errors.

MDisk
vdev

Requests that only tapes that were backed up from the requested library minidisk be restored. vdev
is the hexadecimal device number of the library minidisk.

MEssage
or MSg

Requests that a message be issued for each tape restored.

MOde xx

Specifies a tape mode set byte. xx is the character representation of a hexadecimal mode set byte.
DEN and MODE are mutually exclusive.

OPerator
userid

specifies that you want a copy of tape-related messages to be sent to another userid, such as the
system operator or a tape operator.

OWner
userid

Requests a restore of tapes owned by the specified userid only.

REplace

Requests that tapes in the library with the same numbers as volumes be restored be replaced. If
replace is not specified, tapes with duplicate volume numbers are restored to a new volume
number.

SCan

The scan option can be used to validate set of backup tapes. When scan is requested, no tapes are
restored to the library. This option verifies that the backup tapes are readable, correct, and
complete.

TApes nn

Specifies that the cycle files are not to be used to determine the volume serial number(s) of tapes
to be mounted for the restore, and that the BKTAPE option (to give the specific volume serial
number) will not be used. This option gives the number of tapes that should be requested to
perform the restore. The tape or tapes mounted on the drive at address 181 will be used for the
restore, and their volume serial numbers will not be checked or verified. If you use this option, you
must ensure that the tapes that you mount on 181 were actually created by VTBKUP, and contain
the data for the virtual tape volume or volumes that you want to restore.

UPdsl

Requests that the internal volume serial numbers for standard label tapes be updated to match the
library volume number, if they are restored to a volume with a different number.
Requests that a specific virtual tape volume be restored.

VTREST
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VOLUME
nnnnn
Specifies the virtual device number at which VTREST should define a virtual tape drive to restore
virtual volumes. Use this parameter if you want VTREST to use a device number other than the
default of 381.

VTdev
vdev
Usage Notes

1. When a restore is being run without the message option, the CP EXTERNAL command can be used with
a code of X'41' to cause a message to be issued when the current tape being restored completes. (#CP
EXTernal 41)
2. VTREST calls an interface exec, VSSLTAPE, passing it all tape mount-related messages it issues. You
can customize this exec to interface to a tape management system.
3. If you are recovering a library from backup tapes, you should reformat all disks in the library before
performing the restore.
4. If you want to merge two libraries, you can restore a library from backup tapes into an existing output
library. The restored tapes are added to the output library. You must specify the INLIB option to merge
two libraries.
5. VTREST restores the tapes by defining a virtual tape drive, mounting scratch tapes, and writing the data
from the backup tape to the virtual scratch tape. VTREST tries to select the same volume number as the
tape being restored. If the tape with the same volume number is not a scratch tape, a new volume number
is selected. New tapes are allocated to any non-restricted minidisk.
6. If you are restoring a large number of tapes, and any of them are not restored to the same volume number,
you should make the restore report available to your users so they can find the new volume numbers.
7. Tapes that are restored will have the creation date and retention period that they had when they were
backed up. If you are restoring old virtual tape volumes, this may mean that the tapes are considered to
have expired as soon as they are restored, and will be scratched during the next regular scratch procedure.
You may need to increase the retention period for the tapes that you restore.
8. The MDISK option is designed for rebuilding a library minidisk. If you are using VTREST to rebuild a
damaged library minidisk that you have replaced with a newly formatted minidisk, you should restrict the
library until the restore is complete. This will prevent users from creating new tapes, thus improving the
chances that the volume number is available for each tape being restored.
If a disk drive containing a VTAPE library minidisk fails, you should use the following procedure:
a. Close the library (VTCLOSE FORCE LIB p)
b. Define and format a minidisk to replace the damaged minidisk. If this minidisk is on a real disk
with a different volume label, update all directory entries that contain MDISK statements for the
library minidisk.
c. Open the library restricted (VTOPEN OUTLIB p RESTRICTED)
d. Release the restriction on the replacement minidisk. (VTSET RELEASED LIBRARY p MDISK
vdev)
e. Restore the tapes. (VTREST LIB p MDISK x) Note that the MDISK parameter for VTREST is a
hexadecimal number from 0-F, not a device number.
f. Reply 'YES' to the prompt to scratch all volume entries assigned to the failed library minidisk
(message DMSVTR2250R). Directory entries for all tape volumes assigned to the failed minidisk
will be removed from the directory of the output library before the restore. This will ensure that
the library directory doesn't show tapes that no longer exist on the minidisk.
g. Release the library restriction (VTSET RELEASED LIB p)
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VTRPT1
Use the VTRPT1 command to create a volume and scratch file for a Virtual Tape library. These files are used to
produce reports and scratch expired tapes.
VTRPT1
< p >
( options
options:
SCROptn { BOTH | EITHer | LIBOnly | SLONly }
SCRDate yyddd or cyyddd

p

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library.

SCROptn

Gives a scratch option to override the option in the system configuration file:
BOTH

Both the standard label and library expiration dates must expire before a standard
label tape is added to the scratch file.

EITHer

If either the standard label or library expiration dates have expired the standard label
tape is added to the scratch file.

LIBOnly Use the library expiration date only for adding standard label tapes to the scratch file.
SLONly
SCRDate
yyddd or
cyyddd

Use the standard label expiration date only for adding standard label tapes to the
scratch file.

Provides an alternate date for determining if tapes are expired. cyyddd is a date in Julian format to
be used in place of the current date for producing the scratch file. Note that no tapes will actually
be scratched until VTSCR1 is run. VTSCR1 will scratch tapes based on the scratch file.
The c byte in the date controls the century of the date entered. The c byte follows the rules of the
standard lable tape century byte. For dates in the 20th century (1900-1999), the century byte
should should be blank. The date should be entered as yyddd For dates in the 21st century and
beyond the date must be entered in the form cyyddd The c byte for the 21st century (2000-2099)
is zero(0). 001365 is the last day of 2001. For those still around after the 21st century, the 22nd
century c byte is 1, 23rd is 2, etc..

Usage Notes
1. VTRPT1 requires read links to all minidisks in the library. The library minidisks must be linked using the
same virtual device addresses as defined in the VTSYSTEM library definition file.
2. The files created by VTRPT1 are used by VTRPT2, VTRPT3, VTRPT6 and VTSCR1.
3. Normally, VTRPT1 determines whether a tape has expired by comparing the date and time the tape was
created with the current date and time. If you use SCRDATE to supply an alternative date, only the dates
are used -- the times are ignored.

VTRPT2
Use the VTRPT2 command to print reports from the data in the volume file created by VTRPT1.
VTRPT2
< p >
sort options:
BLOcks
MDIsk
CREated
OWNer
DSName
VOLume

VTRPT1
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EXPires

p

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library.

sort
One or more keyword options for the sorted order of the report. The first keyword you specify is the
options
major sort field. The default is to sort by volume number. The sort order is always ascending.
Usage Notes
1. If you don't specify a sort option, two reports are printed: a volume report and an expired tape report.
Both reports are printed in volume order.
2. If you specify a sort option, a scratch report is not produced.

VTRPT3
Use the VTRPT3 command to print reports about standard labeled tapes in a library. The report is produced from
the SL volume file created by VTRPT1.
VTRPT3
< p >
sort options:
CREated
JOBname
DSName
OWNer
DSVol
SLVol
EXPires
VOLume

p

( sort options

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library.

sort
One or more keyword options for the sorted order of the report. The first keyword is the major sort
options
field. The default is to sort by volume number. The sort order is always ascending.
Usage Notes
1. If you don't specify a sort option, two reports are printed, a volume report and an expired tape report.
Both reports are printed in volume order.

VTRPT4
Use the VTRPT4 command to print reports about the last restore run for a library.
VTRPT4
< p >
sort options:
IVOlume
OWNer
OVOlume
SLVolume

p

( sort options

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library.

sort
One or more keyword options for the sorted order of the report. The first keyword specified is the
options
major sort field. The default is to sort by volume number. The sort order is always ascending.
Usage Notes
1. VTRPT4 is called by VTREST to produce a restore report.

VTRPT2
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VTRPT5
Use the VTRPT5 command to print reports about virtual tape volumes that have been backed up to real tape(s).
VTRPT5
< p >
sort options:
ALL
MDIsk
BKTape
OWNer
CYCle
VOLume

( sort options

p

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library.

ALL

Specifies that the backup tape and cycle is to be listed for the last five backups of each volume.

sort
One or more keyword options for the sorted order of the report. The first keyword specified is the
options
major sort field. The default is to sort by volume number. The sort order is always ascending.
Usage Notes
1. VTRPT5 is called by VTBKUP to produce a backup report.

VTRPT6
Use the VTRPT6 command to print reports showing the descriptions you have set for each virtual tape. The report
is produced from the volume file created by VTRPT1.
VTRPT6
< p >
( sort options
sort options:
CREated
EXPires
DESCription
OWNer
DSName
VOLume

p

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library.

ALL

Specifies that the backup tape and cycle is to be listed for the last five backups of each volume.

sort
options

One or more keyword options for the sorted order of the report. The first keyword specified is the
major sort field. The default is to sort by volume number. The sort order is always ascending.

VTSCR1
The VTSCR1 command reads a list of expired tapes from the scratch file built by VTRPT1 and scratches these
tapes.
VTSCR1

p

< p >

< PUrge >

The prefix of the library to process. Defaults to the system default library.

PUrge Uses the PURGE option on the VTSCRTCH command. This is intended for use when VTRPT1 has
been run with a specific date, which means that the tapes in the report may not have expired.
Usage Notes

VTRPT5
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1. If you want to scratch all tapes that will expire in the next five days, you can run VTRPT1 and specify the
date with the SCRDATE option, then run VTSCR1 with the PURGE option.
2. You must have a privilege class that is specified as a scratch authorization class to use VTSCR1.
3. VTSCR1 prints a report showing which tapes were successfully scratched, and which were not scratched.
Tapes that are currently mounted, and tapes that were reused between the time the report was built and the
time VTSCR1 is run, will not be scratched.

VSSLTAPE
The VSSLTAPE exec is a tape mount interface for VTBKUP and VTREST. You can customize the supplied
VSSLTAPE exec to pass all tape mount messages to a tape management system, or perform any other desired
processing.
VSSLTAPE

tape mount related message

tape mount
The argument passed to the exec will be one of the following CMS messages, documented in
related message the VTAPE CMS Messages section of the VTAPE User's Guide and Reference. xxx is VTB
for VTBKUP, or VTR for VTREST.

VSSxxx2050E Error validating tape drive vdev
VSSxxx2301A Mount vdev SL < volser | SCRATCH >
VSSxxx2302E Tape on vdev is not standard labeled
VSSxxx2302R Enter 'M' to Remount or 'T' to Terminate
VSSxxx2303E Tape on vdev is volser1 not volser2
VSSxxx2303R Enter 'M' to Remount or 'T' to Terminate
VSSxxx2304E I/O error n processing < HDR1 | EOF1 > label on vdev
VSSxxx2304R Continue? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
VSSxxx2305E Dsname on tape vdev dsname, does not match requested dsname
VSSxxx2305R Enter 'M' to Remount, 'U' to Use the tape or 'T' to Terminate
VSSxxx2306I Tape on vdev is SL volser dsname=dsname
VSSxxx2308W Block count nn on tape vdev does not match blocks read mm
VSSxxx2308R Continue? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
VSSxxx2309A Keep vdev SL volser dsname=dsname
VSSxxx2311R Enter 6 character volume serial or 'UNLOAD' for tape on vdev
VSSxxx2312I Volume serial entered was volser
VSSxxx2312R Correct? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
VSSxxx2313W Volume volser, dsname=dsname, on vdev, expires date
VSSxxx2313R Enter 'M' for Remount or 'U' to Use the tape.
VSSxxx2315E Logical error processing < HDR1 | EOF1 > label on vdev
VSSxxx2315R Continue? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
Customizing VSSLTAPE
After VTBKUP and VTREST issue any of these messages to the terminal, they will then call the VSSLTAPE
exec, passing it the same message. The supplied VSSLTAPE exec will parse the important tokens out of the
message (such as the requested virtual tape drive address and the requested tape volume serial), and return to the
caller. You can customize the VSSLTAPE exec to issue a tape mount request to a tape management system, echo
the message to another userid, supply responses to the 'R' messages, and so on.

VTSCR1
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For the messages that require a reply, the customized exec could stack the reply. If it does, that reply will be used.
If it does not stack a reply, your terminal will be placed into VM READ and you must type in the reply. Note that
the prompt will go to the terminal in either case; if the exec is stacking a response, you may want to also issue a
message to the terminal showing what response was stacked. That way, the user won't mistakenly supply a
response that doesn't get used.
If you supply a customized VSSLTAPE exec for other users to use, such as on a public disk, you should provide
them with instructions showing which messages the customized exec is handling, how it is handling them, and
what its responses are, if any, to the messages requiring replies.
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Customization Overview
After installing the Virtual TAPE software, you will create the directory entries, prepare the VTAPE library
minidisks, and create the VTSYSTEM customization file.

Directory Requirements
Sample directory entries are provided on the VTAPE distribution tape in a file called 'VTSAMPLE DIRECT52'.
You will create a library owner userid on each VM system that will use VTAPE. This userid must have write
access to the disks of any library that will be opened for output on that system, and read or write access to the
disks for read/only libraries to be opened. The library owner shown in the sample directory entry is VTAPELIB.
The same ID can be used on all VM systems.
You may also create one or more additional VTAPE maintenance userids with read access to all library disks.
These userids are used for printing library reports, scratching expired tapes, and performing backups and restores
of virtual volumes. The library owner userid can also perform these functions.

Sample Directory Entries
In the following directory example,
1. Two VTAPE libraries are defined.
2. Each library has two library minidisks.
3. The library minidisk address range for processor A is 0F00-0F0F.
4. The library minidisk address range for processor B is 0F10-0F1F.
USER VTAPELIB NOLOG
*
*
This id is listed as the "LIBRARY$USERID" in the
*
VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS file.
*
*
This userid does not need to sign on to the system.
*
The MDISK statements define the library minidisks
*
for the VTAPE libraries.
*
*
Library mini-disks can be from 10 cylinders to full
*
disks in size. Virtual scratch tapes are allocated
*
to library disks based on space available and number
*
of output tapes currently assigned to each disk. If
*
you define unequal size library disks tapes will tend
*
to be allocated to the disk with the most available
*
space.
*
*
The following defines VTAPE library "A"
*
MDISK 1F00 3390 00001 10016 VTAP00 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
MINIOPT NOMDC
MDISK 1F01 3390 00001 10016 VTAP01 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
MINIOPT NOMDC
*
*
The following defines VTAPE library "B".
*
MDISK 2F00 3390 00001 03338 VTAP10 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
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MINIOPT NOMDC
MDISK 2F01 3390 00001 03338 VTAP11 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
MINIOPT NOMDC
*
*
*

The following defines VTAPE library "C".
MDISK 3F00 3390 00001 00100 VTAP20 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
MINIOPT NOMDC
MDISK 3F01 3390 00001 00100 VTAP21 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
MINIOPT NOMDC

*
*
*

The following defines VTAPE library "D".
MDISK 4F00 3390 00101 00100 VTAP20 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
MINIOPT NOMDC
MDISK 4F01 3390 00101 00100 VTAP21 MW RPASS WPASS MPASS
MINIOPT NOMDC

*
USER VTMAINTA VTREAD 2M 4M BEGT
*
*
This user runs the daily reports and scratches
*
and needs read links to the library disks.
*
*
If the VTAPE CMS utilities were not copied to
*
the CMS system disks during installation,
*
VTMAINTA will require a link to the disk
*
that contains the utility modules.
*
ACCOUNT VTAPE SYSTEMS
IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR
CONSOLE 01F 3215
SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *
SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A
SPOOL 00E 1403 A
LINK MAINT 190 190 RR
LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR
*
MDISK 191 3390 140 010 VMCMS1 MR
*
*
Virtual tape library "A"
*
LINK VTAPELIB 1F00 1F00 RR
LINK VTAPELIB 1F01 1F01 RR
*
*
Virtual tape library "B"
*
LINK VTAPELIB 2F00 2F00 RR
LINK VTAPELIB 2F01 2F01 RR
*
*
Virtual tape library "C"
*
LINK VTAPELIB 3F00 3F00 RR
LINK VTAPELIB 3F01 3F01 RR
*
*
Virtual tape library "D"
*
LINK VTAPELIB 4F00 3F00 RR
LINK VTAPELIB 4F01 3F01 RR
*
*
USER ANYUSER PASSWD 1M 2M G
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*
*
*

This is a standard CMS user with "SPECIAL" directory entry
statements to define virtual tape drives.
ACCOUNT ANYUSER ANYONE
IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR
CONSOLE 01F 3215
SPOOL 0CE 3211 A
SPOOL 00C 2540 READER A
SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A
SPOOL 00E 1403 A
SPECIAL 180 V3480
SPECIAL 181 V3480
SPECIAL 288 V3590
SPECIAL 289 V3590
LINK MAINT 190 190 RR
LINK MAINT 19D 19D RR
LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR
MDISK 191 3390 380 020 VMCMS1 MR RPASS WPASS MPASSMPASS
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The VTAPE System Defaults File
The VTAPE System Defaults file defines VTAPE system wide defaults, and controls the classes of users who are
allowed to issue certain VTAPE commands. The System Defaults file is defined as a fixed length 80 character
text file and is located on the VSSI parm disk defined with the "VSI_Disk userid vdev" initialization parameter.
The System Defaults file's filename defaults to VTSYSTEM. It can be customized to any filename by coding the
"VTAPE_Config fname" initialization parameter.
Note: The filetype of the System Defaults file is DEFAULTS and cannot be changed.
ccc represents a string of 1 to 32 privilege classes, as in BV or ABCDEJKLMNOPWXYZ135.
VTAPE provides both class and userid lists for assigning defaults and exceptions to guests that will use virtual
tapes. Because userids can vary greatly, it is normally easier and we recommend that you use privilege classes to
control the defaults and exceptions. Although the classes used to assign defaults and exceptions are specified in a
user's directory entry as command privilege classes, they do not have to be classes that are related to any
command.
If you set up a class, say W, that allows users to have up to fifteen 20 megabyte tapes with a twenty day retention,
then any user can be given those exceptions by adding class W to their directory entry.
When a user is given a default and maximum tape size, that does not mean that every tape the user uses will use
that much space in the library. When a scratch tape is mounted, it is allocated two 4K blocks in the library. As
data is written to the tape, additional space is allocated to the tape, one 4K block at a time. All tape data is
compressed prior to writing it to the library database.
The System Defaults file is also referred to as the System definition file.
Note: Some notes on default values.
• If a keyword has a default, the defaulted value is shown with the explanation of the keyword. If it is not
shown, there is no default.
• All the Class and Userid exception lists are empty unless coded.
Note: The spelling of the keywords follows the rule of the CP parser. That is to say, the capitalized part of the
keyword represent the minimum acceptable abbreviation for that keyword.

LIBraries prefix vdev <nn>
LIBRARY_USerid userid
IN_WHile_out ccc
MOUNT_FOR_other ccc
READ_OTHers ccc
SCRATCH_OTHers ccc
SET_OTHers ccc
WRITE_OTHers ccc
MAINT_USer ccc
AUTOL yesno
AUTO_LIBrary_mount mode
AUTOLOADER_MOde mode
AUTOLOADER_Slots nn
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AUTOLOADER_MAXimum_slots nn
BUFFER_DEFault nn
BUFFER_MAXimum nn
DEFAULT_LIB_PREFIX_Class ccc prefix
DEFAULT_LIB_PREFIX_USerid userid prefix
DSNAME dsname
DUMMY_DSname dsname
DUMMY_NUmeric yesno
DUMMY_PRefix prefix
KEEP nn
KEEP_MAXIMUM nn
KEEP_MAXIMUM_SL nn
KEEP_CLASS ccc nn
KEEP_CLASS_MAXIMUM ccc nn
KEEP_USERID userid nn
KEEP_USERID_MAXIMUM userid nn
LIBRARY_OVerride prefix option
LIBRARY_RO_CLass ccc
LIBRARY_RO_USerid userid
OPEN_FOR_OUTPUT_ON_other_cpu option
SCRATCH_SET_Class prefix ccc nn nn
SCRATCH_SET_USerid prefix userid nn nn
SCRATCH_SL_OPTION option
SIZE nn
SIZE_MAXIMUM nn
SIZE_CLASS ccc nn
SIZE_CLASS_MAXIMUM ccc nn
SIZE_USERID userid nn
SIZE_USERID_MAXIMUM userid nn
VOLUMES nn
VOLUMES_CLASS ccc nn
VOLUMES_USERID userid nn

LIBraries prefix vdev <nn>

The prefix for a library, the virtual device number of the first
minidisk of the library, and the number of minidisks in the library.
The device number must end in zero, and the prefix is a single
letter A-Z, or a single digit 1-9. The letter Z is normally used for
for the dummy library prefix. The number of minidisks in a library
can be omitted, and defaults to 16. The virtual device numbers
must match the MDISK statements in the directory entry of the
library disk owner userid.
Note: You need one LIBraries statement per library defined, and
they MUST be the first statements in the file.

LIBRARY_USerid userid

The userid of the library owner. The MDISK statements in this
userid's CP directory entry define the library minidisks. The default
is VTAPELIB.

IN_WHile_out ccc

Privilege classes of users who are authorized to mount a tape for
input that is mounted by another user for output. The default class
is V.
Note: For this and the next 6 keywords, the 'default' applies if the
keyword is omitted. If you want to disable the function entirely,
specify a value of 0 for the classes. The sample file shows classes
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BT for these parameters.
MOUNT_FOR_others ccc

Privilege classes of users who are authorized to mount a tape on
another user's virtual tape drive. The default is V.

WRITE_OTHers ccc

Privilege classes of users who are authorized to mount a tape for
output that is owned by another user. The default is V.

READ_OTHers ccc

Privilege classes of users who are authorized to mount a tape for
input that is owned by another user. The default is V.

SET_OTHers ccc

Privilege classes of users who are authorized to issue the VTSET
command for tapes owned by other users, and to exceed the
maximum SET values. The default is V.

SCRATCH_OTHers ccc

Privilege classes of users who are authorized to scratch tapes
owned by other users. The default is V.

MAINT_USer ccc

Privilege classes of users who are considered VTAPE maintenance
users. Maintenance users are allowed to use libraries that have been
restricted. The default is V.

AUTOLib YES or NO

Whether tape drives should be placed in auto-library mode by
default. The default is NO

AUTO_LIBrary_mount INPUT or
OUTPUT or MODIFY

Whether tape drives that are placed in auto-library mode should
have existing tapes mounted as input tapes, as output tapes, or in
MODIFY mode. (Scratch tapes are always mounted for OUTPUT.)
When a non-scratch tape is mounted for OUTPUT, the user
mounting the tape becomes its owner. When a non-scratch tape is
mounted for MODIFY, it is an output tape, but the user mounting
the tape does not become its owner. The default is INPUT

AUTOLOADER_MOde AUTOMATIC
or MANUAL or SYSTEM

The default autoloader mode: AUTOMATIC, MANUAL, or
SYSTEM. The default is 'MANUAL'. This is the same as the
autoloader mode on a real 3480, 3490 or 3590 tape drive.

AUTOLOADER_Slots nn

The default number of slots (tape capacity) of each autoloader. The
default is 10, and the range for nn is 1 to 32767

AUTOLOADER_MAXimum_slots nn

The maximum number of slots in an autoloader. The default is 25,
and the range for nn is 1 to 32767

OPEN_FOR_OUTPUT_ON_other_cpu
PROMPT or NOPROMPT

This option controls whether or not the operator should be
prompted when a library being opened for output appears to be
open for output on another processor. The user issuing the
command is normally prompted to verify the open. If the user is
disconnected, the system operator is prompted. The prompt consists
of a verification message, and then the user or operator is placed in
CP READ and must reply YES or NO.
If you are using VMOPERATOR or similar software, you may not
want the command issuer or the operator to be prompted, since the
prompt may disrupt the operation of VMOPERATOR. This
consideration does not apply to IBM's Programmable Operator
Facility, if the operator userid is running disconnected. The default
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is PROMPT.
BUFFER_DEFault nn

The number of buffers to be assigned to a virtual tape when it is
mounted. The default is 20, and the range for nn is 10 to 100

BUFFER_MAXimum nn

The largest number of buffers a user can request for a virtual tape.
The default is 50, and the range for nn is 10 to 200

DEFAULT_LIB_PREFIX_Class ccc p

Assigns a default library prefix to the users that have the specified
class. This parameter is used to assign users to different libraries in
systems that will have multiple output libraries open.
Code one keyword per ccc p set.

DEFAULT_LIB_PREFIX_USerid
userid p

Assigns a default library prefix to the userid listed. This parameter
is used to assign users to different libraries in systems that will
have multiple output libraries open.
Code one keyword per userid p set.

DSNAME dsname

The data set name to be used in the standard HDR1 label when a
virtual scratch tape is mounted. The default is 'VIRTUAL.TAPE'.

DUMMY_DSname dsname

The data set name to be used in the standard HDR1 label when a
virtual dummy tape is mounted. The default is 'DUMMY.TAPE'.

DUMMY_NUmeric yesno

When DUMMY_NUmeric is set to "YES" the volume serial
displayed for dummy tapes is all numeric. Dummy tape volume
numbers up 999999 can be uesd. The lirary prefix used for
commands is the prefix assigned by the DUMMY_PRefix
statement. A VTM vdev Znnnnn can have a maximum number of
99999. To moumt a volume with a higher number you must use
VTM vdev DUMMY VOL nnnnn The VOL parameter for the
VTLOADER and VTMOUNT commands will accept a 6 digit
number for dummy tapes. If a drive is set to AUTOlib with a
DEFAULTlib of the dummy library volume numbers up to 999999
will be used. The default is NO.

DUMMY_PRefix prefix

The library prefix to be used in the volser when a dummy tape
volume is mounted. This prefix should be different from the prefix
of any other library defined in the system. The default is Z.

KEEP nn

The default retention period, in days, for virtual tapes created by
users whose userids or privilege classes do not appear in the
following exception lists. The default is 3 and the range for nn is 1
to 32767

KEEP_MAXIMUM nn

The maximum retention period, in days, that can be set by users
whose userids or privilege classes do not appear in the following
exception lists. The default is 90 and the range for nn is 1 to 32767

KEEP_MAXIMUM_SL nn

The maximum retention period taken from the VOL1 label of an
IBM standard labeled tape, used in calculating the expiration date
in conjunction with the SCRATCH_SL_OPTION. The default is
365 and the range for nn is 1 to 32767

KEEP_CLASS ccc nn

The default retention period, in days, for virtual tapes created by
users who have the given privilege class. Code one keyword per
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ccc nn set.
KEEP_CLASS_MAXIMUM ccc nn

The maximum retention period, in days, that can be set by users
who have the given privilege class. Code one keyword per ccc nn
set.

KEEP_USERID userid nn

The default retention period, in days, for virtual tapes created by
specific users. Code one keyword per userid nn set.

KEEP_USERID_MAXIMUM userid nn

The maximum retention period, in days, that can be set by specific
users. Code one keyword per userid nn set.

LIBRARY_OVerride prefix <INClude>

Any keywords following this one (until another LIBRARY_OV is
found or until E.O.F is reached) will only affect the library
specified by prefix. If the option INClude is also coded, VTAPE
will search the common class and userid exception lists if it does
not find a match in the overridden definitions.

LIBRARY_RO_CLass ccc

Users with the specified classes will only have R/O access
regardless of the R/W status of the library.

LIBRARY_RO_USerid userid

Userid specified will only have R/O access regardless of the R/W
status of the library. Code one keyword per userid

SCRATCH_SET_Class prefix ccc nn nn

Specifies, on a library basis, what ranges of scratch tapes are
available to users having the defined CP classes. The default is no
sets defined. Code one keyword per prefix ccc nn nn set.

SCRATCH_SET_USerid prefix userid
nn nn

Specifies, on a library basis, what ranges of scratch tapes are
available, to specific userids. The default is no sets defined.
Code one keyword per prefix userid nn nn set.

SCRATCH_SL_OPTION option

One of the following four options can be selected to control the
date used to determine if an IBM standard labeled tape has expired
and should be scratched:
BOTH

The library keep date and the expiration date in the
IBM standard label must both be expired for the tape
to be scratched. The SL expiration date used in this
calculation is limited to the KEEP_MAXIMUM_SL
value.

EITHER

The tape will be scratched when either date has
expired. The SL expiration date used in this
calculation is limited to the KEEP_MAXIMUM_SL
value.

SLONLY

The tape will be scratched when the date in the
standard label has expired; the library retention
period is ignored. The SL expiration date used in
this calculation is limited to the
KEEP_MAXIMUM_SL value.

LIBONLY The tape will be scratched when the library date (the
date given with KEEP) has expired; the date in the
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standard label is ignored.
The default is BOTH.
SIZE nn

The default size, in megabytes, that is assigned to each new virtual
tape. The default is 20, the range for nn is 1 to 9999

SIZE_MAXIMUM nn

The maximum size of a virtual tape, in megabytes, that can be set
by users whose userids or privilege classes do not appear in the
following exception lists. The default is 50, the range for nn is 1 to
9999

SIZE_CLASS ccc nn

The default size, in megabytes, that is assigned to each new virtual
tape created by users who have the given privilege class.
Code one keyword per ccc nn set.

SIZE_CLASS_MAXIMUM ccc nn

The maximum size of a virtual tape, in megabytes, that can be set
by users who have the given privilege class.
Code one keyword per ccc nn set.

SIZE_USERID userid nn

The default size, in megabytes, that is assigned to each new virtual
tape created by specific users.
Code one keyword per userid nn set.

SIZE_USERID_MAXIMUM userid nn

The maximum size of a virtual tape, in megabytes, that can be set
by specific users.
Code one keyword per userid nn set.

VOLUMES nn

The maximum number of tapes that can be owned by users whose
userids or privilege classes do not appear in the following
exception lists. The default is 10, the range for nn is 1 to 32000

VOLUMES_CLASS ccc nn

The maximum number of tapes that can be owned by users with the
given privilege class.
Code one keyword per ccc nn set.

VOLUMES_USERID userid nn

The maximum number of tapes that can be owned by specific
users.
Code one keyword per userid nn set.
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Post-Installation Customization
You should follow these steps to customize VTAPE after you have installed it in your VM system. Detailed
information on the directory entries, and on creating the VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS file, is contained in the
previous chapters.
1. Customize the sample VTSYSTEM SAMPLE file, or convert the VTSYSTEM definition file from your
previous release of VTAPE. If you use a VTSYSTEM file from a previous release, you should review the
spelling of the keywords as it has changed in this release.
2. The filename of the VTAPE system definition (defaults) file is not required to be VTSYSTEM. You can
change the filename to any valid filename as long as you code the VTAPE_Config initialization statement
accordingly.
3. To be accessible to VTAPE the VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS file must reside on the VSSI parm disk as
defined by the VSI_Disk initialization statement.
4. Logon to the VTMAINTA (library maintenance) userid. Ensure that you have access to the CMS disk you
copied the VTAPE CMS commands to during the installation.
5. Link the new library disks with write access
LINK * F00 F00 WR wpass
LINK * F01 F01 WR wpass
etc....

6. Use VTFMT to format each of the VTAPE library disks:
VTFMT F00
VTFMT F01
etc....

7. Logoff VTMAINTA.
8. Open your VTAPE library. If your output library is the 'A' library, use the following command:
VTOPEN OUTLIB A

If you have input libraries available to your system, use VTOPEN ALL OUTLIB A instead. See the
VTOPEN command description for details.
If there are any errors during the open, error messages will be issued to your terminal and to the VM
operator.
9. You can now define a virtual tape drive, mount a virtual tape, and test the system:
define V3420 181
vtmount 181 scratch desc 'test tape'
tape dump profile exec
tape rew
tape scan
tape run
detach 181

10. You can add the following statements to any directory or profile entries for z/VM 5.3 and above:
CMD DEFINE V3420 vdev
CMD DEFINE V3480 vdev
CMD DEFINE V3490 vdev
CMD DEFINE V3490-B04 vdev
CMD DEFINE V3490-B40 vdev
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CMD DEFINE V3590 vdev
CMD DEFINE V3590 vdev SHARE <USERID userid MAXSHR nnn >
CMD DEFINE VTAPE vdev userid vdev
11. Place the appropriate VTOPEN command in a profile or startup exec, to be run as part of a normal VM
startup procedure. (If you have the VSSINIT exec from a previous release of VTAPE, you should remove
it from your system startup procedure. VTAPEVMB no longer needs to be autologged. VSSINIT should
be replaced with the appropriate VTOPEN command in your startup procedure.)
12. Set up a procedure to scratch expired tapes on a regular basis, such as once per day or once per week.
This can be done manually, or automated using IBM's VMUTIL and WAKEUP facilities, or with any
other automated scheduling package. You may also want this procedure to generate one or more of the
VTAPE library management reports that are available. At a minimum, the procedure should run the
VTRPT1 command followed by the VTSCR1 command to scratch all expired tapes.
To guard against losing VTAPE library data, especially in the event of disk drive failures, it is strongly
recommended that you use VTBKUP to back up the VTAPE subsystem to real tapes on a regular basis.
13. If you wish to change the V3480 and V3490 model number defaults (as shipped by VSSI) for your
installation, you can do as follows:
. For VSSI product Version 55, ensure that VSSI update VS550056 is applied to your system. This update
modified IBM CP module HCPDFN to use a new macro, VTMDEF, to define the default V3480 and
V3490 model numbers. VSSI product versions > 55 will have this update incorporated into the product
packages.
. Add or modify the following lines in VSSINSTL DEFAULTS on the VSSI Install disk:
:VTMD3480 mdl_id (where mdl_id is B22 or B11)
:VTMD3490 mdl_id (where mdl_id is B04 or B40)
. Rebuild the CP nucleus, as follows:
Command

Comments

vssetup

Setup disks for assembly

vssiprep

Build VTMDEF macro called by HCPDFN

vsuasm hcpdfn

Re-assemble HCPDFN

vsbldnuc

Build CP NUC with HCPDFN included

vscopy nuc CF1 (force

For z/VM releases < 6.2

vscopy nuc CF1 CF0 (force

For z/VM releases >= 6.2

. When you are done, re-IPL the target system. The new model number defaults will remain in effect until
changed in a subsequent build.
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VTAPE Modifications to z/VM
Several IBM CP modules are updated to interface to Virtual TAPE, or to bypass real tape processing for virtual
tape drives. VTAPE modules are added to the CP nucleus via CPXLOAD during IPL. VTAPE CP module names
start with RVT.
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VTAPE Messages and Codes
This section contains the following items:
. VTAPE CP Messages
. VTAPE CMS Messages
. VTAPE ABEND Codes
. VSSI Common Product CP messages
. VSSI Common Product ABEND Codes
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VTAPE CP Messages
The following listing shows Virtual TAPE CP messages, explanations, and user actions. Informational messages
are generally issued without a message number. The full message number is RVTxxxnnnt, where:
xxx identifies the module that issued the message, such as CCW for module RVTCCW.
nnn is the message "number". (VTAPE also issues some IBM error messages. These messages will have a
4-digit numeric message number nnnn. Explanations of these messages can be found in the IBM System
Messages and Codes Reference.) Note, however, that some VTAPE CP module names end in a digit, and
this digit is not part of the message number. Only the three characters of the message number (before the I,
E, or W message type) should be used to look up an error message.
t

is the message type:

• I for informational messages
• W for warnings
• E for errors
• S for severe errors
• R for messages that require a response (such as YES or NO)
A typical message number is RVTMNT001W. This message was issued by VTAPE module RVTMNT, and is
message number 001W (the first message described below).

Notes on Messages
Virtual tape volume numbers consist of a letter p followed by a five digit number nnnnn. To make the numbers
easier to input, all virtual tape commands allow you to abbreviate the numeric part of the volser. For example,
tape volume A00025 can be entered as A25. For consistency, and to make the volume serial numbers easier to
read, they are usually abbreviated in informational and error messages. Command responses that show
information in columnar format for several tapes (such as the response to VTQUERY ACTIVE ALL), usually do
not abbreviate the volume serial. However, a tape listed as A25 and a tape listed as A00025 always refer to the
same tape. This manual shows virtual tape volume serial numbers as pnnnnn, where the p stands for the prefix
letter of the library and nnnnn stands for the volume number, possibly abbreviated.
vdev refers to a 'virtual device number' or 'virtual device', or what used to be known as an 'address' or a 'virtual
address' in VM/370. The term 'address' is occasionally used to refer to a virtual device number.
When address is used in italics, it refers to an 8-digit storage address.

001W
Library p indicates open for output on processor nnnnn
Explanation
The Virtual TAPE system verifies that the same CPU is opening an output library that opened it the last time, if it
was not closed. If an output library is not closed before a SHUTDOWN (or if the system abends), and you open
the library on a different processor, VTAPE cannot tell if the library is still open for output on the other processor.
Therefore, VTOPEN must verify that you really want to open the library for output on this processor. This
message is followed by message A044R requesting a YES or NO response to force the library open for output.
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p is the library prefix letter. nnnnn is the CPUID on which the library was opened for output and was not closed.
System Programmer Action
If the library in question is not currently open for output on another processor, reply YES to message A044R,
which is issued following this message. Note: If a library is opened for output by two different systems at the
same time, the library will be destroyed. Do not reply YES unless you are SURE that the library in question is not
currently open for output on any other processor.
Your system procedures should always include a VTCLOSE command before a system shutdown, especially if
you plan to open the library on a different processor the next time.

002E
Userid userid is not in CP directory.
Explanation
The user to which you tried to assign ownership of a tape is not defined in the system. You cannot assign
ownership of a tape to a nonexistent userid.

003E
I/O error initializing library p disk nnn minidisk vdev
Explanation
An I/O error occurred while reading library minidisk vdev for library p.
System Programmer Action
Determine why real I/O errors are occurring on the disks in question. The virtual device address vdev refers to an
MDISK entry for the userid defined in the VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS file as the library disk owner.

004I
VTAPE library open complete.
Explanation
The VTOPEN command has completed. Previous messages show whether each requested library was
successfully opened.

005E
Paging address error VTIOT=address, VMDBK=address, VPAGE=address, Return=nnn
Explanation
001W
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An internal paging error occurred.
System Programmer Action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

006E
vdev is not ready, mount a virtual tape volume.
Explanation
A diagnose I/O operation requested an I/O to a virtual tape drive at address vdev. There is no tape mounted on the
virtual drive.
User Action
Issue a #CP VTMOUNT command for the tape that should be mounted on the drive, or #CP VTMOUNT vdev
SCRATCH to mount a scratch tape.

007I
pnnnnn mounted on vdev Ldisk nnn
Explanation
The requested tape pnnnnn has been mounted on the virtual drive at address vdev. If one user mounts a tape on
another user's drive, the user who issued the mount command receives a pnnnnn mounted on vdev for userid
message. The user on whose drive the tape is being mounted receives a pnnnnn mounted on vdev by userid
message.

008E
pnnnnn was not scratched, mounted for < input | output > on vdev by user userid
Explanation
A scratch command was issued for tape volume pnnnnn that is currently mounted.
User Action
None; the tape cannot be scratched while it is mounted.

009E
Library p is not open for output.
Explanation
005E
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A scratch or set command was issued for a library that is open for input.
User Action
Determine if the correct library prefix was used on the command.

010E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev was not formatted with the current VTFMT command.
Explanation
Minidisk vdev for library p does not have the correct label. This indicates that it was not formatted with the
VTFMT command that corresponds with this release of the Virtual TAPE software.
System Programmer Action
Ensure that the VTFMT module that was built during installation of the Virtual TAPE software was used to
format the minidisk.

011E
No VTAPE output library is open.
Explanation
There is no output library open; therefore, you cannot mount any output tapes or issue any other command that
requires an output library (such as VTQUERY SPACE).
User Action
Notify Your system programming group. An output library must be opened before you can use the command.

012E
pnnnnn is mounted on vdev
Explanation
You tried to mount a tape on a drive that already has a tape mounted on it.
User Action
You must unload the tape from vdev before you can mount another tape on it.

009E
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013E
Library p is not open.
Explanation
A library prefix was specified that is not open.
User Action
If the requested library should be open contact system support or operations to open the library.

014I
pnnnnn has been scratched by userid for userid
Explanation
This message is sent to the system operator when a tape owned by one user is scratched by another.

015I
pnnnnn has been scratched.
Explanation
A tape volume has been scratched as requested.

016E
pnnnnn was not scratched, userids conflict.
Explanation
You attempted to scratch tape volume pnnnnn that is owned by another user.
User Action
If you are authorized, and want to scratch another user's tape volume, you must supply the userid on the scratch
command.

017E
pnnnnn is a scratch volume.
Explanation

013E
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You issued a command specifying tape volume pnnnnn, but it is a scratch volume. Certain commands, such as
VTSET, do not apply to scratch volumes. If you are trying to mount a specific scratch volume by volume serial,
you may not be specifying the command correctly.
User Action
Reissue the request with a different volume number.

018E
pnnnnn was not scratched, library disk nnn minidisk vdev is not available.
Explanation
The requested volume pnnnnn is on minidisk vdev which is not currently available to the VTAPE system.
User Action
None; the tape cannot be scratched until the VTAPE library is closed and reopened with library minidisk vdev
available.

019E
VTAPE library subsystem is not initialized.
Explanation
The VTAPE library subsystem must be initialized before any tape functions can be done. This initialization
normally takes place automatically whenever the first VTAPE command is issued by any user. Certain errors can
prevent this initialization from completing successfully, in which case additional error messages will be issued.
User Action
Notify Your system programming group.
System Programmer Action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, notify Virtual Software Systems.

020E
Library p is restricted R/O for this user.
Explanation
The user's userid or one of the user's CP classes are coded on the LIBRARY_RO_USerid or
LIBRARY_RO_CLass statement in the VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS file.
User Action
017E
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Notify Your system programming group if you are supposed to have R/W access to library p

022E
pnnnnn was not mounted, library disk nnn minidisk vdev is not available.
Explanation
The requested volume, pnnnnn, is on a library minidisk vdev that is not currently available to the Virtual TAPE
system.
User Action
Notify Your system programming group. You will not be able to mount this tape until the library disk is made
available to the VTAPE system.

023E
Unauthorized request.
Explanation
You requested a function that you are not authorized to perform.
User Action
Notify Your system programming group.

024E
Formatted size of library p disk nnn minidisk vdev is larger than CP directory size.
Explanation
The size of library minidisk vdev has been changed since it was last formatted. The size the disk had when it was
formatted, which is read from the disk itself, does not match the size of the disk as shown in the CP directory.
System Programmer Action
If the disk has been changed in size in the CP directory, you must use VTFMT to format it before it can be used in
a virtual tape library. However, formatting the disk will erase all tapes that are contained on that disk. If you need
to save the tapes that are contained on that disk, you should change the CP directory entry to match the old size,
open the library, then back up the tape volumes. Then, you can change the CP directory entry again, and format
the disk with VTFMT.

020E
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025I
Library p, Basemd=vdev, Mdisks=nnn, blocks=nnn, in use=nnn, % full=nnn
Explanation
VTQUERY SPACE response message.

026I
Library p, Basemd=vdev, Mdisks: Active=nnn Maximum=nnn Status=status
Explanation
VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS MDISK response message.

027I
Disk nnn, minidisk=vdev, blocks=nnn, inuse=nnn, % full=nnn, output tapes=nnn
Explanation
VTQUERY SPACE MDISK response message.

028E
pnnnnn is not a standard label tape.
Explanation
A request was entered to set the internal volume serial for tape volume pnnnnn that does not have IBM standard
labels.
User Action
Check to ensure the correct volume number was entered.

029E
Label format error for pnnnnn
Explanation
The VOL1 label of the requested volume, pnnnnn, is in internal packed format. There is insufficient space in the
label for the new volume serial.
User Action

025I
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Copy the tape to a new virtual tape and set the volume number for the new tape.

030E
Library is full, there are no volumes available.
Explanation
There is no space left in the volume directory for additional tape volumes.
System Programmer Action
This message indicates that there are 32,000 virtual tape volumes in the library. If you receive this message, notify
Virtual Software Systems.

032I
Autoloader slots for vdev have been set to nnn
Explanation
Response to VTSET AUTOLOADER SLOTS request.

033E
pnnnnn has not expired.
Explanation
A request was entered to scratch tape pnnnnn, which has not expired.
User Action
If the tape should be scratched even though it has not expired, use the SCRATCH command with the PURGE
option.

034E
I/O error, VADDR=vdev, RADDR=rdev, IORCASC=casc, VTIRELR=address, CCHHR=cchhr, RCYL=nn
Explanation
An I/O error has occurred on a VTAPE database disk. This can occur if the disk pack is not formatted properly or
if disk hardware I/O errors are occurring.
System Programmer Action
If you are not receiving disk hardware I/O errors, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
029E
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Virtual Software Systems.

035I
pnnnnn unloaded from vdev
Explanation
Tape volume pnnnnn has been unloaded from tape drive vdev as requested.

036I
pnnnnn rewound on vdev
Explanation
Tape volume pnnnnn has been rewound on tape drive vdev as requested.

037E
vdev is not ready.
Explanation
A request was made to rewind virtual tape drive vdev, but the drive is not ready.
User Action
Use the CP READY vdev command to ready the drive.

038E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev does not contain a volume directory.
Explanation
A volume directory was not found on library minidisk vdev. The minidisk may have been linked at the wrong
address when it was formatted. Disks linked at virtual device numbers that end in zero or one are formatted to
contain a volume directory; disks linked at other addresses are not.
System Programmer Action
Ensure that the disk is linked or defined at the correct address in the directory entry of the userid that contains the
library disk definitions. If so, link the disk at the correct address and reformat it. You should link the disk at the
same virtual device number that it will have when it is used in the library.

034E
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039E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev block nn CCHHR cchhr is not a data block.
Explanation
A block was read from the VTAPE database while processing an I/O or scratch request. The block should be a
data block; however, it did not have a DB record identifier.
User Action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

040I
nnn selected.
Explanation
Tapes selected. Response to VTQUERY ACTIVE or LIBRARY request.

041I
nnn selected from library p
Explanation
Tapes selected. Response to VTQUERY LIBRARY request.

042E
Sequence error, volume pnnnnn block nn, read block nn volume nn
Explanation
During the processing of a tape file, a block was read that was out of sequence or was from a different tape
volume. This should only occur when processing a tape from another CPU and that tape is scratched by a user on
that CPU. Use the VTQUERY command to determine if the tape was scratched.
System action
The virtual tape is unloaded from the drive and a unit check is posted to the virtual machine.
System Programmer Action
If the error persists, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

039E
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043E
Invalid volume number pnnnnn
Explanation
Scratch processing was entered with an invalid volume serial pnnnnn
User Action
Reissue the request with a valid volume serial.

044R
Force library p open for output? (Yes|No)
Explanation
This message is issued after message A001W during a VTOPEN request when it appears that the library you are
trying to open, library p, is already open for output on another processor. See the description for message A001W
also.
User Action
If the library in question is not currently open for output by another processor, reply YES. Note: If a library is
opened for output by two different systems at the same time, the library will be destroyed. Do not reply YES
unless you are SURE that the library in question is not currently open for output on any other processor.
Your system procedures should always include a VTCLOSE command before a system shutdown, especially if
you plan to open the library on a different processor the next time.

045E
A password is required for volume pnnnnn
Explanation
A request was made for tape volume pnnnnn, which is password protected, and the password was not entered.
User Action
Reissue the request specifying the password.

046E
Incorrect password specified.
Explanation
043E
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A request was made for a password protected volume, and the correct password was not entered.
User Action
Reissue the request specifying the correct password.

047E
Invalid password request.
Explanation
A query password request was entered for a volume that you do not own.
User Action
Reissue the request specifying the correct volume number.

049E
pnnnnn is mounted for < input | output > on vdev user userid
Explanation
You asked to mount tape pnnnnn, but it is already mounted for input or output on virtual device vdev by user
userid.
User Action
None. You cannot mount a tape for output that is mounted for input by anyone else, and you may not be
authorized to mount a tape for input that is mounted by anyone else.

050E
Requested volume is owned by another user.
Explanation
A request was made for a tape that you do not own.
User Action
None.

051I
Keep for pnnnnn set to nn days.

046E
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Explanation
The retention period has been changed for tape pnnnnn. nn is the new retention period.
User Action
If you used VTSET to set a retention period on an existing tape, this message confirms your change. If you used
VTMOUNT to mount a scratch tape with the KEEP option, this message informs you that you were trying to set a
retention that is longer than is allowed for your userid. The maximum retention period allowed for each user is
defined at VTAPE installation time.

052I
New password set for pnnnnn
Explanation
The requested password has been set on volume pnnnnn.

053E
Error updating library for pnnnnn
Explanation
An error was detected during an update of the virtual tape volume directory for volume pnnnnn.
User Action
Reissue the command; if the error persists, notify Your system programming group.
System Programmer Action
If the error persists, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

054E
Error updating library p for Set command.
Explanation
This message is issued after a previous error message and indicates an I/O or other internal error processing a Set
command.
System Programmer Action
If the error persists, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

051I
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055E
pnnnnn is being scratched.
Explanation
A mount or query was requested for tape pnnnnn after a request was made to scratch the tape. The library system
is in the process of releasing the data blocks used by the volume.
User Action
Reissue the request in a few seconds.

056E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev block nn CCHHR cchhr is not an entry block.
Explanation
A block was read from library minidisk vdev while processing an I/O or scratch request for tape pnnnnn. The
block should be a VTEBLOK, but it did not have an RB record identifier.
System Programmer Action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

057E
Maximum volumes in VTAPE library system for user userid
Explanation
The number of tapes you have in the library is the maximum number that your userid is allowed to have.
User Action
Scratch some of your existing tapes, or contact Your system programming group.

058E
Insufficient space in library p to mount a scratch tape.
Explanation
Virtual tape library p is out of space. You will not be able to create any more tapes in that library.
User Action

055E
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Scratch some existing tapes.
System Programmer Action
An automated scratch procedure should have been set up when the virtual tape system was installed. Make sure
that this procedure is working correctly and that expired tapes are being scratched. Also, you may need to add
additional disk space to the library.

059W
VTAPE library p is nn% full.
Explanation
This message is issued when library p reaches 90 percent full, and at each percentage point above 90.
User Action
Scratch some existing tapes.
System Programmer Action
An automated scratch procedure should have been set up when the virtual tape system was installed. Make sure
that this procedure is working correctly and that expired tapes are being scratched. Also, you may need to add
additional disk space to the library.

060I
Owner for volume pnnnnn has been changed from userid to userid
Explanation
The owner of virtual tape volume pnnnnn has been changed as requested.

061E
xxx option conflicts with a previously specified option.
Explanation
An option xxx was entered, but xxx conflicts with one of the options already specified on the command.
User Action
Check the correct syntax of the command.

058E
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062W
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev is nn% full, user=userid, vdev=vdev
Explanation
This message is issued when minidisk vdev in virtual tape library p reaches 90 percent full, and at each percentage
point above 90. The message also gives the userid and virtual device number vdev of the user writing data to a
tape when the percent full reached the threshold.
User Action
Scratch some existing tapes.
System Programmer Action
An automated scratch procedure should have been set up when the virtual tape system was installed. Make sure
that this procedure is working correctly and that expired tapes are being scratched. Also, you may need to add
additional disk space to the library.

063E
pnnnnn cannot be mounted, entry block pointer is zero.
Explanation
The requested tape volume pnnnnn is a version 1 format tape and cannot be mounted.
User Action
Notify Your system programming group.
System Programmer Action
Contact Virtual Software Systems.

064I
Library p use has been restricted.
Explanation
The requested library or minidisk was restricted as requested; only users authorized in the VTAPE system
defaults file will be allowed to mount tapes in the specified library or from the specified library minidisk.
User Action
This message confirms the change made with a VTSET command.

062W
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065I
Library p restriction has been released.
Explanation
The library or minidisk restriction is no longer in effect; all users will be able to use the library normally.
User Action
This message confirms the change made with a VTSET command.

066E
Volume pnnnnn library disk nnn minidisk vdev is not available.
Explanation
The library minidisk requested in a command is not part of the virtual tape library.
User Action
None.

067E
Restricted function.
Explanation
You are not authorized to perform the function you are requesting.
User Action
Contact Your system programming group.

068E
Library p use is restricted.
Explanation
You cannot perform the function you requested, because use of the library has been restricted.
User Action
None; you cannot use the library until the restriction is released.

065I
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069E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev use is restricted.
Explanation
You cannot perform the function you requested, because use of the library minidisk has been restricted.
User Action
None; you cannot use the library minidisk until the restriction is released.

070E
Library p is already open.
Explanation
The specified library, p, is already open. Processing for any other libraries specified in the open command will
continue.
User Action
None.

071E
Library p was not found in system definition.
Explanation
The specified library, p, is not specified in the library definition.
System Programmer Action
Define the virtual tape libraries in the system configuration.

072E
No libraries are defined in VTAPE configuration.
Explanation
No VTAPE libraries were defined in the system.
System Programmer Action
Define the virtual tape libraries in the system configuration.
069E
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073I
Libraries: Input=pp Output=pp Default=p Defined=pp
Explanation
This message shows which libraries are defined and open, and is issued in response to a VTQUERY LIBRARY
STATUS command.

074E
A library open or close is already in progress.
Explanation
The open or close command cannot be processed until the current open or close request is complete.
User Action
Reissue the request after the open or close has completed.

075E
Maximum number of libraries already open.
Explanation
The maximum number of libraries is currently open.
User Action
None.

076W
Library p has been forced read only.
Explanation
An error occurred opening library p for output. The open continues, but the library is opened for input only.
System Programmer Action
This message should have been preceded by other messages giving the cause of the open error. If you can correct
the error, close and reopen the library for output.

072E
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078E
Library p is not open.
Explanation
A request was made to close library p, but it is not open.
User Action
None.

079E
There are volumes mounted for library p
Explanation
A request was made to close library p, but it is still active.
System Programmer Action
Use the VTQUERY ACTIVE command to see what tapes are mounted in the library you wish to close. You may
want to use the FORCE option to unload the tapes from the users' drives.

080E
There are no VTAPE libraries open.
Explanation
No libraries were found to close for a VTCLOSE command.
User Action
None.

081E
Block allocation is in progress for library p
Explanation
A data block is being allocated for an output virtual tape.
User Action
This message should not occur. If the error persists, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
078E
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Virtual Software Systems.

082E
No libraries were closed.
Explanation
Due to reasons described in previously issued error messages, none of the requested libraries was closed.
User Action
None.

083I
VTAPE library p closed by userid
Explanation
Library p was closed by another user. This message is sent to the primary system operator when a library is
closed.
System Programmer Action
None.

084E
Scratch in progress for library p
Explanation
A tape is being scratched in the library to be closed.
System Programmer Action
Wait a few seconds and retry the close command.

085I
Library p has been opened by userid
Explanation
A library has been opened as requested.

081E
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086E
pnnnnn is not a scratch volume.
Explanation
You tried to mount a specific scratch tape by volume number, but the tape is not a scratch volume.
User Action
Make sure you are requesting the correct volume, and make sure it is not owned by another user.

087E
Library p cannot be opened.
Explanation
A severe error was found while trying to open library p. A previous error message described the error.
System Programmer Action
If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.

088E
Volume directory error, library p disk nnn minidisk vdev block nnn CCHHR cchhr
Explanation
Either a volume directory did not contain 'FD' as a record ID, or an I/O error occurred while processing a volume
directory record.
System Programmer Action
If you are not receiving hardware I/O errors on VTAPE library disks, Note the complete error message number
and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

089E
Volume directory error, library p disk nnn minidisk vdev block nnn FBA block nnn
Explanation
Either a volume directory did not contain 'FD' as a record ID, or an I/O error occurred while processing a volume
directory record.

086E
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System Programmer Action
If you are not receiving hardware I/O errors on VTAPE library disks, Note the complete error message number
and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

090E
Library p cannot be released due to I/O errors on base disk nnn minidisk vdev
Explanation
A library minidisk was restricted during processing of the VTOPEN command due to hardware I/O errors. You
cannot release the restriction on the minidisk.
System Programmer Action
Close the library and attempt to correct the problem. If you are able to correct the problem, you can reopen the
library.

091E
pnnnnn is mounted for output on another processor.
Explanation
Tape volume pnnnnn is mounted for output by a user on the processor that owns the requested library, and you do
not have authorization to mount a tape for input while it is mounted for output.
User Action
Wait for the user on the other system to unload the tape.

092W
pnnnnn was mounted for output during a system shutdown or failure.
Explanation
Tape volume pnnnnn was mounted for output when VM was shutdown. The integrity of the data on the tape
cannot be guaranteed; however, if message A093W was not issued with this message, the data written to the tape
prior to the shutdown will be valid.
User Action
None.

089E
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093W
pnnnnn may have errors.
Explanation
Tape volume pnnnnn was mounted for output when VM was shutdown. An internal error was found in this
volume during volume verification.
User Action
The integrity of the data on this tape cannot be guaranteed.
System Programmer Action
Make sure that your system procedures include a VTCLOSE command before a system shutdown.

094E
First block for pnnnnn is invalid.
Explanation
The first data block for tape volume pnnnnn is not valid. This is an internal error and can be caused by disk I/O
errors or can occur on tapes that were mounted when the VM system was last shut down, if the library was not
closed first.
System Programmer Action
The tape volume may not be usable. If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, Note the complete error
message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems. Make sure that your system procedures include a
VTCLOSE command before a system shutdown.

095I
Volume serial for pnnnnn has been set to nnnnn
Explanation
The internal volume serial of tape volume pnnnnn has been changed to nnnnn as requested.

096E
Library p was not opened, base disk nnn minidisk vdev is not available.
Explanation
The first minidisk in virtual tape library p could not be found.
093W
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System Programmer Action
Check that the minidisk directory statements for the library are correct, and that they match the definition in the
VTAPE system defaults file. Check that the disks that contain the library are available and attached to the system.

097I
Size for pnnnnn has been set to nn megabytes.
Explanation
The size of tape volume pnnnnn was changed for an existing tape as requested.

098W
nnn exceeds maximum buffers, set to nnn
Explanation
You specified more buffers than are allowed for your userid on a mount command. This message shows how
many buffers were allocated to your tape.
User Action
None.

099I
vdev has been unloaded for userid
Explanation
A tape was unloaded from virtual device vdev for user userid, or the library was closed with the FORCE option.
User Action
If the library is not being closed, you may want to contact Your system programming group.

100W
nnn exceeds maximum size, set to nnn
Explanation
You are trying to set a tape to a size that is larger than allowed for your userid.
096E
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User Action
This message gives the new size of the tape.

101W
nnn exceeds maximum keep, set to nnn
Explanation
You are trying to set a retention period that is larger than allowed for your userid.
User Action
The message gives the new retention period for the tape.

102I
parm for vdev has been set to parm
Explanation
A value specified on a VTSET command has been set for the drive.
User Action
None.

103E
Library p was not opened, VTAPE library userid userid is not in CP directory.
Explanation
The userid defined in the VTAPE system defaults file as the owner of the library minidisks could not be found in
the CP directory. Therefore, the library minidisks are not available and the library is not opened.
System Programmer Action
Correct the error in the VTAPE system defaults file or the CP directory, and retry the open.

104I
vdev has been set to mode mode.
Explanation
The tape drive vdev has been set to the requested mode, (LEAVE, UNLOAD, AUTOLIB or NOAUTOLIB),
100W
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105E
Library p was not opened, Link of one or more library disks failed.
Explanation
Response from VTOPEN

106I
Description for pnnnnn set to description
Explanation
The description for virtual tape volume pnnnnn has been set or changed to description as requested.

107E
Description option is invalid for old format tapes.
Explanation
A virtual tape volume created before the DESCRIPTION option was added to the virtual tape software cannot
have a description set for it.
User Action
Use COPYTAPE to duplicate the tape to a new scratch, and set a description on the new tape.

108E
Description is longer than 64 characters.
Explanation
A virtual tape description longer than 64 characters was entered on a VTSET command.
User Action
Reissue the VTSET command with a shorter description.

109E
option option is invalid for an input tape.
Explanation

104I
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The requested option can only be specified for output tapes.
User Action
None.

110W
nn exceeds maximum rewind delay, set to nn
Explanation
Response from VTSET

111E
<vdev> is active for SPXTAPE.
Explanation
The SPXTAPE device at virtual address vdev was found to already be initialized by SPXTAPE
(i.e., already being used by SPXTAPE).
User Action
Use a different virtual address for an SPXTAPE device.

115E
Output library p disk nnn minidisk vdev is defined read/only in CP directory.
Explanation
A library can not be opened for output if the libraries minidisks are defined read/only.
System Programmer Action
Open the library for input or change the definition of the minidisk in the CP directory.

122E
Virtual tape drive vdev was not defined.
Explanation
A virtual tape device was not defined due to another error. A previous error message should give the nature of the
error.
109E
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System Programmer Action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, contact Virtual Software Systems.

123I
VTAPE system initialization complete.
Explanation
This message is issued in response to a VTINIT command, and indicates that the VTINIT command has
completed.

124E
VTAPE system initialization failed.
Explanation
This message indicates that VTAPE system initialization failed. VTAPE initialization is performed automatically
whenever the first VTAPE command is issued after a system IPL. It is also performed in response to a VTINIT
command. A previous error message should give the nature of the initialization error.
System Programmer Action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, contact Virtual Software Systems.

125I
Volume User Vdev Status At recd Tot recs % Full Size Buffers Keep
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY ACTIVE

127I
Volume Owner Disk Mdisk 1st blk
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

129I
Volume Owner Created Keep Records % Full Size Data set name
Explanation
122E
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Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

130I
Prefix Volser Userid Credt Retpd #Recs PctUsed SizeMB DSN vdev Desc
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

131I
Volume Owner Created Keep Rdpass Wrpass Size Data set name
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

133I
Volume Owner Description
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

135W
Query canceled, library p has been closed.
Explanation
The specified library was closed during a VTQUERY LIBRARY request.

136I
Request was canceled by attention interrupt.
Explanation
The PA1 key was entered during a VTAPE CP command to terminate the command.

137I
Prefix Volser Userid Credt Retpd #Recs PctUsed SizeMB DSN vdev Desc
Explanation
129I
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Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

138I
Volume Created Description
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

139I
Volume Owner Created Keep Records % Full Size Data set name Vdev Description
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

140W
Real volume volser for library p disk nnn minidisk vdev is not available.
Explanation
Minidisk vdev was not found or received I/O errors.
System Programmer Action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, contact Virtual Software Systems.

141W
Autoloader for vdev is full.
Explanation
There are no more available slots in the autoloader on device vdev to add additional tapes.
User Action
Use the VTLOADER command to see the tapes currently in the autoloader. Depending on the limits set up for
your userid, you may be able to use VTLOADER to increase the size of the autoloader.

142I
nn nnn been added to autoloader for vdev
Explanation
137I
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Response from VTLOADER ADD

143I
nn nnn been removed from autoloader for vdev
Explanation
Response from VTLOADER REMOVE

144I
Autoloader for vdev has been set to automatic|manual|system opperation.
Explanation
Response from VTLOADER SET

145I
Slot Type Volume
Explanation
Response from VTLOADER QUERY

147I
&tapecnt. tapes have|has in loader &slotcnt. slot|slots available for vdev in &keywd. mode
Explanation
Response from VTLOADER QUERY

148E
Tape was not mounted, autoloader for vdev is empty.
Explanation
There are no tapes available in the autoloader on device vdev from which to mount tapes on the drive.
User Action
Use the VTLOADER command to add some tapes to the autoloader, or use the VTMOUNT command to mount a
tape on the drive.

142I
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149E
Invalid virtual tape volume number - xxx
Explanation
You used a command which expects a tape volume serial number, but the parameter you entered, xxx, could not
be interpreted. A tape volume serial number consists of an optional library letter, followed by one to five numeric
digits.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command; you may have entered the parameters in the wrong order.

150E
Invalid operand - xxx
Explanation
The operand you entered, xxx, is not valid for the command.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command; you may have entered the parameters in the wrong order.

151E
Invalid option - xxx
Explanation
The option you entered, xxx, is not valid for the command.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command; you may have entered the parameters in the wrong order.

152E
Device at vdev is not a virtual tape drive.
Explanation
You used a command which expects the device number (address) of a virtual tape drive. The device at that
address is not a virtual tape drive.
User Action
149E
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Check the syntax of the command; you may have entered the parameters in the wrong order. Some commands,
such as VTRUN, apply only to virtual tape drives and not to real tape drives that have been attached to your
userid.

153E
Userid missing.
Explanation
You used a command which expects a userid, or you used the USERID option in a command, but you did not
supply the userid.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command.

154E
Virtual device number is missing or invalid.
Explanation
You used a command which expects a virtual device number, but you did not supply it.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command.

155E
Operand missing or invalid.
Explanation
You omitted a required operand, or coded an invalid operand, such as a "number" that could not be interpreted as
a number.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command; you may have entered the parameters in the wrong order.

156E
Virtual device vdev does not exist.
Explanation

152E
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You used a command which expects a virtual device number, but there is not a virtual device at that address.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command; you may have entered the parameters in the wrong order.

157E
userid is not logged on.
Explanation
The user you specified is not logged on to the VM system.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command; you may have omitted the userid.

158E
The same option was specified twice.
Explanation
You specified an option twice.
User Action
Check the command you entered.

159E
Virtual tape volume serial missing.
Explanation
You omitted the virtual tape volume serial number on a command that requires it.
User Action
Check the syntax of the command.

160E
I/O error, VADDR=vdev, RADDR=rdev, IORCASC=casc, VTIRELR=address, FBA block=nnn, Real=nnn
Explanation

156E
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An I/O error has occurred on a VTAPE database disk. This can occur if the disk pack is not formatted properly or
if disk hardware I/O errors are occurring.
System Programmer Action
If you are not receiving disk hardware I/O errors, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.

161E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev block nnn FBA block nnn is not a data block
Explanation
A block was read from the VTAPE database while processing an I/O or scratch request. The block should be a
data block, but it did not have a DB record identifier.
User Action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

162E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev block nnn FBA block nnn is not an entry block
Explanation
A block was read from library minidisk vdev while processing an I/O or scratch request for tape pnnnnn. The
block should be a VTEBLOK, but it did not have an RB record identifier.
System Programmer Action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

163I
Drives defined Vtapes mounted Dummy mounted Mount requests
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY STATISTICS (1st part)

164I
Curr Max Curr Max Curr Max Total Input Output Scrtch Dummy
Explanation

160E
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Response from VTQUERY STATISTICS (2nd part)

165I
Curr Max Curr Max Curr Max Total Input Output Scrtch Dummy
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY STATISTICS (2nd part)

166I
Mbytes of data Avg mount 3420s defnd 3480s defnd 3490s defnd 3590s defnd
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY STATISTICS (3rd part)

167I
Read Written duration Curr Max Curr Max Curr Max Curr Max
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY STATISTICS (4th part)

168I
Read Written duration Curr Max Curr Max Curr Max Curr Max

EExplanation
Response from VTQUERY STATISTICS (4th part)

169W
VTAPE library x has been forced open for output.
Explanation
An open command with the FORCE option was given to force library x open for output. This is a warning
message, since this library may be open for output on another CPU (as indicated by the CPUID written into the
library during VTOPEN). If a library is actually open for output on more than one CPU at the same time, it will
be destroyed. However, VTAPE cannot tell if the other CPU is still running.

164I
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171E
Link error nnn, library p, disk nnn minidisk vdev
Explanation
The internal call to perform a link by user "SYSTEM" to a VTAPE library minidisk failed. nnn is the return code
from the call to the CP link processing entry point. IBM error message HCPnnnE shows the reason for the error,
so entering 'HELP HCPnnnE' will give you an explanation. These codes are also documented in the IBM "System
Messages and Codes" manual for your release of VM.
System Programmer Action
If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.

173E
IORCPA=address CCW=ccw REQADR=address RETADR=address Caller=name at address
Explanation
Continuation of library I/O error messages 34 and 160.
System Programmer Action
If you are not receiving disk hardware I/O errors, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.

174E
Sense=sense
Explanation
Sense data associated with an I/O error.
System Programmer Action
None.

175I
Last reset: date at time
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY STATISTICS (5th part)
171E
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176E
Invalid volume number range - pnnnnn-pnnnnn
Explanation
A volume number in a range was not numeric, or the library prefix in the range conflicts with a previously
specified range.
User Action
Reissue the the command with a correct range specification. All library prefixes specified in one command must
be the same.

177E
Invalid library prefix - p
Explanation
The library prefix entered is not alphabetic (A-Z).
User Action
Reissue the command with a valid library prefix.

178E
A maximum of ten volume numbers or ranges can be requested.
Explanation
More than ten volume numbers or ranges were entered.
User Action
Reissue the the command with fewer numbers or ranges.

179E
Library disk number nn exceeds maximum nn for library p
Explanation
A number greater than the number of disks in the library was entered.
User Action
175I
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Reissue the the command with the correct minidisk number.

180I
Volume Volser Data set name Recfm Lrecl Blksize Density Recording
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

182I
Volume Label
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

184I
Volume Offset Hex Data Character Data
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

186E
Volume or range pnnnnn-pnnnnn is overlapped by pnnnnn-pnnnnn.
Explanation
The same volume number can not be specified twice in one command.
User Action
Reissue the the command with correct ranges or volume numbers.

187E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev is not available.
Explanation
There are tapes in the library for the minidisk that is not available.
System Programmer Action

179E
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Determine why the minidisk is not available, correct the problem and close and reopen the library. The real disk
that contains the minidisk may not be attached to the system.

188E
Library p directory entry for disk nnn minidisk vdev is not DASD.
Explanation
The CP directory definition for the device is not a disk.
System Programmer Action
Check the CP directory for why the minidisk is not a disk, and check the VTSYSTEM definition file to see if the
library address range is too large.

189E
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev excessive link indirection.
Explanation
During VTOPEN processing, VTAPE found a link statement that pointed to another link statement in the CP
directory. VTAPE only allows one level of indirection.
System Programmer Action
Point the library link statement to a minidisk statement.

190W
Library p disk nnn minidisk vdev contains a volume directory.
Explanation
Only the first two minidisks in a library require a tape volume directory. The specified minidisk was formatted at
an address that ended in 0 or 1. This will not cause any problems in library operation, but the 128 blocks used for
the directory can not be used for data.
System Programmer Action
None.

191W
Key for disk nnn minidisk vdev library p does not match base minidisk key.
Explanation
187E
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The specified minidisk belongs to another library, or it is a new minidisk that is replacing a minidisk that was bad.
This is a warning message for an input library. For an output library, the library will not open.
System Programmer Action
If you are sure the minidisk should be part of this library, you can open the library for output using the
FORCEKEY option of VTOPEN. See the VTOPEN command description for more information.

192W
Disk nnn minidisk nn for library p is disk nn
Explanation
The minidisks for a library are numbered when they are first added to a library. The minidisks may be specified in
the CP directory in the wrong order or this may be a new minidisk replacing one that was bad.
System Programmer Action
If you are sure the minidisk should be part of this library, you can open the library for output using the
FORCEKEY option of the VTOPEN command.

193I
Disk nnn minidisk nn has been added to library p
Explanation
Response from VTADD

194E
Library prefix p conflicts with a previously specified prefix p
Explanation
Two different library prefixes were entered on the command. A command can operate on only one library at a
time.
User Action
Reissue the command with only one (or matching) library prefixes.

195E
No default library prefix was found in system for user userid
Explanation
191W
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A command was issued without a library prefix, and there was no default prefix.
User Action
Use VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS to determine if any libraries are open, and check with your system
programming staff to determine why there is no system default.

196E
Requested library p is not open.
Explanation
A command was issued with a library prefix for a library that is not open.
User Action
Have the library opened or reissue the command for an open library. VTQUERY LIBRARY STATUS can be
used to determine which libraries are open.

197E
Requested library p is being closed.
Explanation
A command was issued for a library that has been scheduled to close.
User Action
None.

198E
Volume range nnnnn-nnnnn exceeds limit of 10.
Explanation
Only ten volume numbers can be specified in a range for VTSCRTCH and VTSET.
User Action
Reissue the command with smaller ranges.

201I
Default library prefix for vdev is p

195E
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Explanation
Response from VTQUERY DEFAULTS

202E
Invalid subparameter - xxx.
Explanation
The subparameter on a VTLOADER parameter is invalid.
System Programmer Action
Reissue the command with valid parameters.

203I
All library disks have been restricted in library p
Explanation
Response from VTSET RESTRICTED

204I
Restriction has been released for all disks in library p
Explanation
Response from VTSET RELEASED

205I
Library p disk nnn minidisk nn has been restricted.
Explanation
Response from VTSET RESTRICTED

206I
Library p disk nnn minidisk nn restriction has been released.
Explanation
Response from VTSET RELEASE

201I
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207I
Library p minidisk vdev is not within library minidisk range vdev - vdev
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY LIBRARY

208I
No restrictions were found for library p
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY RESTRICTED

209I
No restrictions were found for any library.
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY RESTRICTED

210I
System|userid|vdev Defaults Libr Size---Max Keep---Max Bufs---Max Maxvols
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY DEFAULTS

212E
Invalid userid userid
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY ACTIVE USER

213E
volser has been flagged unusable.
Explanation
Response from VTMOUNT
207I
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214I
volser was mounted for output during shutdown and is being verified.
Explanation
Response from VTOPEN

215I
Limit for vdev has been set to nn records.
Explanation
Response from VTSET VDEV

216E
volser is not mounted for output.
Explanation
Response from VTSET

217E
No scratch tape available in the ranges specified for userid userid in library p
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY SCRATCHSETS

218I
There are no Scratch Sets userid exception list.
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY SCRATCHSETS

219I
Scratch Sets exception lists for library p
Explanation

213E
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Response from VTQUERY SCRATCHSETS

220I
nn list(s).
Explanation
Response to VTQUERY SCRATCHSETS

222I
vdev Options Libr Autolib Limit Buffers Disposition
Explanation
Response Response to VTQUERY DEFAULTS

224E
vdev for userid was not found or is not sharable.
Explanation
Response from VTSCRTCH

225I
Sequence number for vdev has been set to &seq.
Explanation
Response from VTSET VDEV

226I
Sequence number is &seq.
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY VDEV

227I
Shared VDEV vdev userid
Explanation
219I
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Response from VTQUERY VDEV

228I
Shared VDEV vdev userid has the assign
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY VDEV

229E
vdev for userid is not a virtual tape drive.
Explanation
Response from Define vtape drive

230E
Share count of &scnt. for userid is over maximum of &smax.
Explanation
Response from Define vtape drive

231I
Shared VDEVs &scnt. Maximum shares &smax?.
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY DEFAULTS VDEV

232I
Shared with userid only.
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY DEFAULTS VDEV

233I
Share userid has been set to &shruserid. for vdev
Explanation
227I
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Response from VTSET SHRUSR

234I
Drive has been assigned to userid vdev
Explanation
Response from VTSET ASSIGN

235E
Drive is already assigned to userid vdev
Explanation
Response from VTSET ASSIGN

236E
Drive is not assigned.
Explanation
Response from VTSET UNASSIGN

237I
Drive has been unassigned from userid vdev
Explanation
Response from VTSET UNASSIGN

238E
More than one library requested.
Explanation
Response from VTADD

239E
Maximum disks allocated no slots available.
Explanation
233I
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Response from VTADD

240E
Disks not added to library p, Link of one or more library disks failed.
Explanation
Response from VTADD

241E
Disks not added to library p, VTAPE library userid userid is not in CP directory.
Explanation
Response from VTADD

242I
VTAPE library add complete.
Explanation
Response from VTADD

243E
Requested library is not open.
Explanation
Response from VTADD

244E
No new disks available for library p
Explanation
Response from VTADD

245E
VTADD aborted due to errors.
Explanation
239E
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Response from VTADD

246I
Copying volume directory to alternate disk.
Explanation
Response from VTADD

247W
SEP/AFF VDEV vdev is not defined.
Explanation
Response from VTMOUNT

248W
Separations exceed maximum of nn
Explanation
Response from VTMOUNT

249W
Affinity Ldisk nnn was not found or had insufficient space, Ldisk nnn was used.
Explanation
Response from VTMOUNT

250E
Invalid quoted string.
Explanation
Response from VTSET

251I
VDEV library allocation parameters set.
Explanation
245E
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Response from VTSET

252W
SEP/AFF VDEV vdev is current VDEV.
Explanation
Response from VTMOUNT

253E
Set for VDEV library allocation failed.
Explanation
Response from VTSET

254W
Library disk separation failed due to insufficient space, assigned to Ldisk nnn
Explanation
Response from VTMOUNT

255E
Space Bit Map error, library p disk nnn minidisk nnn block &blk. CCHHR cchhr
Explanation
Response from VTCLOSE

256E
Space Bit Map error, library p disk nnn minidisk nnn block &blk. FBA block &blk.
Explanation
Response from VTCLOSE

257E
Contiguous free storage pages are not available for group free space bit map.
Explanation
251I
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A VTAPE HCPFREE storage request failed to allocate several pages required to hold one of the database
BITMAPs; the system is short on free storage.
User Action
Inform your Systems Programmer immediately; this condition is capable of bring down the system.

300E
RVT component ID unavailable. Return code nn from macro HCPXSERV.
Explanation
The Vtape component ID is no longer available. The RVT ID is allocated when Vtape is initialized, and should
not go away.
System Programmer Action
Contact Virtual Software Systems

301E
UWORD value nn is invalid. Contact VSSI.
Explanation
This is an internal error.
System Programmer Action
Contact Virtual Software Systems

302E
Maximum number of library (24) exceeded.
Explanation
Response from VTOPEN

303E
Virtual address address is not on 16 device boundary.
Explanation
257E
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Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

304E
Library p disk address nnn wrapped to 00.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

305E
0 is not a valid library prefix. Valid prefixes are A-Z, 1-9.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

306E
Library p is already defined.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

307E
Library &p1. disk address nnn overlaps with library &p2.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

308E
Statement out of order.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

309E
Override invalid. Library p is not defined.
Explanation
303E
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Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

310E
The volser-1 value nnn is not divisible by 8.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

311E
The number of volumes nnn is not a multiple of 8.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

312E
The last volume of the range nnn exceeds the maximum of 32640.
Explanation
Response from VTAPE configuration file processing.

313I
No system default library defined.
Explanation
Response from VTQUERY DEFAULTS

314E
Definition missing for open library p
Explanation
Response from VTSCRTCH

999S
Invalid message address, return offset nnn
Explanation
309E
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Please refer to the documentation for 999S in VSSI CP Messages below.
[Top of Page |Next Page |Previous Page ]

999S
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VTAPE CMS Messages
The following listing shows messages issued by VTAPE CMS utilities. The message number, explanation, and
user actions are given. The full message number is DMSxxxnnnnt, where:
xxx

is the first three characters of the name of the module that issued the message, such as VTB for
VTBKUP.

nnnn is the message number. VTAPE CMS messages start at message number 2000.
t

is the message type:
• I for informational messages
• W for warnings
• E for errors
• S for severe errors
• R for messages that require a response (such as YES or NO)
• A for messages that require action (such as mounting a tape)

2000S
I/O error on vdev CCHHR=cchhr, RCODE=nn, CPA=address, CASC=casc, SENSE=nnnn
Explanation
An I/O error occurred during processing of a VTAPE database disk.
vdev

the disk virtual device number.

cchhr

the cylinder, head, and record of the last seek request.

nn

the return code from CP diagnose A8.

address the virtual address of the channel program.
casc

the CASC data from the I/O request.

nnnn
the first 8 sense bytes returned by CP diagnose A8.
User action
Notify Your system programming group.
System Programmer action
The problem may be due to a hardware I/O error on a disk. If the problem persists, Note the complete error
message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

VTAPE CMS Messages
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2001R
Format disk on vdev? - Enter YES or NO.
Explanation
This is a request for verification to format a disk at address vdev.
User action
If the disk should be formatted, enter YES; if not, enter NO. Formatting will erase any information that was
previously on the disk.

2002W
Formatting error, vdev is unuseable.
Explanation
The formatting of a database disk at address vdev has abnormally terminated. The disk is not usable as a database
disk.
User action
Correct the error in the message preceding this message and reenter the command. If there was not a previous
message, or you cannot determine the cause of the error, contact Virtual Software Systems.

2003E
Subparameter missing or invalid after keyword xxx
Explanation
A keyword xxx was entered on a CMS command. The required subparameter for the keyword was not entered or
is invalid.
User action
Reenter the command with a valid keyword and subparameter.

2004E
Value missing or invalid after option option
Explanation
An option was entered on a CMS command. The required value for the option was not entered or is invalid.

2001R
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User action
Check the syntax of the command. Reenter the command with a valid value.

2005E
Option option was entered twice or conflicts with a previous option.
Explanation
An option conflicts with another option entered on the same command.
User action
Check the syntax of the command. Reenter the command with options that do not conflict.

2006E
Requested restart cylinder nn exceeds minidisk size.
Explanation
You used the RESTART option to request that a minidisk format start at cylinder nn, but the minidisk you are
formatting does not have nn cylinders.
User action
Check the size of the minidisk and reenter the command.

2007E
Unexpected operand xxx
Explanation
You entered an operand that was not required or expected.
User action
Check the syntax of the command and try again.

2008E
Zero cylinders processed on vdev
Explanation
No cylinders were successfully processed by the command you entered.
2004E
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User action
If there were additional error messages, they may indicate the nature of the situation; otherwise, Note the
complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2012S
I/O error on vdev CCHHR=cchhr, CASC=casc, SENSE=nnnn
Explanation
An I/O error occurred during processing of a VTAPE database disk.
vdev

the disk virtual device number.

cchhr the cylinder, head, and record of the last seek request.
casc

the CASC data from the I/O request.

nnnn the first 8 sense bytes returned by CP diagnose A8.
User action
Notify Your system programming group.
System Programmer action
The problem may be due to a hardware I/O error on a disk. If the problem persists, Note the complete error
message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2013E
Required disk vdev is not available.
Explanation
The required disk is not linked or attached to your virtual machine.
User action
Link or attach the required disk.

2014E
vdev is not a disk or is an unsupported disk type.
Explanation
The device at address vdev is not a disk.
User action
2008E
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Link or attach the required disk.

2015E
Unknown option option
Explanation
An unknown option was entered on a command.
User action
Reissue the command with valid options.

2016E
Required device number was not specified.
Explanation
A command was entered without a required device number.
User action
Reissue the command with a device number.

2017E
Invalid device number was specified vdev
Explanation
A command was entered with an invalid device number.
User action
Reissue the command with a valid device number.

2018E
Invalid parameter xxx
Explanation
A command was entered with an invalid positional parameter.
User action

2014E
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Reissue the command with a valid parameter.

2019E
Required file name was not specified.
Explanation
A command was entered without a required file name.
User action
Reissue the command with the required file name.

2020S
I/O error on vdev Block=nnn, Rcode=nn, CPA=address, CASC=casc, Sense=nnnn
Explanation
An I/O error occurred during processing of a VTAPE database disk.
vdev

the disk virtual device number.

nnn

the block number where the error occurred.

nn

the return code from CP diagnose A8.

address the virtual address of the channel program.
casc

the CASC data from the I/O request.

nnnn
the first 8 sense bytes returned by CP diagnose A8.
User action
Notify Your system programming group.
System Programmer action
The problem may be due to a hardware I/O error on a disk. If the problem persists, Note the complete error
message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2021E
Invalid file mode mode
Explanation
An invalid file mode was found in an FS macro (FSREAD, FSWRITE). This is an internal error.
User action
2018E
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Notify Your system programming group
System Programmer action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2022E
vdev is linked read only.
Explanation
A command was entered that requires write access to a disk. The disk device number specified is linked
read-only.
User action
Link the disk with write access or use a different disk.

2023I
Disk vdev was not changed.
Explanation
A disk format request was canceled prior to any format operations. If you did not reply NO to the format request,
a prior error message was issued that explained the reason for cancellation.
User action
Correct the error and reissue the format request.

2024I
Formatting disk vdev
Explanation
Formatting of the disk has started.
User action
None.

2025I
nn <cylinders | FB-512 blocks> formatted on vdev

2021E
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Explanation
Shows the number of cylinders or blocks formatted by the format request.
User action
None.

2027E
Restart option is invalid for FBA database disk.
Explanation
The restart option of the format command is valid for count, key, data dasd only.
User action
Reissue the format without the restart option.

2028R
Disk address &1 ends in 0 or 1.
Enter 1 if this is a first or second library disk
Enter 0 if not
Explanation
The above messages are issued by VTFMT. A VTAPE database consists of one or more minidisks. The first
minidisk virtual device address must be nnn0, where are any valid hexadecimal digits. VTAPE uses the first two
minidisks (nnn0 and nnn1) to hold the primary and backup copies of the VTAPE volume directory.
User action
If the specified minidisk represents one of the first two minidisks in the VTAPE database, reply 1 (YES);
otherwise, reply 0 (NO).

2035E
FSmacro error retcode processing file - fname ftype fmode
Explanation
An FS macro (FSREAD, FSWRITE, etc.) returned a nonzero return code processing the specified file. A separate
message was issued that explains the return code.
User action
2025I
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Correct the error and reissue the CMS command.

2036E
Unknown FS macro command - &1.
Explanation
An unknown FS macro was issued. This is an internal error.
User action
Notify Your system programming group
System Programmer action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2037E
Unknown return code retcode for FSmacro macro.
Explanation
An unknown return code was returned by the specified macro. This is an internal error.
User action
Notify Your system programming group
System Programmer action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2038W
Disk mode is not accessed or is accessed read-only.

Control and cycle files will not be built.

Explanation
The backup and restore utilities require write access to write the control and cycle files.
User action
If the disk is accessed read-only intentionally, no action is required. If the disk should have write access, halt the
command, reaccess the disk, and reissue the command.

2035E
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2050E
Error validating tape drive vdev
Explanation
The CMS utilities validate the tape drive at address vdev. A prior message should have been issued giving the
nature of the error, or the tape drive is not attached or defined.
User action
Try to correct the situation causing the error and try the command again.

2051E
Tape drive vdev is not a virtual tape drive.
Explanation
Certain commands and options apply only to virtual tape drives, but the device at address vdev is a real tape drive.
User action
Don't use an option that pertains only to virtual tape drives, or replace the tape drive at address vdev with a virtual
tape drive.

2052E
Uncorrectable error labeling tape on vdev, RC=retcode.
Explanation
A CMS command received an error writing a label to a tape at address vdev. An I/O error message should have
also been issued.
User action
Correct the tape drive error if possible, and reenter the command.

2053E
Invalid tape function xxx for vdev
Explanation
If this error occurs, the parameter list used for the WRTAPE or RDTAPE macro may be invalid.
User action
2050E
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Notify Your system programming group.
System Programmer action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2054E
I/O error tape vdev tape block nn
Explanation
An I/O error occurred during an RDTAPE or WRTAPE function. vdev is the tape drive address.
User action
If you cannot correct the situation causing the error, use a different tape drive or volume for the function being
performed.

2055E
Invalid tape device vdev or drive is not attached.
Explanation
The device at vdev is not a tape drive, or the internal parameter list used for the WRTAPE or RDTAPE macro is
invalid.
User action
If you cannot correct the problem, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software
Systems.

2056E
Unable to mount virtual tape pnnnnn on vdev
Explanation
This error message should have been preceded by another message giving the cause of the error.
User action
If you cannot correct the problem, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software
Systems.

2053E
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2057E
Source and destination tapes cannot be the same (vdev)
Explanation
The same device address was specified as input and output.

2058E
Input tape block &1 is longer than &2 bytes
Explanation
The last tape block read is longer than expected. The block read failed.
User action
Specify a larger BLKsize on the COPYTAPE command.

2059R
Continue? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
Explanation
This message is used with several other messages to allow you to make the decision if processing should
continue.
User action
If the current command should continue, enter Y; if not, enter N.

2060R
Enter next volume serial or 'EOJ'
Explanation
This message is issued at end of volume for a backup tape if the BKTAPE option was used to select the tape for a
restore.
User action
Enter the volume serial of the next tape to process, or enter EOJ (end-of-job) if done.

2057E
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2061R
Volume serial entered volser, correct?

Enter Y for yes or N for no.

Explanation
This message is issued to verify a volume serial, volser, that was entered.
User action
If the volume serial is correct, enter Y; if not, enter N.

2062E
volser wrong length record block nn
Explanation
The length of block nn read from tape volser did not match the requested length.
User action
Check to ensure the correct tape is mounted.

2063E
I/O intercept error VDEV vdev HNDIO error code nn
Explanation
An internal error occurred in a CMS module.
User action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2064E
program must be run in an XA or ESA guest CMS system.
Explanation
The program named program that you tried to run cannot execute in a 370-mode virtual machine. You must set
your virtual machine to XA or ESA (or XC) mode, IPL CMS, and enter the command again.
User action
If you need more information, contact Virtual Software Systems.
2061R
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2065E
I/O error tape vdev block nn SCSW scsw Sense sense
Explanation
An I/O error occurred on tape device vdev.
User action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.

2066E
Tape drive vdev is not attached.
Explanation
A requested or required tape drive is not attached or defined.
User action
Reissue the request using an available drive or attach or define the drive.

2067E
vdev is not a tape drive or is an unsupported tape drive type.
Explanation
A requested or required tape drive is not valid.
User action
Reissue the request using a valid tape drive.

2068E
Tape on vdev was manually unloaded.
Explanation
During processing the tape was manually unloaded.
User action

2064E
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Determine why the tape was manually unloaded and reissue the CMS command that was processing the tape.

2069E
Tape on vdev is file protected.
Explanation
A function that writes to a tape determined that the tape was file protected.
User action
Obtain write access to the tape and reissue the CMS command.

2070W
I/O error vdev ,SCSW=...
Explanation
An I/O error occurred on vdev The SubChannel Status Word is provided.
User action
Analyze the SCSW. Other messages may be following, giving additional information on the error.

2071I
I/O error vdev recovery successful.
Explanation
Following an I/O error on virtual device vdev, the operation was successfully retried.
User action
Look for previous messages (ex: 2070W) to determine what error occurred.

2072W
Intervention &1 on &2, real device &3
Explanation
An intervention has occurred on the specified virtual tape device.
VTAPE will wait for the device to become cleared.

2068E
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User action
None.

2073E
Not enough memory to satisfy requested block size &1
Explanation
Shows the number of cylinders or blocks formatted by the format request.
User action
None.

2134E
Error nn mounting type tape.
Explanation
Return code nn was returned from the VSLABSL subroutine while attempting to mount a tape.
User action
A prior error message was issued by VSLABSL. See the user action for that message.

2200W
Backup file for library p does not exist.
Explanation
An incremental backup was requested for library p, but the current backup file could not be found.
User action
None. A full backup is taken, and a new backup file is created.

2201I
A full backup being done.
Explanation
An incremental library backup was requested, but no backup file existed for the requested library. The request
was changed to a full backup.
2072W
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User action
None.

2202I
Volume pnnnnn blocks backed up nn
Explanation
This message is issued for each virtual tape volume pnnnnn that is backed up by VTBKUP, if the MSG or
MESSAGE option is used.

2203I
nn tapes backed up, nn tapes failed, nn temporary write errors
Explanation
A library backup request is complete. This message gives the number of virtual volumes written to tape, the
number of tapes that were not backed up due to errors, and the number of temporary write errors. A temporary
write error is an I/O error that occurred while writing to tape that was corrected by either retrying the I/O or by
performing an 'erase gap' to skip a bad section of the tape.
User action
If there were any write errors, notify Your system programming group that you are receiving I/O errors. The tape
drive may need to be cleaned or the tape itself may need to be discarded.

2204E
There is no system default library.
Explanation
No library was designated and/or opened as the system default library.
User action
Ensure that a valid VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS file exists on the VSSI PARM disk, and that the VSSI PARM disk
is accessible to the system. Additionally, ensure that the library has been opened via VTOPEN.

2205E
Library p is not defined in this system.
Explanation

2201I
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The specified library is not defined in the VTAPE system configuration file.
System Programmer action
Make sure that the correct libraries were defined when VTAPE was installed. If you cannot determine the cause
of the error, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2206E
I/O error block nn volume pnnnnn on vdev
Explanation
An I/O error occurred on block nn during backup of virtual tape volume pnnnnn, which is on library minidisk
vdev.
System Programmer action
Make sure you are not receiving disk I/O errors. Retry the backup.

2207S
Block nn, disk vdev is not a directory block.
Explanation
During a library backup or library directory copy, directory block nn was read from library disk vdev, but it did
not have a directory block ID.
System Programmer action
If you are not receiving hardware I/O errors, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.

2208E
Tape pnnnnn is a scratch tape.
Explanation
A request was made to backup a specific tape volume and the requested volume was a scratch tape.
User action
If the wrong tape volume number was entered, reissue VTBKUP with the correct volume number.

2205E
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2209I
Tape &1&2 is mounted for output during &3
Explanation
This message is issued by VTBKUP, and details the virtual tape volume to be used to write the backup data.
User action
None.

2210E
vdev is not a VTAPE library disk.
Explanation
The minidisk at vdev is not formatted for VTAPE use.
User action
The library database may have been overwritten, or a library disk may be linked at the wrong virtual address.
Notify Your system programming group.

2211E
Disk vdev for volume pnnnnn is not linked.
Explanation
Tape volume pnnnnn is on library minidisk vdev, but that minidisk is not linked.
User action
Check your virtual machine configuration to ensure that all disks of the library are linked.

2212E
Block nn for volume pnnnnn on vdev is not a < data | first > block.
Explanation
The record read as block nn of tape volume pnnnnn has an incorrect record ID. It should be either a data block or
a 'first' block, depending on the message.
System Programmer action

2209I
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The library database may have been overwritten. If you cannot determine the cause of the error, Note the
complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2213E
Block nn for volume pnnnnn on vdev is block mm for volume pnnnnn
Explanation
This message indicates a block chaining error in the VTAPE library.
System Programmer action
The library database may have been overwritten. If you cannot determine the cause of the error, Note the
complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2214I
Cycle file for tape pnnnnn was not found in volume file.
requested tape.

All backup tapes in cycle nn will be searched for

Explanation
This message indicates that the volume file does not contain detailed cycle information for the requested backup
cycle of the virtual tape volume. This can occur when you are requesting a restore of a single tape volume from a
specific cycle. If the backup for that cycle required several real tapes, the restore program may not be able to
determine which real tape contains the backup of the requested virtual tape volume. Therefore, the restore
program will call for each real tape in the backup cycle to find the requested virtual tape volume.

2215E
Entry block ID error for volume nnnnn on vdev ID=nn
Explanation
This message indicates that there was an error in a VTAPE entry block.
User action
If you receive this error, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2216E
Entry block for volume nn on vdev is entry block for volume nn
Explanation
This message indicates that there was an error in a VTAPE entry block.
2212E
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User action
If you receive this error, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2217E
There is no entry block for VTAPE volume pnnnnn
Explanation
This message indicates that there was a VTAPE entry block was not found in the VTAPE library.
User action
If you receive this error, Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2218I
Total blocks processed: Entry nn, Vtape nn
Explanation
This is an informational message that shows how many blocks were processed by VTBKUP.

2219E
Invalid library prefix - &1
Explanation
A VTBKUP, VTREST, VTRPT, or VTSCR command specified an invalid library prefix.
User Action
Ensure that the correct library prefix or tape volume serial(s) were specified.

2220E
vdev contains nn 4K blocks, mm are required for for volume directory.
Explanation
The disk at vdev can only hold nn 4096-byte blocks, but mm are required to hold the volume directory.
System Programmer action
Increase the size of the minidisk and retry the format.

2216E
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2221E
vdev contains nn FBA blocks, at least mm required for a volume disk.
Explanation
The disk at vdev can only hold nn FBA blocks, but at least mm are required to be part of a VTAPE library.
System Programmer action
Increase the size of the minidisk and retry the format.

2222E
Library disk number nnn exceeds maximum nnn, for library p
Explanation
The library disk number entered exceeds the maximum number of library disk in the VTSYSTEM definition file.
If you entered a VDEV device number you should have used the MDISK keyword.
User action
Reissue the CMS command with a valid library disk number.

2223E
Library p minidisk vdev is not within library minidisk range vdev-vdev
Explanation
The library minidisk number entered is not within the disk range in the VTSYSTEM definition file for the
requested library. If you entered a library disk number you should have used the LDISK keyword.
User action
Reissue the CMS command with a valid library minidisk device number.

2224E
Tape vol on minidisk vdev is not within library minidisk range vdev-vdev
Explanation
The minidisk vdev number in the tape volume descriptor block is not within the range of the library minidisk vdev
range. This message is only issues when a single library disk is being restored and the tape being restored was
created in a library with a different vdev range.

2221E
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User action
Contact VSSI.

2225I
&1 for library &2 started at &3 on &4
Explanation
The backup for the specified library has started on the specified time and date.
User action
None.

2226I
&1 for library &2 ended at &3 on &4, Return code &5
Explanation
The backup for the specified library has ended on the specified time and date.
The final return code is also shown.
User action
None.

2227E
Invalid relative block pointer &1 for volume &2
Explanation
VTREST was specified with the BLockid parameter. The program attempted to convert the BLOCKID to a valid
tape offset. The conversion failed.
User action
Specify a valid BLockid value on the VTREST command.

2228I
Backup will be appended as file number &1
Explanation
2224E
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This message is written by VTBKUP, and details the file number of the backup to be appended to the current
tape.
The final return code is also shown.
User action
None.

2229E
Invalid forward pointer for block nnnn The volume pnnnnn may be corrupted.
Explanation
This message is issued by VTBKUP when an internal pointer is found to be invalid. This may occur if a virtual
tape block failed to be written to dasd. There may be loss of data involved. The virtual tape should be checked.
User action
Unless the occurrence can be related to a hardware problem on a dasd, contact VSSI.

2230R
Copy directory from vdev to vdev?

Enter Y for Yes or N for No.

Explanation
This message is issued to verify the copy of the library directory for library disk recovery.
User action
Enter Y if the library directory should be copied from one minidisk to the other; if not, enter N.

2231I
Directory copied from vdev to vdev, nn blocks copied.
Explanation
The library directory has been copied from one minidisk to another. nn is the number of blocks copied.

2232I
Invalid pointer for block nnnn The volume pnnnnn may be corrupted.
Explanation

2228I
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This message is issued by VTREST. It indicates that the tape internal structure was not correct when the tape was
backed-up. The restore continues but the virtual tape may be corrupted.
User action
Contact the owner of the backup, to determine if the library was corrupted.

2233I
nnn tape(s) with internal structural errors.
Explanation
Summary message showing the number of virtual tapes with invalid pointers.

2240I
Volume pnnnnn scratched.
Explanation
Volume pnnnnn has been scratched from the directory for a library disk restore.
pnnnnn is the virtual tape volume number.

2241E
Base library disk vdev is not available.
Explanation
VTAPE library disk vdev, which contains the library directory, is not linked. The function cannot complete.
User action
Link the disk and reissue the request.

2242E
No output library is open.
Explanation
A library restore command was entered, but no VTAPE library is open for output.
User action
Open a library for output and reenter the request.
2232I
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2243E
Library p is not open for output.
Explanation
A library restore command was entered, but the requested library is not open for output.
User action
Open the library for output and reenter the request.

2250R
Scratch all tape volumes from directory for library p disk nnn minidisk vdev?

Enter Yes or No or Quit

Explanation
VTREST uses the VTSCRTCH command to remove all tape volume entries from the library directory that are
shown to be on disk vdev. If hardware errors caused library disk vdev to fail, and the data on that disk is being
rebuilt from backup tapes, a new disk should have been formatted to replace vdev. The tapes that were on vdev
when it failed are no longer present in the system, so their entries should be removed from the library directory.
This message is issued to confirm that the library disk should be rebuilt. All tapes that were on library disk vdev
will be scratched from the output VTAPE library directory.
User action
Reply Yes to scratch the tapes assigned to the minidisk. Reply No to continue the restore without scratching the
volumes. Reply Quit to quit the restore and exit. Note that a reply of N will leave the library directory out of sync
with the tapes that are present in the library.

2251I
Volume nnnnn library p restored to volume nnnnn library p, nn blocks
Explanation
This message is issued for each volume restored to a library if the MESSAGE or MSG option was entered for the
restore. It shows the original library and volume number when the volume was backed up, the library and volume
number to which the volume was restored, and the number of 4096-byte data blocks in the volume.

2252E
(Backup | Restore) for volume nnnnn terminated due to errors.
Explanation
2242E
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This message is issued if a backup or restore for a volume is terminated nnnnn is the volume number of the virtual
tape. A previous message identifies the cause of the error.

2253E
Block sequence error on input tape.
Explanation
During a restore, the tape blocks on the backup tape were found to be out of order.
User action
Make sure the restore tapes were not mounted out of order. The restore will continue with the next virtual volume
found on the backup tape.

2254E
Block read nn should be mm
Explanation
This message is issued with message 2253E to identify the block in error.
User action
See message number 2253E.

2255I
Restore complete, nn volume(s) restored.
Explanation
This message is issued at the completion of a restore. nn is the number of tape volumes that were restored.

2256E
I/O error nn, sense=nnnn, rc=nn
Explanation
An I/O error occurred while writing to a virtual tape volume during a restore.
System Programmer action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.
2252E
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2257E
Block read for volume nnnnn while restoring volume mmmmm
Explanation
During the restore of a volume, a library block was read from the backup tape for a different virtual volume prior
to the end of the current volume. Restoring continues with the next volume.
System Programmer action
Note the complete error message number and text and contact Virtual Software Systems.

2258E
Record for volume nnnnn not found in volume file fname ftype
Explanation
A request was made to restore volume nnnnn, but the volume number was not found in volume file fname ftype.
User action
If you know the backup tape that contains the requested volume, use the BKTAPE option to restore the volume.
Check the library backup reports to identify the backup tape.

2260E
Unable to define virtual tape drive vdev
Explanation
VTREST uses the CP DEFINE command to define a virtual tape drive at address vdev. to be used for a restore.
The define command failed.
User action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, Note the complete error message number and text and contact
Virtual Software Systems.

2261E
Error converting volume number xxx
Explanation
An invalid volume number was entered; it could not be converted to a number. xxx is the volume number that was
2256E
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entered.
User action
Enter a valid volume number.

2262E
Unable to mount virtual scratch tape.
Explanation
VTREST was unable to mount a virtual scratch tape for a restore.
User action
The error returned by VTMOUNT is displayed on the virtual console. If possible, correct the error and rerun the
restore. You must have a VTAPE output library to perform a restore.

2263I
Searching for blockid &1
Explanation
This message is written by VTREST, and indicates the BLockid of the tape data block being searched for on the
tape.
User action
None.

2264E
Start of the volume is more than &1 blocks from the specified blockid &2.
Explanation
The user specified BLockid on the VTREST command, but the specified BLOCKID is greater than 20 tape blocks
from the current tape position.
User action
Specify the correct BLockid on the VTREST command.

2261E
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2265I
Found volume &1 not &2 search continues...
Explanation
This message is ussed by VTREST when searching for the requested virtual tape volume.
User action
None.

2266E
Error &1 from TAPECTL LOCBLK &2
Explanation
VTREST has encountered an error while attempting to orient to the specified BLOCKID.
User action
Specify the current BLockid on the VTREST command.

2267I
Located 1st block of requested volume &1; starting restore...
Explanation
VTREST has located the specified Blockid on the input tape, and is ready to begin the data restore.
User action
None.

2268W
Blockid from Volfile=&1 and from the command line=&2; command line value will be used.
Explanation
VTREST was supplied with multiple Blockids (i.e., from the command line and from the volume cycle file). The
command line value takes precedence.
User action

2265I
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Ensure that the command line BLockid value is the one that you want.

2270E
Error obtaining library prefix from system.
Explanation
VTAPE CMS commands issue a VTQUERY SPACE to obtain the prefix for the output library. This message is
issued if an error is returned on the request.
User action
Reenter the command with a library prefix of open an output library.

2276E
First record in < Backup | Scratch | Volume > file fname ftype is not a header record.
Explanation
VTRPT2 requires a header record as the first record in volume file fname ftype This file is created by VTRPT1.
User action
The file may have been overwritten and may need to be recreated. The BACKUP file is created by VTBKUP. The
VOLUME and SCRATCH files are created by VTRPT1.

2280I
Scratch complete, nn tapes have been scratched.
Explanation
This message is issued after scratching the tapes in a VTAPE scratch file. nn is the number of tapes that were
scratched.

2281W
nn tapes were not scratched due to errors.
Explanation
This message is issued after scratching the tapes in a VTAPE scratch file. It shows the number of tapes nn that
were not scratched because they were already scratched, or they did not match the description in the scratch file.
User action

2268W
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Check the scratch report to determine the reason these tapes were not scratched. Users can scratch and/or reuse a
tape between the time the expired tape report is created by VTRPT1, and the time VTSCR1 is run.

2282E
Invalid command response.
Explanation
A response from an internally issued VTAPE CP command could not be interpreted.
User action
If you cannot determine the cause of the error, notify Virtual Software Systems.

2283E
Prefix p from scratch file does not match prefix q from library
Explanation
The library prefix for the tapes in the scratch file, p, does not match the prefix for the active output library, q.
User action
Check the scratch file to determine the problem.

2300R
Enter 'M' to Remount or 'T' to Terminate
Explanation
This message is issued after a prior message, such as an unlabeled tape being mounted when a scratch was
requested.
User action
Enter M to unload the tape and mount a different scratch tape. Enter T to terminate the program.

2301A
Mount vdev SL < volser | SCRATCH >
Explanation
This message asks for a tape to be mounted for VTBKUP or VTREST. vdev is the virtual device number
(address) of the drive on which a tape should be mounted. volser is the volume serial of the tape to be mounted, or
2281W
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SCRATCH for a scratch tape.
User action
Mount the requested tape, or a scratch tape, on the requested drive.

2302E
Tape on vdev is not standard labeled.
Explanation
The tape on the specified device is not a standard labeled tape as expected.
User action
Mount the requested tape, or a scratch tape, on the requested drive.

2302R
Enter 'M' to Remount or 'T' to Terminate
Explanation
The first record on the tape mounted on vdev is not a VOL1 label or is not an 80-character record.
User action
Enter M to unload the tape; you will be prompted to mount the requested tape again. Enter T to terminate the
program.

2303E
Tape on vdev is volser1 not volser2

2303R
Enter 'M' to Remount or 'T' to Terminate
Explanation
The wrong tape was mounted on the requested tape drive at address vdev. volser1 is the internal volume serial of
the volume mounted. volser2 is the volume serial that was requested.
User action
Enter M to unload the tape; you will be prompted to mount the requested tape again. Enter T to terminate the
program.
2301A
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2304E
I/O error n processing < HDR1 | EOF1 > label on vdev

2304R
Continue? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
Explanation
Return code n was received for an I/O operation to read a HDR1 or EOF1 label from the tape on drive vdev.
User action
If you want to continue the program, enter Y; if not, enter N.

2305E
Dsname on tape vdev dsname, does not match requested dsname

2305R
Enter 'M' to Remount, 'U' to Use the tape or 'T' to Terminate
Explanation
The dataset name on the requested tape mounted on vdev does not match the requested dataset name. If the correct
tape is mounted, it may have been overwritten.
User action
Enter M if you want a different tape mounted. Enter U to use the mounted tape. Enter T to unload the tape and
terminate the job.

2306I
Tape on vdev is SL volser dsname=dsname
Explanation
This message is issued when a tape is mounted for input or output, and the label has been read. vdev is the tape
drive address. volser is the volume serial of the tape. dsname is the data set name on the tape.

2303R
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2307W
Invalid SL trailer for tape volser on vdev, block count check suppressed.
Explanation
An invalid standard label trailer label was identified, however, block count error suppression was requested.
User action
None.

2308W
Block count nn on tape vdev does not match blocks read mm

2308R
Continue? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
Explanation
There is a difference between the block count in the EOF1 label, nn, and the blocks read by the program, mm, for
the tape mounted on vdev.
User action
Enter Y to ignore the error and continue with the next volume. Enter N to terminate the program.

2309A
Keep vdev SL volser dsname=dsname
Explanation
This message is issued when a tape is unloaded from tape drive vdev.

2310A
Mount vdev SL scratch
Explanation
to be mounted on vdev.
User action
Mount a standard labeled scratch tape on the requested tape drive.
2307W
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2311R
Enter 6 character volume serial or 'UNLOAD' for tape on vdev
Explanation
An unlabeled tape was mounted on vdev.
User action
Enter a 6 character volume serial to label the tape, or UNLOAD to remove the tape and mount another.

2312I
Volume serial entered was volser

2312R
Correct? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
Explanation
This message is issued to verify the volume serial that you entered.
User action
If the volume serial is correct, enter Y; if not, enter N.

2313W
Volume volser, dsname=dsname, on vdev, expires date

2313R
Enter 'M' for Remount or 'U' to Use the tape.
Explanation
The tape that is mounted on vdev has not expired.
User action
Enter M to unload the tape and prompt for another scratch tape to be mounted, or U to overwrite the unexpired
tape.

2310A
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2315E
Logical error processing < HDR1 | EOF1 > label on vdev

2315R
Continue? - Enter Y for Yes or N for No.
Explanation
An error occurred reading a HDR1 or EOF1 label from the tape on drive vdev.
User action
If you want to try to run the restore with the tape volume mounted, enter Y; if not, enter N.

2320R
Volser volser1 on vdev, does not match VTAPE volser volser2
vtape volser Enter 'U' to unload the tape and exit

Enter 'T' to use the tape volser or 'V' to use

Explanation
During a standard labeled tape copy, the internal volume serial of the output tape (the volser in the VOL1 record)
does not match its library number. volser1 is the internal volume serial from the standard label of the output tape.
volser2 is the library number of the output tape. This message is asking if you want the volser in the standard
label of the output tape to be updated to match its library number.
User action
Enter T to leave the volser in the output tape unchanged. Enter V to update the volser in the VOL1 label of the
output tape, with the library number of the output tape. Enter U to unload the output tape and end the job.

2321E
Reply must be 6 characters.
Explanation
A volume serial was entered that was not six characters long.
User action
Enter a 6 character volume serial.

2315E
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2322I
Input tape on vdev is sl volume volser
Explanation
This message gives the input volume serial for a standard labeled tape copy.

2323I
Output tape on vdev is sl volume volser
Explanation
This message identifies the output volume serial volser for the standard labeled output tape mounted on vdev.

2324I
New internal volser for tape on vdev is volser
Explanation
This message identifies the new internal volume serial volser for the standard labeled tape mounted on vdev.

2325I
VTAPE number for tape on vdev is volser
Explanation
This message identifies the external volume serial volser for the standard labeled tape mounted on vdev.

2326W
Input file &1 is an empty file.
Explanation
During copy for a multifile tape volume, an empty tape file was found.
User action
None.

2322I
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2327I
End of job nn tape marks processed.
Explanation
This message is issued at the end of a COPYTAPE request. nn is the number of tape marks or physical files
processed. For standard labeled tapes, there will be three tape marks processed for each dataset on the tape.

2328E
End of output tape on vdev
Explanation
The input tape is too large to fit on the output tape.
User action
If the input tape is a multifile tape, copy some of the files to a different tape. If you are copying to a virtual tape,
make the output tape larger with the VTSET SIZE command.

2330E
Tape in &1 does not have a valid standard label
Explanation
The specified tape volume was expected to have standard labels, but none were found.
User action
Specify the correct volume serial or label type on the invoked command.

2331E
Tape in vdev is not a VSSI backup tape. (Append | File) requires a tape previously created by VSSI.
Explanation
The APpend or FIle options require a tape formatted by a previous VTBKUP. The first file HDR1 was not created
by VTBKUP.
User action
If you want to use the tape, reissue the command without the APpend or FIle option. VTBKUP will start at the
beginning of the tape.

2327I
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2332I
File &1 is &2 ,created on &3 expiring on &4
Explanation
This message details the file number, name, date, and expiration date of a file on virtual tape media.
User action
None.

2333E
The function requested requires a SL tape created by VTBKUP. The number of TM(xx) is invalid.
Explanation
VTBKUP writes 3 TM per file. When positioning the tape to append a new file, the number of TM skipped before
reaching EOT was not a multiple of 3.
User action
The tape is a VTBKUP tape, but for some reasons (may be unloaded midway during a previous backup) not all
the tape marks got written. Use the LIST option to determine how many files are on the tape. Then use the FILE
option to start appending after the last valid tapefile.

2334E
LIST must be the only option specified.
Explanation
The VTBKUP LIST option was specified along with one or more backup-related options.
User action
To list a tape, specify LIST as the only option; otherwise, specify one or more backup-related options.

2335E
&1 option can only be used with the options TAPE nn or BKTAPE vvvvvv
Explanation
A VTREST option was specified which is only valid if the TAPE nn or BKTAPE vvvvvv options are specified.
User action
2332I
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Correct the VTREST options prior to re-invoking the command.

2336E
Invalid tape format. Block read is not HDR1, DB, EOF1 or EOV1.
Explanation
While positioning the tape for an APpend or FIle option, VTBKUP encountered a non supported datablock. This
is a tape created by VTBKUP, but it got overwritten somehow.
User action
Use the LIST option to determine how many files are on the tape. Then use the FILE option to start appending
after the last valid tapefile.

2337E
File number &1 was not found on the tape mounted at address &2
Explanation
A standard label tape and file number was specified on a VTREST command, but the specified file was not found.
User action
Correct the volser and/or FILE nnn parameter(s) on the VTREST command line.

2338E
Cannot append to tape on &1 because it is full.
Explanation
The user requested to append a file to the specified tape volume, but the volume is full.
User action
Use a different tape volume.

2339I
Restoring from file number &1 on tape &2.
Explanation
VTREST is restoring data from the specified tape volume serial and file number.

2335E
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User action
None.

2340E
Cannot restore from tape on &1. File &2 is empty.
Explanation
The user requested a tape restore from the specified tape volume and file number, but the file is zero-length (e.g.,
double tape marks).
User action
Ensure that the specified tape volume contains the desired data.

2500E
Sense SCSW is zero
Explanation
The above message is issued during tape error recovery processing. A null SCSW was detected. Error recovery
continues.
User action
None.

2501E
Read Buffered Log SCSW is zero
Explanation
The above message is issued during tape error recovery processing. A null SCSW was detected. Error recovery
continues.
User action
None.

2502E
Buffered log overflow, data processed
Explanation
2339I
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The above message is issued during tape error recovery processing. A READ BUFFERED LOG request returned
more data than could fit in the allocated buffer. Error recovery continues.
User action
None.

2503E
CCWs at &1 = &2 - &3
Explanation
An error was detected during processing of a MODESET CCW. The CCWs are displayed. Error recovery
continues.
User action
None.

2504E
VDEV &1, CSW stored on SIO
Explanation
A tape I/O operation returned an error condition. Error recovery continues.
User action
None.

2505E
VDEV &1, is status-pending
Explanation
A status-pending condition was been detected for the specified virtual device. Error recovery continues.
User action
None.

2506E
VDEV &1, is busy

2502E
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Explanation
The specified virtual device is busy. Error recovery continues.
User action
None.

2507E
VDEV &1, is not operational
Explanation
The specified device has gone from operational to not-operational. Error recovery continues.
User action
None.

2508E
SENSE=.....
Explanation
This message provides the sense bytes following an I/O error.
User action
Analyze the sense bytes to determine the cause of the error.

2509E
ORB .......
Explanation
This message provides the Operation Request Block content.
User action
None

2510E
INTBLOK=.....

2506E
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Explanation
This message provides the INTerrupt response BLOcK content.
User action
None
[Top of Page |Next Page |Previous Page ]
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VTAPE CP ABEND Codes
This section lists the VTAPE ABEND codes. ABEND codes are issued in the form xxxnnn, where:
xxx identifies the module that issued the abend, such as PRC for module RVTPRC.
nnn is the abend number.
An ABEND of REW001 is issued by the module RVTREW and has a code of 001. Most VTAPE-generated
ABENDs are SOFT ABENDs.

CCW001
Invalid CCW Op code received.

IOR001
Invalid page address.
Explanation
The guest real page address is negative.

IOR002
VTACT lock not held.
Explanation
The VTACT lock is not held when it should have been.

IOR004
HARD ABEND - I/O already started.
Explanation
An I/O operation is scheduled for an already active request.

IOR005
Invalid Relative record number.

MNT001
Volume lock not released.

VTAPE CP ABEND Codes
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Explanation
A request to release the volume lock was unsuccessful.

REW001
Volume lock not released.
Explanation
A request to release the volume lock was unsuccessful.

RST001
Missing RVT (VTAPE) component ID block.
Explanation
The RVT CMPID was expected to be present, but the RVTRST module could not find it

SCR001
Volume lock not released.
Explanation
A request to release the volume lock was unsuccessful.

SCR002
Volume lock not released.
Explanation
A request to release the volume lock was unsuccessful.

ST1001
Volume lock not released.
Explanation
A request to release the volume lock was unsuccessful.

MNT001
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SV1001
Invalid Directory VTIOT.

SV1002
Invalid Directory VTIOT.

SV1003
Volume lock not released.
Explanation
A request to release the volume lock was unsuccessful.

SV2001
Tape does not unload.
Explanation
During detach processing, a virtual tape could be unloaded.

SV3001
Internal flag destroyed.
Explanation
During a search for scratch sets, the flag indicating what queue is being searched got destroyed.
[Top of Page |Next Page |Previous Page ]
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VSSI CP Messages
This section lists the VSSI CP messages with explanations, and user actions. Informational messages are usually
issued without the message number. The full message number is RVSxxxnnnt, where:
xxx identifies the module that issued the message, such as CMD for module RVSCMD.
nnn is the message "number".
t

is the message type:

• I for informational messages
• W for warnings
• E for errors
• S for severe errors
• R for messages that require a response (such as YES or NO)
A typical message number is RVSCMD020E. This message was issued by VSSI module RVSCMD, and is
message number 020E.

001I
VSSI disk at address vdev owned by userid userid is not currently accessed.
Explanation
The VSSI parm disk is defined, but is not currently CP accessed.
User action
Issue the CPACCess command.

002I
There was no definition for the VSSI parm disk in the configuration file used at IPL.
Explanation
The VSSI statement VSI_Disk was not in the SYSTEM CONFIG file used at IPL time.
User action
Issue the VSSet VSIDisk command to define the VSSI parm disk.

003E
An empty RVS component ID block was found. Contact Virtual Software Systems.
Explanation

VSSI CP Messages
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The RVS CMPIDBK has been, unexpectedly, reset to X'0's.
User action
Contact VSSI for help in resolving this issue.

004I
VSSI disk at address vdev is owned by userid userid and accessed as c.
Explanation
The VSSI parm disk is available.

005E
Error nnnn accessing vdev owned by userid.
Explanation
The disk is not accessible.
User action
See the explanation for error code nnnn.

006I
VSSI parm disk set to vdev, owned by userid.
Explanation
The current VSSI parm disk definition.

007I
VSSI parm disk was vdev owned by userid userid.
Explanation
The VSSI parm disk definition was changed. This message displays the old values.

008I
Specify REPlace to overwrite existing definition.
Explanation

003E
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The option (REPlace) is required when changing an existing definition.
User action
Re-issue the command with the REPlace option.

009E
VSSI component ID block not found. Cannot open configuration files.
Explanation
The RVS CMPBK was not found. This could happen if, during IPL, a VSI_Disk statement was not found in the
VSSI config file. As a result, no configuration files can be processed.
User action
You can create the RVS CMPIDBK with the command VSSet VSIDisk userid vdev. You should also verify that a
VSI_Disk statement is present in the VSSI config file.

010E
Invalid argument n passed to RVSCFG.
Explanation
The value n is invalid. This is an internal (i.e., code logic) error.
User action
Contact Virtual Software Systems.

011E
File fname ftype fmode not found.
Explanation
The specified configuration file was not found.
User action
Verify that the file in question resides on the VSSI parm disk, or (if VPARS or ShadowDisk/Z) on the (optional)
configuration disk(s).

008I
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012E
Read I/O error detected for fname ftype fmode record n.
Explanation
The specified configuration file exists, but cannot be read starting at record n.
User action
Verify that the file can be read by CP, by issuing the command CPTYPE fname ftype fmode.

013E
Unbalanced REXX comment detected in file fname ftype fmode record n.
Explanation
The configuration file contains a multi-line REXX-style comment beginning with a start-comment delimiter (/*)
on line n, but no end-comment delimiter (*/) was found on that line or any subsequent lines.
User action
If the file was manually edited, remove the comment field. If the file was generated as part of the VSSI BUILD
process, contact Virtual Software Systems.

014E
Previous syntax error detected in file fname ftype fmode record n.
Explanation
The CP parser has already put out a message explaining the error. This message specifies the file and line where
the error occurred.
User action
Correct the statement in error.

015E
Missing continuation detected in file fname ftype fmode record n.
Explanation
An EOF was detected while a multiple-line configuration statement was being parsed.
User action
012E
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Verify that a comma was not inadvertently left on the last statement.

016E
Statement length exceeds 4000 characters in file fname ftype fmode record n.
Explanation
The combined length of a multiple-line configuration statement, starting at record n, exceeds the maximum of
4000 characters.
User action
Inspect the failing statement for extra commas. No VSSI configuration statement is that long!

017E
No valid statements found in file fname ftype fmode record n.
Explanation
If no parser errors were issued, then the file is either empty or all statements are commented out. Otherwise, all
statements are invalid
User action
Review the content of the failing file.

018I
VSSI Level nnn Build nnnn on date for vmlevel.
Explanation
VSSI Level build information.
nnn

Level of VSSI

nnnn

Level of Build

date

Date of Build

vmlevel. Level of z/VM

019E
Unsupported component ID(compid) detected.
Explanation
015E
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The parser attempt to parse a configuration file belonging to an unlicensed VSSI product component. compid
identifies the failing component.
User action
If you are not licensed for a specific product component, you should avoid issuing the following commands:
Component Commands to Avoid
VPARS VPINIT, VPOPEN
ShadowDisk/Z VDINIT, VDOPEN
VTAPE VTINIT, VTOPEN

020E
Invalid option - ccc.
Explanation
The option specified is not valid for the command entered.
ccc is the option not recognized.
User action
Correct the error and reissue the command.

021E
Operand missing or invalid - ccc.
Explanation
The command expects an additional operand which was not specified or is not recognized.
ccc, if specified, is the invalid operand.
User action
Correct the error and reissue the command.

022I
VSSI DATEFORMAT = ccc
Explanation

019E
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Display of the current VSSI date format.

023E
Duplicate option - ccc
Explanation
The option was specified more than once in the command.
ccc is the duplicate option.
User action
Correct the error and reissue the command.

024E
Invalid date format specified : ccc
Explanation
The date format specified on the VSSet DATEF command is invalid.
ccc is the date format in error.
User action
Verify the date format entered. Make sure that the delimiter is a slash ('/').

025E
Invalid delimiter specified : c
Explanation
The delimiter specified, c, is invalid.
User action
The specified delimiter character was either:
. not a single character (i.e., more than 1 character);
. not a supported date delimiter character.

022I
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Reissue the VSSet DELimiter command using one of the following date delimiter characters:
Char

Name

/

forward slash

-

dash

_

underscore

|

vertical bar

:

colon

026I
This CP is not Year 2000 compliant. The command is canceled and the date format not changed.
Explanation
The command VSSet SYSDate was entered on a system whose Control Program is not Year 2000 compliant.
Under this condition, there is no default date format. The command is canceled.
System Programmer action
Upgrade to a YEAR2000 compliant CP!

999S
Invalid message address, return offset nnn

Explanation
A message was to be issued, but the address of the message was invalid or overlaid. The message processing
module issues this message in order to report this condition.

User action
Please send the console log to VSSI Support.

025E
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1001I
VSSI parm disk at address vdev is owned by userid userid.
Explanation
Definition of the VSSI parm disk as specified on the VSI_Disk initialization statement.

1002I
ccc configuration statement is duplicated. It will be ignored.
Explanation
If an initialization statement is duplicated, only the first instance is considered.
ccc is the duplicated statement.
xplanation
The system will initialize with the value specified on the first occurrence of the statement.

1021I
Component (compid) successfully loaded|unloaded.

Explanation
The VSSI component (compid) was either successfully loaded (via CPXLOAD),
or unloaded (via CPXUNLOAD).

1022I
Initialization started for component(compid).
Explanation
Dynamic module loading and initialization has begun for the selected VSSI component.

1023I
Initialization ended for component(compid).
Explanation
1001I
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Dynamic module loading and initialization has ended for the selected VSSI component.

1024E
Component (VSSI ) must be loaded first | unloaded last.

Explanation
One of the following situations has been detected:
. The user attempted to dynamically load a VSSI component other than VSSI
(for example, VTAPE), but the VSSI component has not previously loaded.
. The user attempted to dynamically unload the VSSI component, but dependent components
(for example, VPARS, ShadowDisk/Z, VTAPE) were still loaded.

User action
If loading, the VSSI component must be loaded first.
If unloading, the VSSI component must be unloaded last.
Please review the VSCPX EXEC documentation for the proper use of the ENABLE (i.e., load) and DISABLE
(i.e., unload) parameters.

1025E
No EPName epname for component(compid).
Explanation
During dynamic module loading or unloading, the load process attempted to pass control to EPName epname
(either after the load completed, or before the unload began). The specified EPName was not found.

User action
Ensure that the correct version of the VSSI PRODUCT files were used at VSSI build time. This error almost
always indicates an incomplete or damaged VSSI Installation disk.
1023I
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1026E
Component ID(compid) is unsupported.
Explanation
The VSSI CPXLOAD code attempted to load an unlicensed VSSI product component. compid identifies the
failing component.
User action
This is probably a VSSI BUILD exec error. Contact Virtual Software Systems.

1041W
Product(compid) license expires in nnn days.
Explanation
The VSSI product specified by (compid) will expire in the specified number of days.
The product will continue to run for up to 60 days after expiration; however, expiration messages
will be written to both the user and OPERATOR consoles.
After the 60-day grace period, any attempts to use the VSSI product will result in soft ABENDs.
User action
Acquire an updated product license from VSSI.

1042I
Product (compid) running in trial license mode.
Explanation
The VSSI product compid is running with a trial license.
User action
Acquire an updated license from VSSI.

1044E
Product (compid) has expired.

1025E
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Explanation
The VSSI product specified by compid has expired.
The product will continue to run for up to 60 days after expiration; however, expiration messages will be written
to both the user and OPERATOR consoles.
After the 60-day grace period, any attempts to use the VSSI product will result in soft ABENDs.
User action
Acquire an updated product license from VSSI.

1050W
Please contact VSSI for license renewal.
Explanation
This message is written as part of the following events:
MsgId Event
1041W License expires in nnn days.
1044E License has expired.

User action
Please review the procedure outlined in one of the above message explanations.

1061I
VSSI Product License Summary for Licensee:
licensee_name acctno #Products: nnn
Product

LicenseType

Duration

Expires

product_1

ltype_1

dur_1

expdt_1

product_2

ltype_2

dur_2

expdt_2

product_n

ltype_n

dur_n

expdt_n

1044E
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Each field is as follows:
Field

Usage

product

The product name (VPARS, ShadowDisk/Z, VTAPE, etc)

ltype

The license type:

expdt

Type

CPUID
Checked

Duration

Trial

No

60 days

Single Machine

Yes

1 year

Multiple
Machine

Yes

1 year

Site

No

1 year

The product expiration date in yyyy-mm-dd format.

Explanation
The above report is issued by the VSLSHOW command. The report indicates the product status of each
product in the current VSSI license file on the VSSI PARM disk.

1081E
OPEN failed for cfgname.

Explanation
The VSSI configuration file specified by cfgname cannot be accessed.

User action
Ensure that the named file resides on the VSSI PARM disk (it is ignored if found anywhere else).

1061I
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1082E
CLOSE failed for cfgname.

Explanation
The VSSI configuration file specified by cfgname cannot be properly closed.

User action
Please report this issue to VSSI.

1083E
READ failed (line nnn) for cfgname.

Explanation
During configuration file processing for configuration file cfgname, a READ I/O error was detected at or near line
nnn in the file.

User action
Ensure that the configuration file resides on the VSSI PARM disk, and has format Fixed80.

1084E
PARSE failed (line nnn) for cfgname.

Explanation
During configuration file processing for cfgname, a parsing error was detected at or near line nnn.
Parse errors can be caused by any of the following:
1082E
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. REXX-style start-comment (/*) with no end-comment (*/)
. Continuation indicated on the previous line (i.e., the last character was a comma),
but no following line was read
. The entire statement (including continuation lines) exceeds 4000 characters.

User action
Fix the erroneous statement.

1091E
No valid license loaded.

Explanation
The initialization routines attempted to load the VSSI LICENSE file, but encountered errors. The load has failed.

User action
Review the error messages issued before 1091E in order to determine the cause of the error.

1092E
Invalid product name detected.

Explanation
An internal routine requested license validation for an unknown product name.

User action
Save the console log and contact VSSI Support.
1084E
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1093E
No valid key found for product(compid).

Explanation
The system is attempting to run a VSSI product for which it is not licensed.

User action
If the license file is damaged, please contact VSSI Support to obtain an updated license file.

2039I
&1 Build &2 for &3 assembled &4
Explanation
This message indicates the VSSI CMS module build level, z/VM level, and assembly date.
User action
None.

2401W
Update canceled, &1 was not modified
Explanation
DISKZAP issued a user prompt to write the updated block data to disk. The user responded NO.
User action
None.

2402E
&1 number is required
Explanation
1092E
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An invalid parameter was encountered during DISKZAP processing.
User action
Correct the DISKZAP parameter before re-invoking the command.

2403E
Offset &1 is greater than &2 length &3
Explanation
The DISKZAP offset was found to be greater than the corresponding block length.
User action
Re-issue the command with correct parameters.

2404E
&1 data length &2 plus offset &3 exceed &4 length &5
Explanation
The DISKZAP specified block data length and offset exceeds the block length.
User action
Re-issue the command with correct parameters.

2405R
Write updated &1?
Explanation
DISKZAP has prompted the user for permission to write an updated block back to disk.
User action
Respond as desired (YES or NO) to the message.

2406I
&1 at CCHHR=&2 on &3 has been updated
Explanation

2402E
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The specified block has been updated by DISKZAP on the block address and vdev above.
User action
None.

2407I
VDEV=&1 CCHHR=&2 LENGTH=&3 DECIMAL=&4 OFFSET=&5 &6&7
Explanation
This message is issued by DISKZAP, and shows the current position of the disk update pointer.
User action
None.

2408E
Alter data entered exceeds maximum of 32 bytes
Explanation
DISKZAP detected that the data to be altered exceeds the number of bytes specified above. The update is
rejected.
User action
Specify up to the maximum number of bytes to be altered.

2410I
VDEV=&1, CCHHR=&2, KEY LENGTH=&3, DATA LENGTH=&4, DEC
Explanation
This message is issued by DISKZAP, and shows the block ID of the block to be processed on the virtual disk
device.
User action
None.

2411I
Online date format is not available. Using the default in VSOPTNS.

2406I
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Explanation
The command attempted to get the online date format. If this is not available, the default specified in the
VSOPTNS macro is used instead.
User action
None.

2412I
Online date format different from utility date format. Using online date format.
Explanation
The command attempted to get the online date format. The attempt succeeded, and the online format is used.
User action
None.

2411I
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VSSI CP ABEND Codes
This section lists the VSSI ABEND codes generated by VSSI common code. ABEND codes are issued in the
form xxxnnn, where:
xxx

identifies the module that issued the abend, such as STN for module RVSSTN.

nnn is the ABEND number.
For example, an ABEND of STN208 is issued by the module RVSSTN and has a code of 208. Most
VSSI-generated ABENDs are SOFT ABENDs.

CFG001
Internal error. Filename missing.
Explanation
When requesting the reading of a configuration file, the calling module did not provide a filename.
This is probably a logic error; please contact VSSI Technical Support.

CFG008
A return code greater than 4 was received when allocating the RVS component ID block.
Explanation
A return code greater than 4 usually means that an invalid parameter was provided to the callee.
Please see the explanation of ABEND code STL199 below.

PRM001
The RVS component ID block was not found.
Explanation
The RVS CMPID is allocated at initialization time. It should exist for the life of the current IPL.
Please see the explanation of ABEND code STL199 below.

PRM008
A return code greater than 4 was received when allocating or locking the RVS component ID block. A return
code greater than 4 was received when allocating or locking the RVS component ID block.
Explanation

VSSI CP ABEND Codes
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A return code greater than 4 usually means that an invalid parameter was provided to the callee.
Please see the explanation of ABEND code STL199 below.

STL199
Product component ID block unavailable.
Explanation
After VPARS, VTAPE, or ShadowDisk/Z initialization (via a VPINIT|VTINIT|VDINIT command, or the first
VPARS|VTAPE|ShadowDisk/Z console command after IPL), the initialization code could not locate the
appropriate component ID block.
System Programmer Action
This error is almost always caused by an invalid EXTERNAL_SYNTAX statement in the VSSI CONFIG file
(i.e., using a VSSI CONFIG file from an old version). VSSI CONFIG is located on the same minidisk as IBM's
SYSTEM CONFIG. Check this line and correct it as shown below:
. EXTERNAL_SYNTAX EPN RVSINISY (incorrect; used by older product versions)
. EXTERNAL_SYNTAX EPN RVSSTNSY (correct for Version 55)
The Version 55 build process (via the VSCOPY and/or VSBLDCFG execs) is normally used to generate a correct
VSSI CONFIG and copy the configuration files to the CP PARM disk (MAINT CF1 for z/VM versions < 6.2, or
PMAINT CF0 for z/VM versions >= 6.2).
After correcting the above line, you should reboot the system.
If the problem persists, contact Virtual Software Systems Technical Support.

STN208
A return code greater than 4 was received when allocating the RVS component ID block.
Explanation
A return code greater than 4 usually means that an invalid parameter was provided to the callee.
Please see the explanation of ABEND code STL199 above.

PRM008
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Reader's Comment Form

We welcome any comments that you may be able to provide about this manual. Is there anything that you
especially like or dislike about the manual organization or presentation? Possible topics for comments include
clarity, accuracy, completeness, and/or specific errors and omissions.
When you have completed this form, you may send it to VSSI as follows:

Email: support@vsoftsys.com
Fax: (770) 781-3210

If you would like a reply, please include your name and email address.

Name (optional): _______________________________________________
Email (optional): _______________________________________________

Comments:

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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